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BOSTON

CHICAGO, APRIL 21, 1875.

AND

/

Litchfield, our* American Consul, kindly in- vessels stranded on the shores of life; a high
terested himself for us and s cured this tide is needed to float them. The services
chance. for me to pay my passageby going a re such as by God's grace secure this tidal
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Moody and Sankey we have two exceptionally able men, men of great genius, of supe:,
of mighty enthusiasm,—
rior characte ry
I do not ‘think so.
epoch-making men?
There are hundreds of men in England and
America as earnest,as devout, and far more
movement ?
able. Why, then, this great
Why this flocking in tens of thousands to

it is proper that the subscribers should pay the commission, if any is desired.
;
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anotheér’s, or whether he has subscribed
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for the ayment.

{

or not—is

-2,
If a person orders his
paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, orthe publisher may continue to send it until payment is made, and collect

ministers and

0A
people
433,000

hear2p

eavens for his soundingite an elaborate apparatus
at the Agricultural Hall to enable Moody to
make 20,000" people hear within four walls.
TroMAS GOADBY.

Rhode

Island

,

AH

-

Correspondence.
—

PROVIDENCE,

April 15, 1875.

Rlorning Star.

ship is on the

¢ Fire is on the hearth-stone, the
wave ;

Pretty eggs are in the nest;
* Yonder sits a mother, smiling at a grave,
With a baby at her breast;
And Christ was on the carth, and the sinuer he
forgave

Is with Him in Ris rest.”
« We shall droop our wings,” pipes the throstle
on the tree;
“ When everything is done;
Time unfurleth yours, that you soar eternally
In the regions of the sun.”

“ When our day is over,” sings the

blackbird in

the lea,
“ Yours is but begun!”

* Then

why are

* the little birds;

you so sad?’ warble all

* While the sky is blue,
Brooding over phantoms and vexing abeut words
That can never be true.”

+ Everything is merry,” trill the happy, happy
birds,

;

“ Everything but you!”
—All The
—

Year Round.

tere

Missionary

-

Correspondence,

————
CALCUTTA, Feb. 27, 1875.
The good-byes have been said to all our
mission circle,and we are here to embark lor
It was very bard leaving dear Midhome.
papore, but thank God for the hope of com-

ing back some day.

Were it not for that,

we should be sad indeed.

Very

inany preIt

cious associations bind us to Midnapore.

was our
endeared
For the
nvssion,

first field, and we became greatly
“ao
to it.
first time in the history of this
six.missionary brethren met to-

gether at Midnapore on the day we came

away.
was

But that same evening the number

reduced

say

I wish I could

to five.

—that some-one—gequainted with the Santal
language was left in the northein part of
our. mission” field. Even now, afier these
recent re-inforcements, our Santal department is poorly enough supplied with workIt made me feel very sad on leaving
ers.
the other day, to hear the people asking
“who will preach to

us

now

in

our

own

opeof

sion

their claims

should

Fight.

we'll bustle

and

the odor of'the arbutus in

spite

of

a

two or three feetin the air,fell on the north

sideof the wall, and expired without utterwas struck with a ball that cut through his
hat and drew blood on his forehead. = It%ap-

historic spot.
There Colonels Barrett, Robinson, Pierce, and Brooks, Major Buttrick,
Captains Davis, Brown, Miles, Barrett, and

hun-

dred ticks, Oh, ‘its too sweet for anySmith, citizens William Parkman, Ephraim
thing » as the Soutb®rn people say.

THE NATIONAL INSANE ASYLUM.

Wodd, and others,

met

and

the course they would puisue.

consulted

These

rank and health, but are slaves to drink, are

on

pat-

men gathered there,” In the midst of the

that excitement the energetic Hosmer exclaimed,
greatest of all curses that amounts to crime, *“ They have set the village on fire! Will
[=]
With this |
making prisoners of sane men and women you let them burn. it down?”
‘through policy, exists here as it probably danger in view, and urged by thegpold and
emphatic expressions of Major
Hattrick and
does in every such institution in the land.
There are spacious and imposing grounds Captain Davis, they immediately *¢ resolved
laid ouf with much taste, natural groves of to march to the middle of the «tows to destately forest trees running down
over fend their homes, or die in tife attempt.”
sloping hill-sides to the Potomac river and
Although the Brilish force at.the bridge
directly opposite the Navy Yard. We know was not over 150 to 200 men, there were
of no finer site than this, to be found in the more than 500 in the village, a distance . of
half
a mile, 100 more under Captain Pole,
District.
Then too, there is a large farm of 500 only a mile further, and the three compaacres, elegant barns, and picturesque cot- nies under Captain Parsons, expected to retages under the management and control of turn at any moment from Colonel Barrett’s.
the Trustees and Directors, making, all to- The British could concentrate over 800 men
gether, a most imposing and expensive 1n- within half an hour after the first gun was
fired. The Americans numbered 500, .and,
stitution.
kept here by their friends;

and again,

of Lincoln,

Brooks,

Joshua

ing a word.”

and citizens of Concord, with a few from
the adjoining towns, held a council of war.
There was an animated consultation on that

now

:

wasin the act of sighting bis gun, wheh he
was hit by the enemy’s shot. He sprang

Americans had asseinbled, the chiet’ officers

along towardsthe city,* sniffing

.

[3

tsively stepped to the wall by” thie road, and

#

:

to heaven.
.
We have dreamed our dreams,

16

a

peared as if he had

knife;

been cut with a

and “I concluded,” said Private Baker,‘ ‘that
the British were firing jacknives.”
Major Battrick, then in front of Captaia
Brown's company, instantly jumped from
the ground, and partly turning to his men
impetuously

exclaimed,

“Pre,

tellow-sol-

g
diers! for God's sake, five!” dischargin-his
Captain
own gun at the same momen!,
Brown, who néver before nor after used a
profane word, exclaimed,* ‘God damn them, .

they are firing balls! Fire, men, fire I” drew
up his own musket, deliberately aimed, and .
fired.
One of the British soldiers, buried
near the old monument, was believed te

have been the result of that shot. Major
Butirick’s orders ran along the lific of mil
itia

and

minute-men,

the

word

“Fire!”

“Fire!” came from a hundred lips, and a
general discharge instantly followed from
the Americas.
They fired as they stood,~

and over each other's heads.

The fusillade

continued for a few minutes only, when
the British broke and fled in great alarm

and confusion.

Noah Pirkburst, one of the

Linlcon men, said to one of his comrades,
“Now the war has_begun, and no one

knows when it will end!”
;
The fire of the Americans was distructive.
Two British soldiers were instantly killed.
Four officers,
Lieutenants
Gould, Hall,
Sunderland, and Kelly, and a sergeant and

six privates, were reported to have been
wounded at the same time. It has never
been accurately ascertained how many privates suffered in this engagement.
Mb&re
than a dozen had their wounds dressed in
the village by Drs. Minot and Cumings,
and, of course,dhere were

surgeons

with

the expeditiofiary force.
Many
of the
troops were covered with blood as they
passed the houses on their retreat to the vil-

in a miiitary point of view, were merely an
¢“ armed mob,” suddenly called together for

lage, and were seen in this condition from
the windows. The sudden flight of such veteran soldiers showed

that the

fire

of the

Americans must have been very severe.

sell-protection. © The British were well organizsd, well disciplined, experienced sol-

’

Aa

Events

of

the

Week.

—

MAIL CONTRACTS.
Postraster-General Jéwell continues his
they did by a great nation. But in face of searching inquiry into the affairs of the
all this array, was there a doubt in the ranks postoffice department.
He bas already
of the Americans? Tn the excitement of the found the existence of devices designed te
hour, Captain Smith, of Lincoln, full of defraud the Government in relation to conpatriotic impulses, volunieered to dislodge tracts for carrying the mails.
In some
It may be a grand beneficence ; it may be the enemy at the bridge with his single cases bids for contracts have been destoyed,
machinery
of
the
Republican
party
to
acare
But they
it is, I believe, the true one.
an elaborate system of agricultural experi- company.
Smith had led his men to the alter they have been received and filed; in
After a sesremarkable meu, nevertheless, and are em- complish their nefarious ends.
ments; its managers may be angels in
dis- field on the first alarm, and leaving his others, whole files have been taken away
the
of
use
inently adapted for their work. Mr. San- sion of nineteen hours and the
guise, but it costs the Government too much horse at Wright's tavern in the village, took for examination.
The sympathies of the
key singsji deep sympathy with his theme, most unworthy means, the ramsellers’ can- by half, We hear that Dr. C. H. Nichols, his position on the hiil and joined in the
people are with Mr. Jewell, and we hope
nomination,
in
put
was
he
Governor
part
for
the
and
didate
music
his
by
and creates,
Secretary ex-officio, wants an appropria- council. Captain Davis, of Acton, animated he may be enabled to look as sharply inte
gets the audience to take, a favorable cou- he receiving just the number necessary to a tion of $300,000 to build another hospital, with the same feelings, exclaimed,
“I the making .of
future contracts,
as he
dition of ‘mind for religious impression. Mr. choice. The temperance and independent
t that’s afraid to go.” This has in hunting up and exposing the frauds
haven'
a
man
only.
patients
female
for
one,
this
opposite
nomination
in
put
immediately.
Republicans
comthe
of
level
the
to
down
Moody comes
and expect the was the spirit shown by the provincials;andr in those previously made.
Hon. Roland Hayard, wlio, with the rum-| We are getting nervous,
mon thoughts of men in his addresses,
gobbled up for it was decisive. It was arranged that, in
be
will
about
country
whole
THE CATHOLICS AND THE SCHOOLS.
speaks of Biblical stories as an eye-witness, Republican and Democratic candidate made a monument to humaa greatness.
the forward movement, Captain Davis, as|
The Catholics in New: York propose le
Bribery
field.
the
in
candidate
third
the
|
of
experience
and of religion as an actual
commander of the first company of minute- lease their parochial school-houses to the
RAMBLES.
every-day life. The inquiry-room brings | and rum had a hand to hand contest with
should take the right, which he did board, of education and place their schools
men,
, and though monLeaving these elegant grounds, and our
those who are touched and affected into honesty and temperance
It was thought best completely under the contrel of the same
manner.
gallant
a
in
Nicholas
fellow
returns came insane .conjectures,
we
close quarters with earnest Christian work- ey was freely used, when the
should have the ad- board with the exception of appointing
minute-men
the
that
the
river.
in it was found that there were nearly nine avenue down towards the Anacostia
ers, and thus religious dccision is promotvanced position, because many of them had teachers and providing the religious iacenter
the
who
men
Howardtown,
ous
through
puss
conscienti
We
ed. It isa happy thing that all this is go- thousand noble and
best to be pre- | struction ; but as yet their proposition has
and settled by bayonets, and it was d2emed
ing on daily in London, and will go on, had not bartered their honor and manhood. of the Howard site owned
fighting.
close
and
not been accepted.”
For some
time the
An imposing public school pared for a charge
longer. The total vote is thé largest but one ever colored people.
months
willing, for three
‘God
The British, somewhat scattered in small Catholics in New York and elsewhere bave
hundred
four
some
choice
no
is
accommodates
there
building
Waile
Three millions of people live in the great cast in the State.
groups on the bridge and on the west bank been
in earnest
to
push matters,” and
for Governor, Mr. Ilayard leads Mr. Lip- pupils. Opposite this is the residence of
metropolis, and tens and hundreds of thouthe advance of the achieve at least a single decisive step im
noticing
river,
the
of
about
‘is
he
four
when
, by about
the Hon. Fred Douglass,
sands of strangers visit it every few months. | pit, the rum Republican
immediately formed and cross- the direction of gaining complete swpremac candidate Washington ; or at least two of his sons re- Americans,
These earnest and honored evangelists are hundred votes. The Democrati
bank, taking up some of the cy in the management of our public
east
the
to
ed
taking from him side here in cozy cottages; and much of his
in the very widst of a world rather than a falls far behind, Mr. Lippit
planks of the bridge as they passed over. schools ; and thus put an end to our sys
.
that the time is spent here.
city. He who moves London, the center of much of bis strength. It is feared
soldiers under Captain Lawrie, who tem of secular edacation.
choice of which party
Over the Anacostia river there is biing The
our commercial, political and literary life, Legislature, in the
retired to the hill,moved forpreviously
bad
THE PARTIAL LOCK-OUT.
manifest than in the built in place of the old, broken structure
moves the whole empire, and sends an im- machinery was more
companions on the
their
joined
and
ward
A
partial
lock-out, begun
in Lowell
new
a
bridge,
Yard
Navy
Lippit
known as the
Books, news- vote for Governor, is favorable to
pulse round the whole earth.
bank of the viver. The attempt of the Mass., last Wednesday, adds a vew phase
right
t
iron
and
piers
stone
fears’
of
the
one
that
hopeful
substantial
is
it
papers, ships, armies will carry the influ- and license, yet
Buitish to dismantle the bridge attracted the to the labor question in New England.
A
:
entertained may not be realized. It is pos- trestle work.
ence of this movement over the world.
as the Ameri lock-out is the counterpart of a strike. The
Buttrick
Major
of
attention
here
will
have
Anacostia,
the
little
town,
just
may
The criticism that is passed upon Messrs. sible that the temperance 1eform
two, and trades-unions have learned that a general
so assume new importance and build up rap- cans were advancing, ‘‘ two and
Moody and Sankey by the English press is received a temporary check, but with
” He strike, throwing a large number of men
cross-road.
the
of
corner
the
turning
e
in it, idly as soon as this long needed enterpris
generally favorable and appreciative. Yet many strong and brave hearts enlisted
the act in a loud and with families out of employment, must in 2
against
ed
remonstrat
May,
of
first
the
contract,
one or two influential organs are persist- it can Le only temporary. At least, the is completed. By
his men to short time break down
uader ils owm
will al- emphatic tone, and ordered
ently hostile. The ** Saturday Review” is protest nttered by the supporters of Mr. will see it finished. The street cars
Thereupon the weight. - So they permit a certain number
step.
quick
a
in
march
: sorrun to the Government Hospital.
unconvertible, Their main objections, how- Hayard is full of meaning.
enemy dojisted from the destruction. They of their members to continue at work, and
.
PROSPECTS
BUSINESS
Leaving the bridge, we pass the Navy
chief
and
first
The
notice.
worth
ever, are
alarmed at the menacing movement assessments on these aid in supporting
became
The opening seascn presents signs of en- Yard buildings, where the boys in blue of the Americans; and it may have occurobjection is, that Mr. Sankey's ‘* tricky” art
those who have struck; thus enabling the
be other- tramp back and forth with shouldered musof singing and Mr. Moedy’s ‘American hu- couragement. It would scarcely
red to them at the time that whatever ob- strikers to hold out for a much longer
Penn.
down
Hospital
Marine
which
the
,
pass
kets;
winter
mor” are a degradation of religion. Their wise after a long and dreary
structions were placed in the way of the period. To defend themselves, the manu~
uish its grasp. avenue to the Capitol and Ben. Butler's
second objection is,that if Moody and Sankey still seems reluctant to relinq
would jeopard the safety of factures shut down their wills and give
are at imposing mansion, that looks as though he Americans
are right in their methods of operation, our Shall we not hope that better days
Captain
Parson's
detachment.
work to none. This is termed a lock-out.
as the designed it for a wing to the Capitol.
English clergy and churches are all hope- hand for all classes, the rich as well
David
Captain
to
according.
But the corporations in Lowell have only
was,
It.
|
he
-about—t
And their third objection is poor, and for all interests, material as well —Phe change being -wrought
Tessly wrong.
Brown, ‘‘between nine and ten of the clock refused to employ those of the mule-spinThe
front
.
marvelous
is
l
classes
grounds
severa
Capitol
Indeed, -the
as moral?
that no * serious result,” that is, no changbuildings and in the forenoon.” The British fired two or ners who are ‘in the conspiracy, keeping
ed religious life and eternal salvation can of society and the veried interests of life are side, so long littered by old
These their doors open to all others.
grand in its three guns in quick succession.
be expected to come from the. momentary so interwoven, that it is difficult to draw the unpleasant objects, is simply
for the dissignal-guns
preconcerted
were
OTHER STRIKES.
Never
,
expanse.
d
suffers
r
unfinishe
membe
still
their
new and
line of separation. If one
excited feeling these addresses and
tant detachments of the enemy to return at
In
Pennsylvania,
10,000 miners of the
magnifiso
looked
Capitol
old
him.
dear
with
the
life-long’
a
has
suffer
rs
being
the other membe
singing produce ; religion
once, When the Americans arrived within Lehigh and Wilkesbarre Company ave fully
cent as now.
not a transient spasm

tongue?” Just now the Santals seem to be
the most promising people within our Mislimits, and

-

The Government asylum for the insane, riots, requiring even more moral thin physknown as
St. Elizabeth,” is .an immense ‘ical courage to meet the regulars, armed
institution, that bas been
growing for with the powerot a stony government, did
twenty-five years, and is now a. towering not long hesitate. Indeed, the aggressions
pile of brick which threatens to rival in size of the enemy soon provoked them to a decision.
While these deliberations were aband importance the Capitol itself.
It is situated on the Maryland side of the sorbing their attention, the British were
District, and is three miles from the Capitol. ruthlessly burning gun-carriages, wheels,
It has at present nearly 700 inmates,besides the liberty-pole, and other spoils in the viland officers. It is calléd a lage, the smoke from which rose in a cloud
attendants
charitable institution for Soldiers and Sail- over the common, and was plainly to be
ors, but a large number are domiciled here seen by these on the hill. It appeared as if
six days in succession,
who pay high figures for board and attend- the enemy had already set fire to the town.
ice
isis
ul Moody ’8 voice
9
The sight sent a thill' of “indignation
ants,
and far inferior to
through
the ranks of the militia and minuteFrail
women,
-who
hive
the
prestige
of
ramklin: calculatéd that

akeen’

reel

I

—

!
;
:
'
i
@
, until there's a genuipe jubilee ;
The May number of” Harper's Magazine
nature's grandest efforts.
‘has an’ illustrated article on this opening
Our pleasure would not be quite complete fight of the revolution, contributed by Fredwithout the pink eyes of the trailing arbu- eric Hudson, and (rd which we exiract
tus peeping out here and Rrthere from vases the fBllowing :
:
:
and mossy festoons, Their waxen petals
On the*highest point of land where the
shining up through a net-work of green

POLITICAL.
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken from
A prophecy uttered a few weeks since,
the office or not.
li wear them ? It is the work of God.
Itis
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
the answer to prayer. It is the result of | t hat the temperance question would be the
newspapers and periodicals from the post-oflice, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
twenty years’ anxious thought and effort on | | eading issue in our State election, has been
facie evidence ol intentional fraud.
The campaign was short, but re——
béhalf of the many within and without our f wifilled.
plete
with
interest, and though the result
The very
churches who are yet unsaved.
possibility .of uniting "all classes and all |i s, from some points of view, unwelcome,
denominations of Christians in preparing from others it is encouraging. In June
the way and furnishing the means for these last, our Legislature enacted prohibitory
Each year Congress makes large approA
BE 2
evangelistic services is. itselt a revival. a ad constabulary laws for the suppression priations to this Hospital. At the last sesThe
laws
have
been
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 1875.
of
the
liquor
traffic.
| Twenty years ago it would have been imsion $205,000 was allowed, while many
possible. - England is slowly awaking to so far successful in accomplishing the work similar ‘institutions can not commahd
the importance of its own evangelization. designed, as to arouse in opposition to them enough to keep them alive.
A Rebuke.
The wave of revival is passing over our liquor and monied interests hoth in and out
——
>
It would seem that 419 acres (the exact
It was determined that no
¢ Why are you so sad?’ sing the birds, the litle churches and our country, and has been for of the state.
number cultivated here) would make this
birds;
some time past ; Moody and Sankey ride on stone should be left unturned to return a Hospital somewhat self-supporting ; but we
** All the sky is blue;
the crest of the wave which has been rising Legislature which would 1epeal these laws
every added acre makes an additionWe are in our branches, yonder are the herds,
and enact a license law instead. The, first believe
for years.
al demand on the Government for its cultiAnd the sun is on the dew;
step in the programme was to eapture the
‘This is their own account of themselves
Everything is merry,”sing the happy little birds,
Republican State Convention and” use the vation although the patients do the work.
and
work,
their
of
estimate
own
their
and
Everything but you!
:

Thy

a

> that
:
tin
circumstance

about 20,- | Whitfield
000 people daily attend a religious service. with only™®
What does it all mean?
That in Messrs. | board ; there i

collecting ar-

when

\

‘Ordinary Christian

ras
a!
H
3
+1142 quite
at $2,00 each, part
SCRIBERS, can have the Stararrearage
| and rests
about
here iis nothing
full. ' 1“hara
on the strictlyof || LINES
there being no
jn-advance,
equal
not
|
Mr.
except
peenliar
is
that
services
the
|
:
:
old subscribers.
.
_
4
ah 3d
a
&
Any subscriber who will furnjsh the name of a | |
re ONE, can have the two copies of the paper at | Sankey's solo singing. But it is at least an | Whitfield's
Thi
tablishment, in obtaining subscribers,

*

. | Christian workers will find not that their
‘“ occupation is gone,” but that they have
more to do and a greater. joyin dog it,
English Correspondence.
—
—
3
t hrough the labors of Messrs, Moody and
CuiLweLL COLLEGE, ENG.,
Sankey.
March 80, 1875.
|
The power of this revival movement may
MOODY AND SANKEY.
be measured by its effect upon newspaper
For three weeks Messrs. Moody and literature as wellas its influence in bringSankey have conducted evangelistic. servi- ing ministers of every shade of doctrine and
Ie es,in London.
Every evening excep* Satur- polity together for prayers. Almost every
day, Mr. Moody has spoken to the large London newspaper discusses the question
of religious revival, and reports these meeta udience gathered in the Agricultural Hall.
A noon-day prayer meeting has also been ings. The extraordinary strain- that Mr,
held every day at Exeter Hall, and Mr, Moody's nervous system has to bear marks
Moody has spoken at this meeting as well. him out as an extraordinary man. When
The Agricultural Hall-is a building used for ‘Spurgeon preached one day a weexin the
a winter cattle-show, and is so arranged for Agricultural Hall, he had to spend the rethis special oggasion that it will seat 22,520 | nraining six in the country to recover him-

MEMITTANECES must be made in’ money o1ders,bank checks, or drafts, if posgible. When veither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered

mind,

# Afsyria” was delayed to March 4.— Eb.
.
BR
A
En

.

pro

Concord

The

Last, but™not least the happy voices: of
children rj @ out over the valleypand gayay

ag ship-surgeon, which greatly reduces the Ir ush of emotion ; when the vessels are afloat
may be
© xpense. The orders are to go aboard to-mor- | 0 n the sea of a new experience,they
row evening.and we hope to be off early on left to the winds of heaven and the working
sails and helm, Entrance upop the ChrisMonday morning,1. prox. It will bé cheer- 'of
{i ian life is_the aim of these services, not
ing to know that our dear friends are prayt is not
{ing for us. We hepe to reach New York training and culture in that life,
degradingithe gospel to make it fntelligi- and sending forth their delicate, delicious
J. 1. P.
sometime in May.
P. 8. We learn that (he sailing of tlie ble, attrp clive, impressive: to the popular fragrance revive memories that reach away

ISSUED BY THE,

N umber
ey

—y

en

THE MORNING STAR,

\
.

"n

SO KER

be re-

labor and conflict and

of emotion. The objections are founded on
a misapprehension of the nature of the work
to be done. . It is evangelistic work, not the
ordinary teaching, ** edification,”

advance-

Easter Monday, the Capitol terraces were

ent)
A
I—es

Special Correspondence.

a sight to behold. Thousands of children
gathered there to roll eggs and roll them-

tl
@ Oe

WASHINGTON,

D. C., April 7, 1875.

selves.

a

diers—veterans, indeed, accustomed to war
in all its rigor, and sustained in whatever

ten or

fifteen rods of the

bridge, and were

rapidly moving, forwardjone of the regulars,
a sharp-shooter,stepped from the ranks and

discharged

his musket, manifestly aimed at

determined as yet not to resume work unless their demand for an advance of ten per |

cent. is granted.

On April

14,

fifty

pud-

dling furnaces were started,iu Pittsburg and

it is thought that soon most of the mills will

Robinson, the be in operation.
Red, purple, pink, and potted eggs were Major Battrick or Colonel
r
the arm of
under
passing
which,
from
ove
ball
s
direction
all
ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY CENTENNIAL.
sent spinning down in
Mr. Moody's
ence of a Christian people.
BlanchLuther
wounded
sizes
slightly
all
latter,
of
memthe
the
All
children
the
boat.
canal
while
a
on
e
The centennial celebration of” the Pennterraces,
Midnapor
the
one business is to press the truth of God on
“I ard, the fifer of the Acton company, in the sylvania Auti- Slavery Socictis was held in.
bers of the mission came down to the river the acceptance of hesitating, wavering and Now, when the birds are singing their wel- ‘made the grounds ring’ with their shouts.
Vice-PresWhite
the
the
side, and Jonas Brown, owe of the Concord Philadelphia last Wednesday.
and
about
0’clock,
too,
10
On the terraces
to see us off. « It was
wandering hearts. Stories about fathers, come to spring and the flowers are being
immediately ident Wilson presided, and in a short adwas
gun
This
than
ent
minute-men.
excitem
less
no
was
there
House,
moon was shining, so all seemed quiet mothers, brothers,
sisters, children, told coaxed into bloom by the sunshine, it is
killed dress stated the character of the meeting
and delightful, We sang the ‘Sweet by with pathos and freshness, songs that kin- delightful to travel, for the roads are as dry here, although these were aristocratic chil r followed by a volley, which instantly
and histery of the Society, which he beAbner
Japtain Isaac Davis and private
lieves to be the oldest of its character in the
and by,” father offered prayer, and then we: dle feeling and awaken emotion are exactly as in summer, and the cool, bracing air is dren and extraordinary eggs tossed ove
Though founded in April, 1775, its
Hosmer, of Acton, a ball passing through world.
It was hard saying
the turf.
f
had the doxology.
the
of
sniff:
a
makes
get
does
humor
one
of
if
ing,
gleam
a
and
invigorat
;
iate
appropr
fol the heart of the former;and another through work was practically suspended during the
were
men
colored
of
number
good-bye to our beloved friends and co-lalarge
A
peculiar
ham
a
Revolution.
After the war, however, ite
the pathos more natural andy keeps the at- | chills.’ There's a buzz and
in the afternoon gather- the head of the latter, and slightly wound- work was revived. After the passage of
borers. God bless them one and all, our
in the conflicts of only to a spring moining, when bells eche lowing around late
not
is
It
alive.
tentjon
Captain
of
brother
liearts said ‘as the boatmen rowed us away
ing up the shells that (he children hud. sent ing ‘Ezekiel Davis, a
the fugitive slave law in 1850, through the
Christian life they sek to encourage fong over the bill tops, and the*chunticlee 4
Davis, a ball passing through his hat and agency of this Society very many fugitive
in the beauitful moenlight.
: the
rolling evergwhere.
in
away
and
trill,
the
spring
a
in
with
enlist
in
to
men
chimes
ask
they
—rather
men,
When he saw that his slaves were assisted beyond the reach of
Our passage is engaged on the steamship
The latest excitement is spelling matches. grazing his head.
chatte r
Christian urmy ; the drill and the conflict the distance the ducks and geese
Captain Davis impul- capture.
wounded,
was
.
E
to
fifer
are
BEECH
BESSI
we
and
Heasman,
“Assyria,” Capt.
ons.

sponded to more promptly and generously.
On Monday evening, the 22d, we left

go via Swez Canal (o London.

General
pS

ment in religious

come afterwards.

knowledge

and

experi-

In other words, here &

DREAMING.
between,we have been
pauses
long
With
journeying trom Fort Foote to Washington.

vith vociferous modulati
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NOTESBY PROF. J. A. HOWE,

(For? Questions
v

GIDEON'S ARMY.

| God, brings his men tothe water, und all
S—
LJ
drink of the water.
Three hundred lapped
JUDGES 7:18.
|
of
the
water
with
the'r
tongue, that is,drank
TEXT :=— Tene 1s no restraint to

:
GOLDEN
the

Lord

to save

by many

or

by few.

Sam, 14: 6.

1

Alter the

protect his own’

angel, on the

was a god, he could

altar.

Hence

Gideon was

called the Baal-fighter, or Jérub-bael, that
is, the one against whom Baal fights. Next,
Gideon gathered an army from Manasseh,
Asher, Zebulun and {Naphtali, and having
wbtained a double assurance of the Lord, by
with

undertaking,

.the fleece, of

pitched his

The Situation.

success

camp

in the

before

his

Midian, with Amalék

as an ally, Mad crossed the Jordan and
pitched in the plain of Esdraclon, anciently
called Jezreel, the baftle-ground of Palestine, where, at a later period, Saul -and the
Philistines, the Israelites

Josiah and

The rest knelt and

drank.

were not aware that God was test.

The

mode of drinking

and

the Syrians,

the Egyptians, and, in modern

times, Napoleon

and the Syrians fought

ainst each other.
“Jews, Gentiles, Saracen¥, Egyptians, Persians, Diuses, Turks, Ar-

abs, Christian Crusaders
Frenchmen—warriors

| hardships,

“By

| writer thinks,

such a sign as, this,”

“ an ordinary

general

one
might

and anti-Christian

men. It was not of Gideon but ef the Lord
that this. proposed reduction came.
It is
not impossible for small churches to achieve
great victories
or for a small Sabbath school
to attack the hosts of sin successfully, for a
few

brave,

because

trusting,

souls

‘in

any

Zion, to rescue the people from depression.
The valor that, like a spring, issues from
faith in God, makes numbers of little account, and 1s invincible.
.
7. Gad by the Three Hundred Will Save
Israel.
* And the Lord said ito Gideon,

you,

and

deliver.the Midianites

8. The Few

of every nation under

ains of Galilee,on the east by the mountains | their tents.
Hermon,

on the

for the

Battle.

“So the peo-

in their bands

and their

Keil and Delitzsch render this
‘so they (the 300 picked men)

west | verse thus:

The ¢ well of

Harod” was a natural spring. Harod means
trembling. There i8 no mention of this
spot previously; it may have been so named from the panic ‘of the Midianites. The
Israelites were on the hights from

the base

of which the spring-flowed. The *‘well” was
probablg at the foot of Gilboa, the one now
ealled ain Jahnd. The kill Moreh is probably
Little Hermon. Between these two locations,a plain from two to three miles in extent is found, sufficient for the host of Mid-

ian to encamp upon.
2. Not the army, but God
el.

Notice the

is to save Isra-

disproportion

of

ot Israel to that of their foes.

the

army

Of the Mid-

ianites there were one hundred and thirtyfive thousand men ; Judges 8:10; ofthe Is-

raelites, thirty-two

thousand.

force.God

to be too large, lest it

aving

declared

won

This

small

the victory, Israel should boast,

sent away

independently

of God.

God would teach

that all our strength is from him. Seeing
these two facts clearly, men will look to
God for his aid ; men will give God the gloty of their achievements.

There is a wrong

every

one

to his tent,

abide in it, whose goodness is recognized
and reverenced -and embraced. As we acknowledge God we escape the sins of pride,

mount Gilead.”

depart early from

This form of proclamation,

with the reagon for

iteannexed, is

the law of Moses. Deat. 20:9.
ead is east

of

the

Jordan;

found in

Mount Gilwe

have scen

that Gideon with his army was west of that
river.
Hence, Gilead must either be a mistake for Gilboa, or there was a mount Gil-

ead by the plain of Jezveel. Twenty-two
thousand people leit the camp for their
homes.
They had much reason for fear,
and if they were afraid had

the army.

Hence they may have

ed in a service that requires brave devotion
to it. Christ says to his disciples that
they must not love, above him, their own
lives even. What if now he should call to
his church,

‘‘let all who love riches, friends,

after the panic and

showed that,had they attacked and conquer-

not have been given

the glory. Because they had no faith, because

they looked for salvation to their own hand,

to nofice the expression ‘and the host of
Midian was beneath him in the valley,” because the dream of the soldier which Gideon
heard is then better understood.

Midian.
fore.

been served

as be-

imperfection

4s

Think of this, ye who purpose to erect, or
to repair and beautify, a"house ot worship,
and do not exceed

your ability,

nor.

to

dishearten,

of Christians,

the

would hardly have won in such circumstan-

care-

ces.

In every

view, asa

rule,

it

business to incur debt in building
of worship.

4.

last consideration

to

with

selves, it seems
others so also.

is poor

be

filled

lence.

enemies.

about

to

make

an

debts

extravagant

here

But

This lesson is one of encouragément to the
shall and~the few who are at work’ for
than

Who needs encouragement more
the little chureh or Sabbath school,

the

Charity

globe.

begins at |

for the house of worship, should be

struggling against great odds for the spread
of the gospel ? Here is ‘hope, here is heart,
here is prophecy for them. The church as
well as the world needs to learn that God
saves as easily by the three hundred as by

liberal to. benevolent causes.
ful it is for a church to fall
healthful course of giving;
evil to

increase

the

large};

How mournback from a
aud what an

temptations

to

such

retrogradation.
If anything weakens a
church, if anything cripples its power for
good, the spirit of withholding is eminently weakening and crippling.
And
the
are extensively unaware
astrous

to

withhold.

churches:

the

case is the more sad, because

that it is

so dismany

how

Oh,

this,

churches have never suitably realized

t

and how difficult it is to conviuce

it. All this being se, what intelligent,
earnest Christian would wish the churdh to

impoverish-

which he belongs to become

ed by a debt upon the house of God ?

prevent pe

Such indebtedness may

3.

ple from uniting with the church or society.

ENCOURAGING
FOR
TEACHERS.
The
teacher who would rightly measure the val-

It might

not

affect

so

ual

can

readily

find

souls,

noble

some

but all souls are not thus noble.
mankind as they usually are, if an

ue of his efforts, must take many things in-

tives and influences which

of

Snnbeams.

God

pity them,

and open

the

sunny-hearted

ones,

another

Taking
individ-

convenient

place of worship, unincumbered with such
a burden,*we can not wonder that he prefers to decline in assisling to discharge a
debt which he had no share in contracting.
If be willingly pays his full quota of what
is needful for currght expenses, he may
very naturally think he dves all his "duty,
pecuniarily, for the church with which he
worships. If the man is rich, he may be

surround us all.

No one can be divested wholly of them. Un-

all the

der their pressure we tend alternately to
good and evil, undergoing what Herbert
Spencer describes as the *‘ rhythm of melion.” Asone is more or’ less impressible,
he yields more readily to them, and is carried further in either direction.
The teacher observes the variations of his scholars,

more

unwilling

to

come’

in

and

that

the

largely aid in lifting off the burden which
the church has so unwisely assumed.
It is
natural,

too,

for

him

to ‘think

church may wish to relieve itself by looking
to him as one of itg- chief burden-bearers;
and is anxious. Let him pursue his work an office which he does not covet; aud so,
he may defeat any
trustfully, and not fear,
He has the truth. by going elsewhere,

It is imperishable,and can not he overcome,
— Methodist.

such expectations.

with
a church, or parish, thus indebted, if
he can be as much edified elsewhere,
es-

“ I'un Risk IT.” A faithful pastor nrged
a young lady of his congregation and Sab
bath school to come to Jesus now.

pecially, if he judges it wrong, in all ordi-

She im.

nary circumstances, to incur

patiently answered :
*“ You are always urging me now, now,
I can not see the need of snch great hurry.”
“I have no authority to preach or to (each
any other gospel.”
;
“ Oh, well, I'll risk it,” she jauntily re-

win.

And do it now, on this

edness?

till the little ones count

Sabbath, and

a delightful day in

all the seven,

it the

best

day of

are

no

doubt

such

|

indebt-

some

will helg an individual, or a church,

their last time to hear.

be made

There

®ho

out of

dreary

life

do not want you to go.”
“We

need

not

in a bare,

Liat
that

not

oven

ht
the

1
sual

Indeed
poutoita

j

the beautiful synshine

.
dJUTOWS

of

ing up manna.”

the

God

bless

husband.

I

cold

and

trust, like lay-

:

:

of to-morrow’s wants, which may never
come.
You have all the benefits of what you
wisely, use to-day, All that you have, or
others truly need for health or real comfort,
bestow, if it require your last dollar, Then
thank God that you have not only had the
dollar, but the ighest good that can:come

from it,—have blessed a human life.

You find it difficult to decide . between

generous want and a mere

wish;

a

but when

you have placed yourself unreservedly in
the hollow of God's hand, and told him so,
cach “day, yes, hourly,
renewing your

submission

and

dependence, . you will be

guided clearly in every decision.
One must

longings
that

observe

the

of God.

comes

so

unheard

His

silent

but

felt

suggestion,

unexpeeledly

and

so

sus-

tainingly. We come to know that we are a
part of God, and we need only to keep
ourselves attuned to that great heart which
knows no discord, to interpret, unmistakably, each throb.

of

could readily pene-

trate therein.

The man’s whole moral nature partook
of the gloominess of his surroundings.
Silent, morose, going to his daily labor
with a clouded brow and a complaining
heart, he passed his wretched days, caring
for nobody, and nobody caring for him.

+

forget

God,

as
A

it

is

all

zood;

is purified by strong winds.
time

loosens

as

the

binding”

So God some-

cord,

that

an ap-

cially the-invalid of long years of suffering

and waiting, might fully feel the safety of
trus{ing all to God; that the waiting is
#8 patient waiting for us, not ours for
that

each

will

morning

might

fall,

as

.that

dreary,

be

fresh
the

worth, thezbaving,

as

and

sun

sunless

come, but they bring

Don’t
ipate

be

sure

the

sweet

will

days

each

rise.

of life

something

The

must

with them

and it is reached

only

:

through thein.

room.
He knew that she had gone away to
| pray for him and his conscience smote him
for the first unkind words he had ever spoken to her, and he longed to ask her for-

is

parently lone combat may develdp in us
the highest and richest strength for true
usefulness,
How uch I wish that every seul, espe-

dark,

—Withou
a word
t she {urned and left (he

God

in the gentle leading and
powerful
exercise is. often

the wise physician's means for renovating
our physical conditions. The atmosphere

manna

fear the cold,” she said,

but

much in it,
tollowing,-

im;

dreary, I
:
>

smilingly. “ You will go, will you not
dreary room, whose windows were so €n“No; I will not go,” he answered, sharperusted with the accumulations of years | Iv.
o

anxious!

What

either with joy or

you

dread,

antic

will

never

come just as you hope or fear. Let it come
just asit may, knowing that it will be
you

just right and that

giveness. Acting-.upon the impulse, he
left the room and seoflly ascended the stairs,
pausing at the door of her room, where
with sobs and tears she was pleading for
him,—her husband, —pleading as he had
never heard her plead before, that he might
be reconciled fo God; and in an agony of

ceive or endure

it.

do, or can do, is to go

the way
Don’t
bless so
little to
and you

will

be ripe

to re-

have to

you

A'lthat

forward

straight

in

that is laid wide open for yot.
heard your means, when you can
many and so much. It requires so heart or a burden lighter;
a e
mak
know it is an unfailing law of

A child's hand admitting into his gloomy
room the sunbeams that for years had vainly sanght admission there, awoke him from
the miserable state.
Beholding the won. | remorse he bowed his head and wept. As
derful transformation wrought by the beau- her voice ceased he crept softly back, and nature that as you sow, you must reap; if
tiful little elves as they played on wall and when she entered the room he had resum- it be blessings, fear not Lut it shall be
A.A. FL
floor, and scattered their sparkling gems ed his former position. Tearfully kissing blessings in the sickle.
all over the dingy room, dispelling as by him * good-byp” she again left him.
He glanced quickly around the bright,
magic the shadows that so long had broodCharity.
¢d there, he realized as never before how pleasant room, containing so many evidenc»
PO
ruthlessly he had trampled under foot every es of his young wife's thoughtful love,
BY ADDIE L. WYMAN.
ower that had bloomed in his pathway, A mile to the church, he thought. She
We look for beauty in the rose
ought not to go alone. Ile would harness |
ast aside every blessing that might bave
That climbs the garden wall;
eered his lot.
4 0)d Jerry, as he could easily overtake her,
he sunbeams that revealed in every
coryper of his room the gossamer webs, the

of years of patient

toil,

revealed

no

The lily, by its side, we say
Is stately, fair and tall, *

and he need not enter the church.
._ Blinded by her tears the young wife
walked slowly on until she was accosted

"The little purple pansy wins

by her uncle's cheery voice:
“What, Muy, walking to church ? I
his hdart, the tempter's hand had, woven
many'a web far more difficult to remove gean carry you. Come, let me help you in,”
than those which a light touch could brush and she found herselt in her uncle's caraway.
’
ringe driven rapidly
toward the church,
|
But vigorously he went to work, ear- Previous to leaving home, she had writ
nestly, assiduously he labored, until the cob- ten on several slips of paper a request
webs were expelled not only from room ,but that prayer might be offered for an unconfrom mind and heart as well, Then, with verted husband. Slipping these into the
deep gratitude to the Maker of those won- hymn-books, she prayerfully awaited the
derful little fairies whose mission to his result.
Meanwhile her husbandghad driven on, |
own heart had proved so beneficial, he relearly to his startled

solved to do all in

his

eyes

power

that,

that

over

others

might share in like glorious results. °
His life benceforth was a benison. With

momentarily
expecting
to “overtake her.
and as he neared th, élfurch his wonder |
and surprise were great. He was determin- |

a lavish hand

ed not

scattered
many

the

blessed

hither and

an otherwise

sunbeams

thither,
dreary

joy and hope to many
He was a humble man,

Hehting

path,

were

up

bringing

an aching heart.
earning his daily

bread by the sweat of his brow, but many
a millionaire might have envied his\lot as

he pursued bis life journey, the sunshlne of
a bappy, contented heart irradiatindhis
rect result of imprudence orsin; but are face, and giving to the plain features.
a
there. not many who think it a sufficient charm no mere beauty could bestow.
excuse for withholding aid, because the inLittle children, who had formerly sbhun(29
dividual, or church, had’no business to get ned the gloomy man,now followed his steps,
into such trouble ? This may be mean ; but clinging to hi§ hand,looking with beaming
meanness is quite common.
It may savor eyes into his face, to catch the answering
of self-righteousness ; but this, too, is com- smiles reflected there.
/
mon, So that, as things are in this imperHow different would this world be if
fect world, the indebtedoess of a church more such traps to catch, the sunbeams
may often repel people from its worship. were constructed. If we brooded less over
Also all earnest attempts to increase a church the petty trials that ave incident to this
or congregation, may be construed iuto en- arth life, and appreciated more fully the
deavors. to allure outsiders to come and thousand unnumbered blessings that our
elp’in paying the debt. This very sus- Father bas so lavishly scatteied around |
|
|
pieion of.itself may keep off not a few. us,
/
br
||
I

trouble, even when that trouble

on every Sabbath, you meet and greet your
scholars. It may be your last time to teach,

Sunday may

In fict, leaving out the

few noble souls,—who is disposed to unite

*“ Iam thinking of vou, my

|

catch the Snnbeams.”
It was a simple
story of a man ia the humblest ecircumstanare,

Oe

lay up money when there is a pres-

entneed for it is a want

to be their aim to make
They are their own worst

:
.
PE
| Want you
to go to meeting
with me. this
Some years sihce my attention was call- | evening.
Will you ?" she asked pleadingly.
ed toa little book entitled, ¢“ A Trap to |
‘ But, Mary, it is so

ces, living

—

To

There are times that’ something impels
Her
husband
attended the Presbyterian |
church, but previous to their marriage he | us to make tremendous strugzies; some
ziegt work must be accomplished through
had promised. to attend the Méthodist part
We seem to
of the time, and daily the loving wife Lad us, and by a fierce battle.

when

Catching

-

False Saving,

charm the

them, and make their number legion.

W.

purchase, ”|

it is sent

J

¢

eyes so long darkened by gloom and misanthropy..
:

incon- |

It might be well, if some such were

equally mindful of their just

and

abut they can not see it.
They constantly ‘provide afresh.
It is not a lesson of indolook through green spectacles, and: hence lence, but
of reasonable
exertion
with
everything to them is green.
They make
trust; not the wearing out and denying
thountains of mole-hill®; unhappy them- one’s self and
the needy around, from fear

J

The

world,

is a pleasant

true,

“Ihave never heard a sermon ‘on trust in
derness,
God, or upgn charity with the laying up of
Ah! they bask amid the beauties of the manna for the text, although it may have
gloriour sunbeams, their hearts are warmed been often used.
by the cheering rays.
:
:
The passage comes to me with wonderAnothee-class “there is, whete jaumliced “ful power at each reading; not
merely
vision sees nothing, beautiful or attractive that God can and will provide
for us even
in the world. ‘To them it is all out of joint, in the desert or the wilderness,
but the’
a dreary, gloomy place, in which to drag great force is, that we may plan
and arheavily, wearily along.
range, and put -forth every effort that to“These people are constantly enveloped in day's abundance shall be
a provision for
shadow ;. the sunshine is all around them,
to-morrow, but God may thwart it all and

a house

mentioned is not the least ; viz., the

them

the world

sketch 1s

«

heart.
4
To them God is a loving Father, watch.
ing over his children with an infinite ten-

As to building for a distaut future, in the

from

To

the error of its

ones’ salvation,

make

morose.

objects to delight the eye and

forget

that-abilily may be as often overrated us the
expected cost is underrated.

of

these trials

them neither bitter nor

from

’

The above

Wé enter their soci-

they doubtléss®ave, but

preached.

saved

for publication hoping that it may encourage and comfort the praying wives and
mothers, whose daily cry is for. their loved

|
gruity of dedicating to God , that which is
Eo
Pirro,
he can not preach as zealously and sucgess- not onrs.
The house may never be paid
fully as otherwise. If the church be great- for. What right have we to dedicate to
“A Wife's Influence.
ly cast down, he will lack the hearty co-.] God other peage’s. property ? My .mort- |
operation indispensable to the fullest suc- gaged farm I do not-fully own.
Would it
BY MAUD L. STANTON,
cess. The abiding remembrance of such be pleasant in the dedicatory prayer of -a | ¥
indebtedness,—in the case of a feeble churéh house of worship to say, ** We consecrate | Oue cold October evening a lady stood
‘especially,—may increase the difficulties of to Thee so much of this house as has noin- | by the window of a pleasant farm-house
LS
.
raising the funds needful for currept ex- cumbrance upon it” ? How about the rest? EE
gazing thbughtfully out into the darkness.
penses; thus adding to the discourage- | [ think that some have felt the incongruity | The wind, as it swept mournfully by, |
ment.
If some large and wealthy chureh- | of dedicaling a house burdened with debt, | seemed in harmony
with her own
sad
es can not appreciate this item,
Her mind
went.
there are even at the time of dedication, and,out of a | thoughts,
rapidly back
‘those that can.
cogent
sense
of propriety, have come | to her childtood’s hore] her father's“ Kind2. Such indebtedness may abridge the | forward and cleared off the debt on the ness and her mother’s 1over and then to the’|
new Jove that had crept unbidden into her
benevolence of the church and people. We £spot.
It thisycan- not. be at once “done,
| all know how common it is for persons to, ! would it not be respectful to postpone the | heart, and for whom, a few short months
{ ago, she had lett parents and home.
| urge their indebtedness as sn: excuse for dedication til} the house is ours to give?
She |
was a member of the.
declining to contribute to. a eall of benevoMethodist
All which is respectfully submitted.
church, |

side

the household, by special privileges, approHence, after a victory obtained hy priate
songs, and readings chosen in turn,

them, Baal would have

Christ

hope of a town’s large increase, this hope
may prove illusive. Besides, it tends to
impair the effect of public worship,to spread
missable, is not now aflirmed.
But that it -a little congregation over a spacious house.
is almo¥t always unadvisable may appear Fifty or seventy-five persons, and some
from the following considerations;
congregations scarcely average the higher
“1. Itmay serve as a discouragement number, men, women and children all told,
both to pastor and people, and that in pro- if they do the lower, scattered over a large
portion to its amount compared with their house, have a forlorn look, especially if
ability.
A considerable debt, which is thinly spread, each in his own pew, over
felt to be onerous, throws a weight upon the unsocigl space.
Bid a shrewd lawyer
their spirits, rendering their movements address oy
gl
spread oufx and see
heavy and melancholy. We need all the what he would say ? He would say that
hopefulness we can well attain.
In a good common sense had little to. do with
Webster
or Choate
church’s best state, certainly in its usual the arrangement.

home.” We will not here stop to show
the fallacy of this style of evading the
claims of duty. Enough, that it is perfectly nutural to selfislrbeings, as we all by
nature are. It would be, indeed, somewhat noticeable, if a church deeply in debt

they feared and reasonably feared to meet
the one hundred and thirty-five thousand of

or love

“where

course, while this is unpaid, we ought not
{ into one of joy and beauty.
to spend our money for people on the other |

It is necessary

route.

social position, ease, self in any way more
than ‘me return to the world,” how large a plied, as she waved a good-by and started
reduction would Zion suffer? The army of on a summer's. pleasuring. A burning
Gideon, if they viewed God as their leader, steamer on the Hudson River closed the
and their entfrprise of his ordering, would short chapter of her unhappy life.
have had no reason to fear. This sifting . O teacher, teach a present salvation, a
present peril to shan, a present heaven to

ed Midian, God would

competition,

locality,

been

way.

for i
i
lin they go, the precious sunbeams of joy and love.
Trials

At least, it may be so if, in the

| shadows, to change the dull, oppressive day |

joined in the attack

better be out of

The people of God are engaz-

or

=

that had

ety with eagerpessiaift-Teave it with regret,

place, there is no oflier evangelical church,

pectation of the growth of the place, or the
congregation, or with an eye to the distaht
future, or through

of the heavenly home.

x

to consideration besides visible results. He
must regard the different natures of chilself-will, defiance of heaven, and take the dren, each requiring a different course of
enly position favorable to the health and treatment ; ther different degrees of recep.
productiveness of virtue; this is why the tivity ; the different degrees to which their
minds are pre-occupied with false ideas,each
Scriptures teach us to beware of declaring calling for a different degree of prepara“mine own hand hath saved me.”
tion ; the different ways in which conscious-3,4.
The Fearful Go Home.
* Now, ness and education manifest themselves, hy
the operation of which the truth-plant will
therefcre, go to proclaim in the ears of the
in each person assume a different shape;
people, saying, whosoever is fearful and and he must keep in view the opposing moafraid;let him return and

defeated.

(7. e.,to his

reliance on God which ignores the use of the thirty-two thousand. It is a matter of
means appoin(ed of God to reach ends; but common observation that a few energetic,
this lesson deals with a more common loyal,confiding souls can cause mighty evils
The few
wrong reliance, in which God,as the seurce to be routed and overthrown.
of ail strength, is forgotten. Let not God whom Christ mikes strong can not be rebe thought of us seeking fulsome praise or sisted. - But the few and the many must retaking delight in vacant applause. Ile is member that ¢“ the excellency of the power”
not eager for such glory. God would have in all religious work is of God and not of
men see what they are, and what. he is; us. Hence the importance of putting the
what relations to him they necessarily have, soul into the state of praise to God, and of
and how inevitably good comes from hon- prayer to God. God is our strength, our
oring him, and evil from attempting to be skill, our life and being. We have what
what they ean not be, independent of divine is given us. Praise, then, is comely.
strength ; and this God desires for great reasons.
Thus men enter that moral state and

u)

those who undercat-hing the sunvery countenance,
sunshine and love

while their needy creditors wait for their |
| borne him on the arms of faith in prayer to
|
DL
—®
Oe
home. Deut. 16.7;) and the three hundred
pay. Some, who, en a benevolent eall, |
Who does not love the sunshine ? The
men he had kept by himself; but the camp ave thus pressingly reminded of their debts,
God,, But she had been painéd ahd griey-| |
glad, golden sunshine, sparkling on-leaf and ¢it by his growing indifference
of the Midianifes was below to him in the! may, in fact, always be in debt, yet,
dnd disinhavvalley.” The return of so many men would ing offsets sufficient, are not stiaiteneg as | twig, irradiating mouutain and valley, clination to accompany her, and
|
to-night
leave to the little band an abundance of to any expenditures for their own selfish sending its brjeht, dazzling rays into lowly
unbelief struggled for the mastery. * Were
.
%
supplies, and they availed themselves of the gratification.
her prayers in vain?” and turning with
Indeed, the purse is, com- cottage and lordly halls.
On such a day as the presegy, «dark, damp
opportunity. "Bush thinks that those who monly, one of the. last thizgs that Christearful eyes she met her husband's question- |
and dreary, the rain one steady monotonous | ing glance,
were sent to Their tents remained at a safe tians heartily give up to Christ.
:
:
drip, the wind with its weird unearthly |
** Draw the curtain, Mary, shut out the |
distance to witness the attack. The expresNow, itis a very plausible and sceming| music, falling like seme mournful dirge upsion ‘‘and he sent all the rest of Israel every ly respectable excuse for doing
little or | on the ear, how we long for one burst of cold and gloom, then tell me of what you |
are thinking,” he said, gently grawing
man unto his teut” need not be pressed to nothing for the perishing,that ** our
church
|
mean any more than he disbanded them. is in debt for. the meeting-house., Of! | blessed sunshine, to dispel these gloomy || chair near his own.

* mine own hand hath saved me.” The evil. Christ?
“to be avoided was confidence in the human,

——

When a thing becomeR a popular Jusage,
blindness or indifference to-its evil tendéncies naturally
follows.
So it appears to
extensively be in relation to the practice
of encumbering a new meeting-house with
Jat, whether, this is done in ex-.
a debt,

the

into your

by southern spurs ef Galilean highlands. [took the provision of the people in their
On this plain, ‘“like grasshoppers for mul- | hand, and their (the people's) trumpets;
titude, with camels without number,” the aud all the men of Israel (the 9700) he had
Midianites were spread out.

——

state, there is so much

hand.” “You” here
means those whom Gideon represents, and with whose causé ha, is
identified. So God often “says to a pastor
who has failed to enlist the heart of the ma| jority of his ehurch in the work of saving
men, ‘‘ by a few tried and loyal ongg, will I
:
| save you.”

heaven, have pitched their tents in the plain | ple took victuals

Gilboa and Little

Indebtedness.

;

lessness of sinners, the pressure of worldliness, the eager desire for dissipating pleasure, that any needless cause of additional
discouragement may well be avoided.”
If
by the three hundred that lapped will I save | the pastor labors under great depression,

of Esdraelon, and have beheld the various trumpets,”
Instead of ‘the whole people
banners of their nations wet with the dews of | taking victuals, the three hundred took the
Tabor and Hermon.”
This plain is bound- | provisions of the people” which had been
ed on the south by Carmel and the mount- | prepared for the camp.
They also took the
aihis of Ephraim, on the north by the mount- | trumpets of the people who were to go to

of

;

|

We sometimes meet
stand full well this art of
beams,
Indeed, in thir
often seems reflected th

display, it is proposed to show’ that, in
general, itis very unwise.
That “there
may be no extreme case, in which it i$ ad-

proved

day, Gideon threw down the
| have been able to recognizdé the bravest of
built an altar to God, and ofhis ‘army ;” but generals in the circomstanto him.
‘The men of Ophrah
ces of Gideon would seldom seek to “exdeath for .the sacrilege, but change
ten thousand for ‘three hundred

his father said if Baal

the trial

[The men

ing them.

departure of the

night of that
altar of Bhal,
fered sacrifice
demanded his

| from the had.

| who stood ready for service, who was act[ive, who on the alert, and ready for further

Notes and Hints.

foes.
1.

Church
|

=1, 1875.

Hence, if an increase of numbers be desired Irom the purest motives, even from an
earnest desire to benefit and save men, this
“| object may fail. The very end of a church's
being,
to bless and save men, through
the appointed means, may thus in part be

in God,

the most talented members,
¢* Bring them
| dowil unto the water,” that is, that flowed
| from the fountuin of;Harod.s Gideon obeys

see Lesson Papers.)
}

*

:

*

,
ASD

Communications.

| or this last order would have disheartened
him.
He, as well as his army, veas tried.
The greatest works of ‘thé church are not
wrought by the greatest numbers, nor by

Sabbath School Lesson. —April 25,

STAR. APRIL

i.
|

God
5, 6. Ten Thous and Are too Many.
Gideon
commanded a further reduction.

{ mast have had supreme confidence

;
QUESTIONS

VORNING

-

RE,

is the di-

el

to enter,

but

Le.could

not

go away

unless he knew that she was there,so stand-"

ingby the open door he glanced in. Yes,
she was there with her uncle.
There was
no

necessity

for a longer

stay.

Her uncle

would drive ber home and she need never
know he had been there. But still he fingered.:A strong impulse was urging him to
enter. Was it not the Divine Spirit pleading
with him in answer to that loving wife's
prayer? Glancing around hastily, to make

A word of loving praise,
On tiny blooms of every hue
Admiring still we gaze.

And so the smiling garden seems
All beautiful and fair;
We look for beauty and we find
A beauty everywhere.
We do not
Upon the
We did not
Or find a

mind each speck and spot
shining leaf;
come to look for flaws, ,
source of grief. ;
:

There is enough of loveliness .
To furnish mental food;

“Aundvso we look, wii love, and bless
The Giver of all good.
And
As
And
We

why not live
in our floral
give to man
grudge not

’

among our kind
bowers,
the charity
to the flowers.

Though he who, seeks may always find
A blemish to deride,
"Tis always happier to lock

Upon the angel side.

LJ

The

~

Power Is of God.
Ws.

1

to myself, in the foolishness
What Sort of a sermon must
**
heart,
my
of
sure that no one had
noticed
him, he" that have been which was preached by St.
softly entered the nearest seat, thinking the
Peter, when three thousand
souls were
old-fashioned, high-back pews would eftectconverted at once?” What sort of sermon !
uaMy screen him from observation.
Such as other sermons. There is hothing
_. The opening hymn had been sung, and to be found in it extraordinary. The effect
the pastor arose and read the request he was not produced by St. Peter’s ‘eloquence
had found on bis desk, then knelt in pray- but by the mighty power of” God, present
er. and every word of the fervent, leat. wiih his word. It isin vain to attend one
felt petition offered, he knew, in his behalf minister after another, and to. hear sermons,

pierced him

to

the

heart,

be cried aloud to God

for

until

mercy,

the meeting closed” there. was

heaven with the angels , over

I once said

in ‘agony

tnless we pray that the Holy Spirit ac-

and ere

company his word. , Neither is he that
planteth anything, neither he that watereth,
but God that giveth the increase.— Cecil.

rejoicing

another

in

soul
@

i

.

of earth, and Jaden with my sin,

”
And yet I hear a voice that bids me © Come.

Qo vile T am, how dare I hope to stand
In the pure glory of that holy land?,

delicate scruples, or his

Before the whiter.ess of that throne appear?
Yet there are hands stretched ‘out to draw me
near,
=
The while I fain would tread the heavenly way,
Evil is ever with me,.duy by day;"
Yet on mine ears the gracious tidings fall,
“Repent, confess, thou shalt be loosed from ull.”

It is
His
And
And

the
are
his
set

voice of Jesus that
the hands stretched
the blood that can
me faultless there

physician

I hear,
out to draw me near,
for all utone,
before the throne.

;

The

?

¢

Spiritual Harvest.
a

as

well

as

for

their

generally

sound and helpful teaching.
Here is’ one
on ‘* The Principle ‘of’ the Spiritual Harvest,” which he elucidates as follows:
The principle is this: ** God is not
mocked : for whatsoever a mian’soweth, that

shall he also reap.”
There are two kinds of good

possible

to

men- one enjoyed by our animal being, the

?

other felt and appreciated

by . our

Everyman understands, more .or
difference between these two;

spirits.

prosperity and well-doing ; between

gence and nobleness;

between

less, the
between

indul-

comfort and

inward peace ; between pleasure and striving after
perfection; between happiness
and blessedness. These are two kinds of
harvest,

and the labor

necessary

for

this

world.

SO.

Comfort,“

It is foolish and

them

unreal

affluence, success,

paying
blessed

way real goods; only the
upon them

does

pot

labor

to do
their

bestowed

procure

one

at

least

only one
price.
They would
with goodness and prosperity

world’s prizes at-the same time.

single

ARTHUR'S

EC

so would

just

be adding sin to sin.

hesitate or delay.

as you are,

:

D-

Trust

Wpvaneing
40( ihe akd-|
thought of the
times the
HOME MAG-

Him atyonce, apd

Conclusion.

In his anniversary

be
at

This isto |

tion

to watching the

Deborah

discourse to his people

the other day,Dr. Bacon made this interesting and eloquent statement :

we must

take

Health.

infallible light above,

heed

unto

our

path.—Ad-

vance.

Sr

cleansing

the=valley

—

—

of humiliation.

66

Some

i

of the

the blood and rot out, as it

were,

-

their sacks, and the

Liberal

+

Q

dulge, are these:

they

sow for

earth,

and

expect to win spiritual blessings; or,

they

sow to the

that

spirit,

and

then

wonder

Him.

“Good Master,” said the Jews, ‘what shall
we do that we may work the works of God ?”
and the answer of the Master was, *‘This
is the work of God, that ye believe on Him

every

whom He hath sent.”
“Faith is the root of all holy

and

In
gazed on many such a phenomenon.
this case, as in spiritual things, the law

seems to hold: * He that hath, to him shall
Tens of thousands spon inbe given.”
crease and multiply to hundreds off thou-

sands. 1lis doors are besieged by the rich
and great. Royalty banquets at his table,
some simple Christian is

Whereupon

inclined

to com-

plain: ** How strange that so much prosperity should be the lot of mere clever-

ness” Well, are these really God's chief
blessings ? 1s it for such as these you serve
him ? And would these indeed satisfy your
soul ? Would

you

God

Fave

saintlies with these gauds and
all this trash, rank, and

~

gewgaws,—
und

‘wealth,

equi

newed.

needful that

the

the

ma-

promise, “Trust

and

in the

Christ in all Teaching.
We have

miss a Sabbath,

Lord

who

ordevsiouf trials

need, and

we

will surely

of infamy.

It is al] fair.

“ He that sayeth his life

100, the seed

Count

shall

the cost

lose

and yet there

order them

efforts to rid ourselves of the cross which
we must bear it we would follow Him.

to abide in

our calling with God., To work for Christ
in Him, to
is to - believe in Him, tox
It is not the doling this great
rest in Him.
thing,

or

that

wonderful

work,

kat

it is

-meetling the every-day duties and trials of
lite with a loving desire to please Him who
allots our task, apd in patienee as well as

in earnest activity to live the life of faith.
The merchant works for his Lord by plain,

honest, straizht forward dealing and by
thus commending the religion. of Christto
those that are. without, quite as effectuaily
as by acts of worship; and more effectually
than the man who amasses vast treasures of

There

are many

never grow sweet and

it.” | touches them.

elements

of life that

beautiful till sorrow

sickness;

for

save

al-

Clubs of six or more,

never

SUBSCRIBERS,

they

are

an important matter as the
the soul must be left almost

the

in

thought

the

of

teacher.

but be careful that Christ is included in, the
everything. Keep constantly in mind that
duty demands that you should. teach for
eternity.

class to talk to the members

ing the
Corist.

of

it concern-

personal
personal soul and the
Better, far better, to teach less of

having endeavored, directly or indirectly,
1o leave Carist with it? Teachers, aim right
—aim at the soul with Christ, and you shail
strike the soul with Christ.—Journal and
Messenger.

cl

es

What,

then, shall we do, when we are thus on the
Take hoid of
point of losing our way?
little

child

does

of

its

father's'in the dack night, and keep close to
His side.
This is God's cure

for

darkness—simple
The want of this

confidence in Himself.
confidence puts us all wrong. The possesston of it keeps us all right,
But am I warranted in trusting God at al 1

Ae

1

one

of the

firm.

‘never lost a dollay.
semi-annually

in

We pa,

New

Yor

inspection

years’ business

Butler's

for adults, also

by

have
the

panic when all other securities, lagged, our farm
We get funds
mortgages were paid promptly,

{rom the Atlantic to the Missouri river, and may
be able to refer to parties of your acquaintance.
particulars.
mond for ful)

J. B. WATKINS & Co., Lawrence, Kansas,
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Series.
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Starlight Stories,

15

.
Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor?
Triumph over Midian,

18
15¢
108
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150
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100
bk
5
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Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,

126
98
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When we were Young,

Kd
[]

.

Any of which

he
+4

bid

Bright

Claudia,
Child Life,

will be sent

by mail, free of

posiag

on receipt of the price.

Parties designing to get new: Sabbath School Li
braries, or to replenish old ones, can send us their

orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books o! cther
publiskers, and will be furnished to S»bbatn schools

!

in Libraries,at wholesale

prices.

I. D. STEWART, Dover.
N. H,

postage,

EASTERN
& MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Trains leave Dover for Bangor, Portland, Ports.
mouth and Boston at 6.40, 7.50, 10,50, A. M., and af

11 cts.

5.00, P. M.

BOSTON

Theology

Commentary
by the same author,—Prof. J. J.

*

N

St. Johns,

now o

Hillsdale College, Theological department,—contains
two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the other on
It is an excellent help for
Acts, Rom. and Cor.

schools

and family

reading.

Treatise

contains a brief statement of the doctrines held
by the denomination, and our general usages in
church-building.

It is published

General Conference.

25 cents;

The

History

by authority of the

postage, 2 cents.

of the Freewill Baptists

covers the first half century of our existence,
It describes with considerable defrom 1780 to 1830.

tail, the early
tory.

76 cents;
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18 cents.
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Printing
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for each
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S. S.

Rainy Day at Home,
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discusses briefly, but clearly all the questions o
doctrinal theology,
and the
author’s
views are
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postage, 23 cents.
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Fireside Angel.
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rafts,

at
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Leave
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amount
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is a larger book of hymns and tunes than the
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the value ascertained by

de-

Dover, N. H.

Light from the Cross,

commission

Thé Choralist
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100 SPLENDID illustrations, &c., &c., only $3.00.
WILL SELL. Millions want it. For proof and
It
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the

statement,

Sabrina Hackett,
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They seem to be of the impression that such
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class;
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own understanding; in all thy ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy
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that He

our
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Offers.

And we have reason

.
Lion

Magazine at $4,00,

that these offers will be met in the same spirit of

ex-

have

Some

heavy.

thrive and grow in grace.
say with David, Before

because the Lord orders his lot, and ordains
the sphere in which His servants can bé
How many heart sorrows
most useful.
have been the bitter fruit of forgetting that
precept

dom or safety...

PATTERNS

forladies’ and children’s

nimed engravings.
Send your orders, and money

patrons of our publications as it could go in wis-

sume; the gold to refine. How bright the
pure, gold comes out. Aud some of God's
childrén after afflictions, how they shine
forth when the dross of worldliness is consumed. In the valley of humiliation, they

of it,

he should ‘go in search

and

when the heat of tae furnace is greatest;
but why this heat,—it is the dross to con-

Nor is it

for Christ's sake.

is: saved;

sympathies

the

perienced

The man must love his work,not so much

for its own as

too

a stroke

Not

nature must be re-

Christ, the

the soul

blessing of sanctified affliction when we can
see Jesus as our Physician giving the bitter
cup, and assuring us there is a needs-be for
all our sufferings. Not'one pain too many.

fruits of righteousness. ‘Make the tree good
and the fruit will be good also, A corrupt
tree can not bring forth good fruit; therefore
for

refined,

thee, but not with silver. I have chosen
thee in the furnace of affliction. Oh, the

grow there; and so the wonderful deeds of
them who do not abide in Christ,are not the

to work

gold

now the Father says, Behold [ have refined

pages, and plate, and courtship from the
needy great? Call you that the heaven of money by trickery and frand,and then seeks
the holy ? Compute, now, what we paid to compromise with conscience ‘by the befor that. The price that merchant prince stowal of a trumpeted donation for the propaid, perhaps with the blood of his own motion of some special object of Christian
Happy they who can say
soul, was shame and guilt,. The price he benevolence.
is paying now is perpetual dreal of detec- with Paul, “For me to ive is Const!”
tion; or, worse still, the hardness which This is more than living or working for
can laugh at detection; or, one deep lower “Christ ; it is having the life hil with. Caris’
yet, the low and groveling soul which can in God.—Intelligenccr
A
be'satisfied with these things as a Paradise,
v
and ask no higher, 1le has reaped enjoyment,—yes, and he has sown,

y

his.

reward

aud

That is a keen saying of the Lord Jesus
when he speaks of the folly of seeking
grapes on thorns, or figs on thistles. One
may tie clusters of grapes on any Wg,
put figs on the brambie, but they do

without.
Will you part with that for his?
Then why do you complain ? He has paid
his price,—you do not choose to pay it.
Again: it isnot an uncommon thing to
see a man rise from insigniticance to sudden wealth by speculation. - Within’ the
last ten or -twenty years, England has

and nobles court his alliance.

living

of all oly activity,because by faith we live.

is a hindrance
tide of custom

a pure mind, rectitude within

of the life or it is nothing.

the outgrowth

price is too dear, let him have his harvest,
and take yours.
Yours is a clear con-

sciemce,

of working for Christ,
heard John gladly and.
but itis having such a
devotion to Christ, our

Life, that we can say to some extent at
least, as Paul said: *‘I live; yet not I, but
The work must be
Christ liveth in me.”

pours into the doois of his less scrupulous
neighbors in the
same
street, while
he himsell waits
for hours idle.
My.
hrother! do you think that God is going to
reward honor, integrity, high-mindedness,
with this world’s coin ? Do you fancy that
he will pay spiritual excellence with pleuty
of custom? Now consider the price that
man has paid for his success.
Perhaps
mental degradation and inward dishonor.
His advertisements are all deceptive; his
treatment of his workmen tyrannical; his
* cheap prices made possible by inferior articles. Sow that man’s seed, and you will
reap that man’s hapvest.
Cheat, lie, ad-.
vertise, be unscrupulous in your assertions,
,—custom will come to you. But if the

Fr

The life and the work go

deserves the nama
because even Herod
did many things;
measure of living

act has its own reward.
And before you
covet the enjoyment which another possesses you must first calculate the cost at
which it was procured.
For instances,—the religious tradesman
complains that his honesty
to hi§ success; that the

we ‘must

thing, or the léaving the other undone, that

about the unfairness of fhe
of things here. “But if you
the balance is perfectly adhere. God has made his would
than you and I could make it.
harvest,

for Christ

together, but the life in order of being must
be first. Simple as this truth is, many are
ignorant of it. It is not the doing this

soever a man soweth, that shall he also
reap.”
It is a common thing to.hear sentimental

Everything reaps: its own

te work

live for Him.

they have not a harvest of the good things
of earth,
In each case they complain,
What have I done to be treated so?
:
The unreasonablevess of all this appears
the moment we have understood the con®
ditions contained in this principle, *“ What-

wonderings
distribution
look into it,
justgd even
much better

the

8

In order

h

a

weak, and it planted on the mountain-top,
money returned, too,
daily doses of Dr. Pierce's ‘Pleasant
in their sacks’ mouths. No, no; it will with the sun of prosperity shining on them, Purgative . Pellets are pre-eminently the
it
may
be
too
much
forget
their
strength,
not do. ** Be not deceived; God is pot
They cure every
kind
weakness and lansuor.
In articles needed.
mocked.” Reap what you have sown.
If and cause
of health and prosperity we are apt of humor from the worst scrofula to the comyou
sow the wind, do not complain if times
mon pimple, blotch or eruption. Great eatChrist has declared them: ¢ Blessed are your harvest is the whirlwind. If you sow 1®grow self-confident, and forget our entire ing ulcers kindly heal under their mighty
the pure in heart: for they shall sédGod. ” to the Spirit, be content with a spiritual dependence on God. We soinetimes turn curative influence. Virulent blood poisons
** Blessed are they that hunger and thirst reward—invisivle —within—more life and .aside from the narrow path which leadeth that lurk in the system are by them robbed
to'life, and get entrapped and entangled,
after righteousness: for they shall be filled” higher life.
in’ the Ly-path meadows of sin and the! of their terrors, and by their persevering
(with righteousness).
‘‘Blessed are they
world; but every step we ‘take we are, | and somewhat protracted uge the most taintthat mourn: for they shall be comforted.
ed-system may be completely renovated
learning by sad experience that the world
You observe—the beatific vision of the
and built up anew.
Enlarged glands, tu+
Work
for
Christ!
is
a
hard
master,
and
does
not
give
us
just
Almighty—fullness of righteousness—commors and swéllings dwindle away and disreturns
for
the
service
we
render,
but
like
;
—tl) OO
fort. There js nothing earthly — spiritual
appear under the influence of their great
Thes2 few words, properly understood, as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord resolvents. Sold by allgealers in mediresults for spiritual labor. It is not said
that the pure in heart shall be made rich; contain ia themselves the great secret of watches over us, and will not-leave his cines,
nor that they who hunger after gosdness
spiritual prosperity and success, Let Chris- own to perish in the wilderness. He watchshall be filled with bread; nor that they
tians bring to the practice of religious duty es over us and brings us back in His own
who mourn shall rise in life, ‘and obtain the same enthusiasm and energy with which. way. He knoweth our frame, and what we
they labor in order to secure effects which need. Oneis brought into the furnace of|.
distinction.
Each department has its own
appropriate harvest reserved exclusively to are wholly ‘temporal, and they will have affliction. A loving Father is sitting by
cause to wonder at the grace with which as the refiner ; moderating the leat ; watch- - The Board of Corporators, at its late meeting,
its own method of sowing.
Now the mistakes men wake, and the God will strengthen, and the results with ing the process. In time, the’ pure metal went as far in the liberality of its offers to the
extravagant expectation in which they in- which He will crown their efforts to glorify is brought to light; the dross consumed,
On the other hand, the seed which
is
sown for a spiritual harvest has no tendency whatever to procire temporal well-being.
Let us see what ure the laws of the
sowing and reaping in this department.

8
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Jackson,

but arrangements have he»
made hy which we can
furnish the Magazine at & .) ; "he “Morning Stay,”

chinery of life, are gradually expelled from
the system. For this purpose Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery
with
small

are
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Watery,

Set

Cheney,
Burr,

did premium engravings, Qae of these is sent free
to every subscriber,
$2 50 a year is the
price of “ARTHUR'S
.
ILLUSTRATED HOME MAGAZINE,”
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system.

:

given by «special arrangement

ane

great honsekeeper of our health at work,
and the foul corruptions which gender in

-As lilies grow best in tie valley, so some
Christians grow in grace and thrive best
in

.
are

;
J

Norman, wer

utterick

Yoshts
‘month,
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wnlsof theday.

This deThe
Story
Teller.
partipent
willbe mousually
sides an'abundavce of
ghort stvies, two or three serids will be given during the year.
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“The liver is the great depurating or blood

&

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form al, the close of
every session, and the bound volume embraces the
proceedings of the first sixteen gessions,
50 cents;

rank with the
lerding
and

{

ee

It is on the
postage, 18 cents.
:
’
side of Tem"|perance
and |
AZINE takes
:
true Christian
Sabbath School Question Books
¢
morality.
Whatever is hurtful to Society
it conare for adults and.children. Three or four dif
demns without fear or favor, and makes fisert felt
inthe flomes of the People as a power for good,
ferent books have be2n published, “@hd have me
with a large sale. Adults, I8 cts.; Children, 15 ct8.;
postage, 3 cts.
§
The
M Great
House-~
ly identified with the People in their
Home and Social Life than any other pediodical in
The Biographies of
!
the country.
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DAVID MARKS, MARTIN CHENEY WILLIAM BURR
Her
and Damel Jackson are extensively read by their
and her reward.
A now segiidl story by T. 8, Arfriends, and several copies are still on hand.
thur, will be commenced in January,
Marks,
.
+
«$100,
post, 195 cents.

Trust

Trust Him now.==H. Bonar.

Bacou’s

"

EI

The Memorials of the Free Baptists
; Rive. the rise and progress of this body of Chris~
tians in New York, till the time of their union with
the Freewill Baptists, $1.25.
:

lO

Bright, Cheer-|
ful, Progres-

Himat all times, for He is worthy to be
trusted, Stay ‘upon Him, for ths arm is
strong enough to bear the whole weight
both of yourself and your sins, Do not

habit

Hl i

ET

J

[lustrated Home Magazine,

heart.” You would not say, “Iam so
that I am not warranted
in loving

God.” That would be adding sin to sin.
So you ought never to say, ‘I am so bad
that I am not entitled to trust God.” God
commands you to trust Him; and not to do

es to the throne of grace, beguiled by selfinterest ipto petty deceits and prevarica-

expect to come back, like Joseph's brethren
from the land of plenty, with the corn in

lessing (bat is spiritual.

RE

charlatanism,

thy
bad

- Some temperance headlights,
aflame
with all the argugnents, yet now and again,
on peculiar _oecasions, compromising their
principles and practices; some tongues,
glib with Scripture and fluent in address-

once. They would have that on which they
bestowed no labor. They take sinful pleasure, and think it very hard that they must
pay for it in agony,
.q]@ worse than
agony, souls deteriorate
They would
monopolize heaven in their sdwls, and the

freedom

from cage, rank, station—these are in

peregiving

bad

course you are, just

tions. A flash of passion will carry. astray It is partly by those clearer and mors
the keel of a purpose which has a mast just conceptions of Christian truth, that I
loaded with sails of creeds and -confes- have gained a broader liberality of judgly harvest, for which quite earthly qualifi- sions.
We ust make headway against ment, in regard to theological and ecclesi
cations are required,
[I say not always dishonorable qualifications ; but a certam flex- all the subtle infirmities of our individual astical difference among Christians, and a
ibility of ~disposition,—a certain courtly character as'well as maintain our Christian georresponding enlargement of sympathy
willingness to sink obnoxious truths, and dutirs. Tne upper pullof heavenly influ- with all who follow Chyist. I trust f am as
adapt ourselves to the prejudices of the ences and the undertowyof defects are equal far as ever frown the liberality of indifferin some characters,
and
anchor
them. entism, but God has taught me, as he is
minds of others,—a certain adroitness at
‘atching the tone of those with whom we They are neutralized. They are as still as a teaching his churches everywhere, that
painting of speed. Alas! many of these de- they who believe on the Lord Jesus Christ
are. Without some of these things no man crepancies
between practice and profession, and
follow him are agreed in the main
can be popalas in any profession.
But you
—these so-called
little sins,—are carried
things, and may’ agree to differ in other
hate resolved to be a liver, a doer, a chamin spite of the
sail,—the
sail at things. By the same teaching I have gained
pion for the trath. Your ambition is to be astern
length frayed and shredded, and the current better views of what Christian experience
pure in the last recesses of the mind. You gaining
velocity toward ruin. Do is, and of how the Christiaw life begins and
have your reward—a soul upright aud man- not drift.in its
T.opk out for the insidious is sustained and manifested. Long ago I
ly ; a fearless bearing, that dreads to look
snares of this treacherous sea which we learned and began tp teach—what I did not
no man in the face; a willingness to let
navigate.
adequately know at the beginning
of
men search you through and through, and
It was said recently by a lecturer on tem- my ministry—that experience, however
defy them to see any difference between perance,
illustratinga point, that one of conformed to any {radition of what conwhat you seem and what you are.
Now
celebrated polar ‘explorers went as far version and regeneration ought to be—must
yout price is dislike. The price of being the
as he ould with his ship, and then took to be tested by the character and not the chartrué 15 the cross. - The warrior-of the truth
his sledges and dogs.
He made. his obser- acter by the experience, and that whatever
must not expect success.
What have you
vation
of
the
sun
and
started due Northi the Christian character appears—the auto do with popularity ? Sow for it and you All day long the animals
yelped as they thentic *‘fruits of the Spirit”—there is no
will have it. But if you wish for it, or wish
flew over the frozen pavement. The next need of inquiring for the story of the. psyfor peace, you have mistaken "your calling; morning
he took another observation and
you must not be a teacher of the truth; found that he was farther South than when <hological process in which that character
you must leave medical, legal, theological he started. The vast cake of ice on which began; and thus I am learning, more and
tru:h to harder and nobler men, who are he journeyed drifted South faster than he more, to recognize as belonging to Christ
all who profess and seem to love him,
willing
to take the martyr’'s cross snd win
travel North.
the martyr's crown. This ‘is the mistake could
Beware, O Christian, of nuHifying your
‘men make.
They expect both harvests, profession and zeal by drifting. In addiThe “ Housekeeper ” of our

respectively is of very different kinds. The
labor which procures the harvest of the
one has no tendency to secure the other.
We will not depreciate the advantages of
*

at

tow.

place that is due superior knowledge.
Let
uch men take comfort, and judze fairly.
Popu'avity is one of’ the things of an earth-

*The late Rev. F. W. Robertson was re:
markable for the practical nature of his
sermons

sad

conscious of the countqr-drift ‘of

Of

to be in me?

as you are bound to obey the command
which says,” ¢ Thou shalt love Him with all

—

or some compromise of Christian character. "We .must look around and beneath
as well as above us, "It is sad to see a fullrigged ship or.saint captured by an under-

that affability and courtly manners take the

© Mine the life won, and thine the life laid down.
- Selected.
r

feels sore and

ployment ; or if not

Yea, thou wilt answer for me, righteous Lord,
Thine ali the merits, mine the great reward;
Thine the sharp thorns, and mine the golden

a

truthfulness,

that charlatanism succeeds in winning em-

"Twas he
who found me on the deathly wild,
And made me heir of heaven, the Father's child,
And diy by day, whereby my soul may live,
Gives me his grace of pardon, and will give.

crown,

bold

stand in the wiy f bis preferment ; while
another man, who conquers his scruples,
or softens the eye of truth, rises, and sits.
down a mitred peer in Parliafient.
The
, honorable lawyer feels that his practice is
limited, while the unprincipled (practitioner
receives all he loses; and the Christian

be the evil that I

ET

de

A

.

Weary
enter. in,
1 look at Ifeaven, and long to
a home
But there no evil thing may tind

-

feel

may.

sr

Sg hp

—

times, . whatever

»

Win the whole world; but remember you
Every sin |, A sailor must not only regard the winds
do it by losing your own soul.
wust be paid for; every sensual indul- and clouds, and veer his sail to suit emergence is a harvest, thesprice for which is gonelss, but he must as weil be vigilant
or tides and currents and undertows.
so much ruin for the soul.
* God is not
Many men have the sails of Christian promocked,”
!
Once more: religious men in every pro- fession all right -and watch the heavenly
fession are surprised to find that many of scenery through the telescope of faith with
its avenues are closed to ‘them. Tbe con- perfunctory 1egularity, and keep busy in
scientious churghman complaing that his the general church routine, and yet are un-:

v

"All in Al
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Drifting.
¥

ce e————————

—

MORNING

Save your life, if you like ; but do not complam if you lose your nobler life—yourself.
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communications

tion ghould

“[ not according to what we have not. The
| silent offering of the poor widow was more

Editor,

ook

designed

for

coe

be addressed to the (Editor, and

letters

on

business,

should

begdilressed

remittances
tosthe

of

:

The

.

Dover,

fai

earnest,

&c.,

a

Publisher,

:

‘all

money,

true

let me

N.H,

bi

1

.

Aithiul

heart

chief

1s of

sph i say §,If

stand with

{

Centennial

the

the

chiet

tempore preaching;

concern.

minority

18 right,

minority.
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will

1

Storrs,

Greatmistakes are made

One hundred years ago last Monday, daring patriots in Concord, Mass., * fired the
shot heard round the world, ” severed (he
last line that held the colonies to the moth-

on

in

yhese

transient, and not

its

the

most

esti:

may make little show,

useful.

Ly successful
topic of

Dr. Hall,

who

neither

may be easily -matched
eminent who do both.

by

those

excite little * sensa-

just

as

The President of the United

The kingdom of heaven cometh not with
observation ; neither shall any say, lo here
orlo there, for the kingdom of God is
within you. This is the main thing,to have can secure, inthe best language, the Jost
the kingdom of God in the heart of the concise, elegant and transparent you can
preacher, the church, and the congregation. command, in the mgst correct and faultless
Little matter what the world say. If God style your judgment approves.” Whether
be for us, who can be against us? If he is they should be read or not is another matery
with us, we shall succeed ; without him' we

ests,

States andsey-

eral other distinguished public men were
there, besides a promiscuous gathering of
citizens, from far and near.
All things
eonsidered, it was one of the

most

remark-

able gatherings of the century.
The wars
of the revolution and of the rebellion lay
" behind ; the Republic, having proved the
wisdom of its founders and being in the full
glory of its mission, is recognized as one
of the great powers of the earth; and thus,

So with

churches

and communities.

shall fail, whatever the circumstances.

9

A vain and reckless spirit is the bane of |

at peace with the world, with the greatest
possibilities before it as a nation and offering the largest and most varied facilities to
individual advancement, it enters upon this

Is There

society. Young men must mount to the
pinnacle of fame speedily, or sink into list

EP

fer’s exhibition in

Philadelphia

will
be

of

creditable character.

be

seen

There

will

ment, if not of more

a

Aying interest in the

and

ing mind, without that

make numerous and important entries.
For this season that city will be the mecca
of patriotic pilgrimage.—Let it be borne in

Let us not forget that there
advancément

for us- than

in
to

in

natoo
ex-

Let us
character.
hibitions are of such
seek
band,
the
as
well
beartasthe
train
soul-culture as well as that of the intellect,
a

and aim 10 be great in our

of Christ

love

ijlustration.

So can we
for humanity.
and service
"best Danor the centuries bebind and before

ne,

How

of the defalcations by

he believes

note or sign, reporled as

they

were

deliv-

ered,and published as they were reported,
the volume represents theory and practice
combined, and is without doubt ene ‘of the
best presentations of the subject that has appeared.
they confin€ themselves
| division of the

—@ Gon

= They

are a practical illustration of the method in
question,
Delivered without the aid of

Dr. Hall's lectures are general.

Cause. of. Decline.

he

others may become proficient in the same
method according to their own measure of

ability, he tells us in these lectures.

subject

to
of

no

That is,

particular

preaching,

Jesus ever rebukes those who

which shall be greatest ?

ask,Who

or

Tt is right to seek

the best, do the best. There may be emulation; but if we fail in our

object,

we

are

not therefore to giveup and do nothing,
In other things, if we can not do as we
So should it be
would, we do as we can.
$hould be satisreligion. No charch
fied * wit hout doing its best in all its
means, appointments, services. But it is a

foolish and fatal error

to ‘do’ nothing

eause it can not do every thing.

bhe-

valuable to the

minister

of

the

Gospel,
:
Not their least value appears in the lecturer’s views upon certain methods of work,
and means of reaching the masses, which
have been lately both advocated and illustrated. The idea of the ministry, the importance of ¢“ knowing everybody ” in the
parish, the sphere and work of evangelists,
pastoral visits,

the

children’s

claims, -the

preaching required by the times, and the
ways, both good and bad, in which this requirement, is met, preparation of sermons,
uses and abuses of money, forms of infidelity and how to treat them, modern popular
fallacies, the free seat system, which Dr.
Hall doesn’t fully believe in, *¢ seeing the
ladies, ” which he believes should be. done
at the mipister’s house, and theater-going,
which he believes to be generally mischiev| ous,—all these points, and almost every
other one wliich a pastor, desirous of fitting
himsélf'to do his best
V4

-.

teachable

)

work,

would like

multiply, andi

prominent

sepa~

to

officials,

and of the potency of rich: lobbies to bay
of law-makess the right to,swindle the pablic for private gain, would be to undertake
| : a history of the country. Thoughtful men
|
f begin seriomsly to ask themselves if the eontinued product of our system is to be mere
intriguing politicians, and if the era of dig
nified American statesmen is forever passed ?
The question is very pertinently asked
whether this state of affairs is due to our

brick church, but need helps which we trust

and Reflector says that ¢ we

.influence

educationally

the resolutions against Sumner

of

morally, to ultimately direct into safe chan-

The

op-

York Observer seems
for

ed-

heartily endorsed

the brotherhood. “On
ed in Hillsdale, and
pastor and friends in
convinced him that
the cause that he so
true friends here.

the Sabbath he preachwas received by the
a way that must have
personally, as well as
ably represents, had

to have

in

word and closing as follows :—* What the

niore denominational,
think, is to be credited

politicians will do. Jor

the theological school.
The pastor of the church is meeting with

not

the

sake of

votes, I

undertake to say; but I am

the ®Cnierion wind

the idea of
and

glad

crush

out

the

intend

in

Church

is bétween the American

tivn for sectarian

or

ropean idea of
of the Church.’

idea of

purposes,’

¢ faxation

for

them?

will make it a failure. "We don't know how
the same amount of money caf be expended
and do so much good.
We will send the Evangelist to 1876, for
Will
fifty cents, and prepay the postage.
not our ministers and brethren help us by
sending a large list of subscribers?

Eu-

*

support

A, H. Cask,

Rhode

Cor.

Sec.

Istand Items.

The time for the Wiad meeting of the
fiosh |iR. 1, Association of Free Japtist Churches yi
In order that it may not/,.
at the special imbecility of the age, I is approaching.
which scholars and trafiied thinkers conflict with other dengminational gather-

a Universalist iis *
ofS

do

Don't think some other one will

Itis a good time tp fight |
it out, and one or the other party will go |
under.”—Is n't that a bit extravagant ?

| —from

Patient,

it, and thus excuse: yourself, for such action

State,

the

the

becoming

South will be accepted. Fight names more
Whose shall be among
are necessary.

no * taxa-

and

are

much of which, we
to the teachings of

persevering labor, is pretty sure to win
We hope that the offer we made to raise a
thousand dollars for our mission in the

to get

undersiands what you

men,

brethren

right | success in'the concert for missions,

any

who favor the payment of public money
to the sectarian or paity purposes of any
denomination or association,
The conflict

such a minister ought to be ashamed of him- |
self,-and so ought that portion of the eommunity that would countenance kim.

by

One thing is noticeable in this college and

are after, that it resents and will resist your
sectarian designs, and will ev entually organize a movement on_the identical basis
of the American Revolution of 1776, and

of a minister's remaining sim-

pre-

ingational, and were

sectarian

it by means- as base and corrupt as il you
bought it with gold. But let me tell you that

ply as a partisan, and as a disturbing. and
embarrassing element in the community,—

words,

and a Protestant, the latter having'the last

or justice in your claim,

received

chosen

vicinity, that our

you have abandoned

his puy, to remain on the ground and try
to organize another meeting, thereby weakening the church from which he had just
been dismissed.
;
It would depend upon circumstances.
If another meeting was needed, and if it
was established in the right spirit, there
could be nothing wrong init. Bat, if it

well

sented the claims of the Printing Establishment. Iis remarks were strongly denom-

the last number, the article taking the form
of a dialogue between a Roman Catholic

will

A QUESTION.
A correspondent wants
to know if it is right for a minister, having

were a, case

in a few modest,

ap-

purposes.” It is revealed iti an editorial

ucation of the commdn schools, and the moral power of our colleges and pulpits, we
may well be hopeful ‘as we stand on the
threshold of the nation’s centennial,

and

New

got at the idea of *“ taxation

posing tendencies spoken of at the begin.
ningof this article, we Believe will work to
healthful and safe results, securing a judicious mean between the dangers of a too arbitrary centralization onthe one hand, and
a self~destroying disintegration on the other. With an untrammeled and well-nigh
omnipresent public press, the uaiversal

great doc-

just as

The Rev. A. H. Hauling,

of Chicago, the Western Manager of the
Star, was present atthe Q. M. session, and

propriately have béen allow ol to remain ?

and

The two

hig

they will receive.

daily setting

PosTAGE oN Books. The last Co: 1g Tess, jee are not exempt,—is the inability to dis- |
not satisfied with the law requiring publish- | criminute.” And it is led to this speech
it thinks, fails to |
ers to prepay the postage on newspapers, | because a correspondent,
|
perceive
that
he
doubles. the |
is a seclarian when: he |
bas passed another, which
postage on hooks.
The law went into ef- says:—**In place of a éreed I put this:
fect the first of the present month, and our | Christianity understood in the light of |

ings, the Executive Committee have decided that it be held this year two weeks
earlier than the time given in the Register.
It

will

consequently

convene

during the

week (25th, 26th and 27th), previous to the
last Sabbath in May, and probably with the:
It has now been six
reason, the moral natureof man,
and the | Park street church.
price list under the
head of ‘ Freewill
| years since this meeting was held in the
true
intent
of
the
Sc
riptares.
I
think
this
Baptist. Pablications,” has been revise 4, t , |
It is believed that there
| better than any creed, and ils accompani- | city of Providence.
which our readers are referred.
ment of a seet.” "—What if the remark sh8uld | may be eircumsiances which will render
Mg. VarLEY IN Boston. Tois successiul | be applied te the Universalist for pretend- | this an oceasion of more than. ordinary inoan
evangelist has been holding meetings in | ing that it is no sectarian sheet and still] terest.
Boston dusing the past week, which have | contending as valiantly for its own faith | The Roger Williams church is devising
| measures tor enlarged. usefulness.
Having
been fully attended, and which, i is hoped, | as any of the other sectarian sheets ?
{ maintained a mission for nearly two years,
may show glorious results. 1t js getting

Denominational and News Notes

a little bsyend the season when work of
this nature is believed to be the most successiul, but there ean be no. doubt that God
will bless the sincere effostsof his children,

Home Mission Chit-Chat.

if" they pu the accustomed’ mid-winter faith
and enterprice into them. Mr. Warley's
method is to. preach daily at the different
churches, and give Bible readings and hold
other meetings during the evenings.
INTERNATIONAL S.

‘egates to the

S. CONVENTION.

tin

'€onventiom
to be held

at

—*‘ Iam very thankful for the moaey you.
sent e.. I was very much in need of it.
1 have never known such haved times. Work

DelMary-

land, beginning on May Lith, pro=., will
‘please note-that from States where Union
Sunday Schieol Associations exist, eagh delegate is expested to bring his writter cre-

ing is changed.”
If we had mete such

E. Payson

Porter,

Chicago,

from

Ill. ; Central

States,
from
Rev. A J. Baird, D. D.,
Nashvil’s; Tenn.;
Galf States, from N.
D. Cross,
Selma,
Ala.; South Atlantic
States, from S. A. Nelson,
Charleston,

S.

C.;

Virginia,

from

J. L. M.

and’have

at

of

the pastor's salary frons two. thomsand dollars to two thousand amdifive hundred.
The Olneyville church
has been diseussingthe free seat system, with a view to its
adoption; the pastor taking the lead.
A recent Fair and Festival netted the Park

Street church nearly five Bundred dollars, a

sum of which:it was greatly in need.
Not simply the Greenwich Street. ehurch,
but our cause in:the State: is soon to lose
Bro. Mariner: He will return fiom Rhode
Island
to his native State with. the conuntil this feelsciousness that the years spent here have

mimisters as Bro. | been abundant in labors and. gratifying in
Dexter, of Geosgiaville, RB. I., our mission | results. ‘* May the blessing of God go-with
work would not be in the crippled condition you,” is the heartfelt language Pf hosts of
it now.is. In sending $34.80 for the H. M. friends. Hi must, as he looks this way,
and for the Indigent. Students, he writes: ever see a bnight spot in bis uniformly suc:
R.L
‘“ Though our apportionment was but $10, cessful ministry.

credentials as fallows:

North-western States and Territories,

salary

We shall have to be prudent.

dentials from said Association. Froon States
where such. Associations do not exist, dele-

gates may. receive

- ¥ have no

to work for my support. I expect to travel
this summer and preach the’ gospel, and orOur
ganize Freewill Baptist churches.
people are ignorant and sinee the war they
they believe
have keen badly deceived,until
every one will take advamtmge of them.

Sunday-sehool
Baltimore,

church has recently dome is the mcrease

Bro. Blackstoze,. of New Orleans, writes:

is very scarce.

it will now make haste to erect a chapel

we are glad nok to. confine ourselves to that.

Indeed we expect to send as much
before the

Cuiry,

close of the year,

The

ity and cheerfulness.

April 15.

mors
Bates Collage.

people

respond to the call with surprising unanim-.

LL. D., Richmond ; ether States from Rev.
George A. Peltz, Newark, N. J.

Just in proportion

the latter

~ Mg. GE® EQ Gar, who is engaged in
raising $25,000 to endow a: professorship. in
Bates College, writes as follows:
THAT €IRCULAR.
Read ib again; think efiit, pray ower it,

|

up the remark by saying that ‘‘he teaches

stand to the former in the relation of cause
to effect? It is unquestionably true, here,
that the stream can not rise higher than the
fountain, and that in a truly representative
government, an ignorant or vicious con-

with a dangerous extravagance equally unwarranted by Scripture and by experience.”
It also believes that he ‘‘makes the - way

stiluency inevitably] producés an ignorant
or vicious nk
affairs.

the truth,” and that “to gloss over these
things in the very act of presenting €hrist

his

doctrines, both

of faith

and

renewal,

ing. He writes: * Iam glad that you are
at the ald post, and I will cogpperate with

you to the best of my ability in ®wgr
ward the H. M. work. We have. Ns
extra meetings which have proved a b

56 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

Notes

REAL

on Current

AND APPARENT

Events,

"RESurys.

All

thoughtiul Christians have long ago learned by experience to gauge the results of
special revival work with much caution,

to our churches. Church matters are moving
with us and the prospects are encouraging.”
Bro. Woolsey, of East Tennessee, writes: The permanent results ave eften, perhaps
‘“
We are very thankful to the H. M.for the usually, found to bear a’ very discouraging
I But is it true that the majority of the peo- to the choice of men, js a fearful mistake,
ple who send men to Congress and State
and the preacher whogplants himself upon money sent lor we needed help very much proportion to those which seem: so certain
legislatures,and eléct Presidents,
are so very such a method, must lack'the endorsement and it has greafly encouraged ws. We need when the work is in progress. The inex$1200.00. to complete our college. We perienced farmer may look with great satbad after all? We think not, In the prom: of the majority of prudent men.” 23 yond
are poor hut we intend .to he honest, and | istaction on the generous store of wheat
inence given to the cases bf recreancy to that paper hinder Mr. Varley's wor
we believe God will bless our enterprise, turned out by the threshing machine at
public trusts and of private corruption and
and
thie Freewill Baptist cause be success. first, but be will invariably learn to dis.
The
Examiner
and
Chronicle.
urges
society scandal, we are quite apt toxlforget
the larger number who, from loyalty to du- young men and women, and: particularly ful. We ask the prayers and sympathy of all count his expectations liberally after a few
ty and the quiet living of pure lives, miss those who enter the professions, to keep up the brethren,”
experiences of winnowiog.
Bro. Doyle is one of our faithfi] working
In the case
the notoriety of the few who are renegades. their studies after graduation.
In the work* promoted by speoial revival
of pastors, it presents these sound state- ministers in Mich., and is greatly blessed ists, such as Moody and Sankey; Bliss’ and
We have faith in the average intelligence
ments : =~ A_ very small fraction of time in bis labors. The Bruce church has en- Whittle, or Henry Varley, there is abun.
and correct moral sense of the people, when
aroused, to put down corraption and purify each day, sacredly devoted to literature and joyed a revival of religion. Sevgral are dant room for Christians to rejoice and
our politics. We have good grounds for science, will, in the course of a long pastor- added to tbe church, which has strengthen- "give the work a God-speed; but there is
this in the history of the near past und (he ate, carry a minister over a vast deal of ed and encouraged the brethren.
also abundant need to remember that the
The church in the growing village of ordinary methods of regular and soul-conindications of the present. If the most cor- ground. Af the end of a twenty-five years’
pastorate, a man who is well started in his Capac have built them a house of worship,
gecrated church werk are not to be forgotrupt city on the continent, an®thé one composed of the most dangerous elements for | studies at the outset, ought to have control The congregation is good, and with aid ten or underrated. “At best, such revivals
the exercise of the self-governing priaciple, of Hebrew and Greek—to” have mastered from th friends outside, will soon have a are only projective and initiatory, church
has enough of virtuous intelligence to break the Latin and modern languages—to be: strong church there,
care and culture must furnish the training
Bro. Eldred, of the Theological depart- heavenward, = ** Growth in grioe ® must
up the Tammany ring, and send Tweed to versed in metaphysical and natural sci"a life-long Imprisonment, what may we not ence—to be an able historical scholar and ment of thllsdale College, has accepted a come by the * feeding of the flock” in the
: old fashioned way. In an article, recently,
hope for the country at- large? It has al to be perfectly familiar with general litera- call to the Macon church,
ready passed into history how the prev ious ture. Does this sound large? An .hour a
Bro. Kenney, of Hillsdale, is engaged to making reference to the ‘tidal wave” of
valuable services and good names of the day—half-an hour a day will do the busi- supply the church in Spring Arbor, the en- revival tpoken of, we find in the Alliance
suing year,
men who voted for Credit Mobilier and Pa- ness; and if each of the twenty-four hunthe following pungent paragraph recognizBro. Palmer,
whose labors with ‘the ing this work in its true sense :
i cific Mail subsidies, proved unavailing to dred seifmons this man has preached, has
ow»

of salvation Loo simple,” that it “leaves out

220)

| an‘expense of some eight thousand dollars.
Among the generous things which this

as they increase in giving for these causes
Acuredited delegases desiring entertaink find them increasing in zeal for the
ment at Baltimore,
address Rev. H. A.
“ Master” at home. I wish our brethren
Smeltz, No. 8 Nozth Charles S«rcet, Balti(in the ministry realized this fact more fully
mowe, Md., before May 1st.
than {hey do., 1 think too often they féar fill out. the note,and send it to me. To-day’s
roe a check for twenty dollars;
fanlty system of government, or to a generthat in some way it willinterfere with home mail breaght
Exchange Notes and Quotes.
anothex;
a
note
for twenty-five; another, a
al decline of private virtue in soelety comprosperity when io fict it will promote it.”
note for twenty: If all who receive circuing to. the surface thrqugh public chanBro.
Erskine,
the
faithful
pastor
of
the
The Christian Intelligencer, thinks that
lars respond in like eal. I shall make
nels?
:
“such a man” [as Mr. Varley] might ‘fail church in Fravcowia, N. H., sends $10 for
a
good report at Commenement,
The columns of the daily press are filled to claim the countenance and help of all H. M. We are rejoiced to see that our
with accounts of revolting crimes and so- good Christians.”
friends
are
coming
up
to
(He
balp
of
our
H.
It then hints that be
cial scandals until we begin to wonder if makes ‘‘so partial and distorted a presenta- M. eausg.
Western Department.
We are sorryto learn that eur beloved
virtue is only a name, and religion a mock- tion of the gospel, that the truth which he
ery. What connection exists between the preaches may bave the effect of untruth, Bro. Kayser, of Winnecotme, Wis., has
Rev. A. H. Huling, Managos.
corruptions of public life and these too nu- and do harm instead of good,” and follows been quite unwell; we learn he is improv-

merous vices of society? » Does

but

Many churches and communities once aim to set forth the best theories and methdistinguished for spiritual prosperity are ods of clerical and pastoral service, as they
undera clond. The means of grace once have appeared in the author's suceessful
Out ofa rich and varied experiregulatly and richly enjoyed are interrupted
| career.
©
ence
he
has
drawn singularly excellent conand inconstant.
Desolation
marks the
hour, irreligion and vice abound.
It is a clusions, "and these are presented in his
sad picture, so much in contrast with, for- clear, blunt and unambiguous style. = Almer scenes. Why is it? It may be accounted most every side of pastoral life is presented.
for in various ways, but thereis one prolit- Opening with a briéf review of church histe source of the evil. It is a purpose to tory, they proceed to discuss multitudes of
Buve the best or none. Not the best we points whose treatment must he unusually
ean have under our circumsiances, but- the
The sentiment is, we
best absolutely.
must have the ablest preacher, the largest
congregation, the finest church, or the doors
We can not think of being
shall be closed.
This spirit extenSively prevails.
inferior.
In most of our cities pulpits.are vacant for
Inck of star preachers to fill them. Village
and country are scarcely behind the city in
a like: demand.
This is not ‘the spilt ‘of the gospel.

of investigation:

ot'all this official demoralization. To umdemtake a rehearsal of the schemes for pub
lie plunder by legislative “‘rings,” or to teil

gquicken-

the aid of

was enabled to do it¢and how

merely

temporal ‘and material affairs, That
tion js poor indeed, amd has existed
whose most striking
Tong alrea.dy,

and

exceptiow

rade head lines to.indicate the daily reports.

so'much as a written word ia the pulpit, he
preaches sermons which are - models of di~
rectness, finish

the

the newspapers-have learned. to keep

perpetual bondage

threw it off, and now, ~Without

is a higher

that

committees

to

to the pen which presses heavily on many
ministers.” Dr. Storrs himself is a remarkable example of his method
At first
under ¢ bondage to the pen,” he at length

will

mind that those who do not participate
this passing eentenmal.can: not hope
‘witness the next,

assistamee,

the Gospel, out of a furnished and

a grati-

occasion,

special

as

and rascalily as the rule. Exposure follows
hawd on the heels of exposure, legislative:

those who would speak the unchanging
truth with which God crowds and crowns

only the evidences of our mechanical,
inventive and industrial skill, but the coun-

tries of the old world are showing

gin to look upon honesty

method

of preaching, and seek, as the: preface says,
to ‘‘ contribute something of encounrage-

im-

mediately follow, and pramises to

extempore

molding

both

finished his term of service

O—

.

deal wholly with the

Tfation by RK. H. Dana, jr., appropriately
opened the centennial season. The sum-

institutions,

nels this elem.nt of danger.

Real Danger?

- Thoughtful men are very generally asking themselves the above question with reflessness. Sp the world is full of idlers,
loungers, speculators ; almost any resort is erence to the experiment of self-governnew stage of its life,
?
made except to patient toil.
Yet by this went as appiied to this country.
Perhaps the most noticeable feature of
There are manifestly wo diverse currents
all great achievements are made. ‘Those iu
the day at Concord was its literary exerhaste for wealth or fame soon come to of influence at work in our national politics.
cises. These included an address by Ralph
naught or disgrace. * He who is intent only Oue is moving t#Fard the idea of centraliWaldo Emersonat the unveiling of a statue on
doing his duty, not over anxious for others zation, and the other quite as strongly toof a “Minute-Man”, an ordtion by George
or even for his own. future, will’ progress | ward the diffusion of power.. One influen- William Curtis, poem by James ARyesel |
will. accumulate, and make the most of tial class, represented ably by a portion of
Lowell, anda hymn by Henry W. Long- |
| himself. The same law is of universal ap- the press, advocate ‘the absolute supremacy
fellow. Thus the occasion was graced by |
| plication. No minister of Christ will be of the national government over the sepathe best culture of the country,
as fine as |
any in the world, and almost on the very | indifferent, dilatory, slothful. Je can not rate Stafes iii all emergencies, the control
| receive the divine summons to labor in the and possible ownership of the railroads, telspot where it has its home.
If the nation
On
would show the proudest ormament of its | harvest of souls, without doing his utmost ; egraph Imes and express companies,
| bat if others can do more, this does not ex- the other hand, a large number, backed by
first hundred years, could it do better than |
{ cuse him,
He rejoices therein and presses | another portion of the public press, contend
to point to those four wen ?
f
on.
If a church can secure the salvation of vigorously tor the extreme of making theThe statue of the Minute- -Man, mentioned
more advisory and
many, God will therefore be glorified; but national government
above, represents bim at ear ly morning
at |
less
authoritative,
and
construe
the princithe plow, nftisket” in hand,
receiving the | if duty is done, and but one be saved, Still a
ple
of
self-government
to
mean
mainly lo|
great
work
is accomplished.
Were the
zews-of the “approach of the British, and
cal legislation, without danger: of interfer|
Spirit
of
earnest,
patient,
persistent
labor
Preparing to join his company to defend
ence from fedéral power, By far the larger,
their homes.
Tt is a spirited bronze figure, in full exercise, how soon would many desat
least the more noisy, number of the peoof the Young America of a century ago, titute places be supplied, moral wastes
ple
have raised the ery-of ‘ universal suf
become
fruitfal,
and
all find plenty to
and represents the inspiration of a young
frage,” which the politicians have put in
do.
:
som of Concord.
It is cast from cannon retheir mouths, until it comes to be accepted
cently presented by Congress for that purgenerally that self-government necessarily
pose, and is placed at thewold
oo
HelDw for Preachers.
means the exercise of the voting power by
bridge,
where the gallant Davis and Hos- ||
—
black and white, virtmous and vicious, ignoThe publication, on - the same day, by
mer gave, their lives for their country. It
rant and wise, native and foreign indiscrins
was-tliis spot that was marked so long by Dodd & Mead, New York, of Dr. Storrs’s ingtely.
the bush that Emerson characterized on the By ¢ Preaching without Notes” and Dr. John
In the use of this indiscriminate privilege,
diftieth anniversary of the fight by referring HalFs “God's Word through Preaching,” —miscailed a right,—corrupt and misled
to it as ‘ the burnidg bush where God calls fresh attention to the work that is voters elevate men to important offices con-|
spake for his people.” A fitting place for’ being done for preachers by preachers at stan(ly, whose only recommendation is a)
the present time. Each volume comprises species of loa cunning and steady devothe statue to abide.
These exercises, and those of no little a course of lectures, both delivered during
tion to party. This tree of American selfsignificance iin the neighboring town of | the past winter, the former before the stu-- government begins to bear some very infeLexington, where the first blood of the rev- dents of the Union Theological Seminary riok fruit. Cbrruption seems to exist in theolution was really shed, and where on and the latter before the Yale DAvinity administration: of so many public offices).
Monday statues of John Hancock and Sam- School.
both State andi national, that the people beDr. Storrs’s lectures are specific. Bhey
wel Adams were to be unveiled, with an
f

we have faith in the
our

eflective in

inter-

the Watchman

sermons,

On this, its first anuiy ersary, the event
bas been celebrated in a fitting mnianner.

spiritual

bridge were encouraging,and showed what
faithful pastoral work would accomplish,
The chur.h in Osseo have enjoyed a revival
of religion, and nearly completed a 'fine

done him justice by making

ting gs it does, the ignorant ang often vicious foreign element ‘to the responsible
work of self-government among us; but

and Cam-

ports from the churches in Rome

.

trine of soul liberty the corner-stone of its
civil edifice, and a living trugh in the hearts
of its teeming millions. "—That is justice
enough.” But on the samé grounds couldn't

Dr. Storrs's method is admirable.” We
commend his volume to careful attention.
We believe it to be the method, fopall those
who can possibly succeed jn it{ But. the
main thing is a careful preparation of the
sermon; As Dr. Hall says to young ministers, and with which Dr. Storrs does not
disagree, ** write your sermons with the
utmost care, with the most lucid order you

One

4

does

who

writes "his

'

A motion having been laiely introduced
into the Massachusetts legislature” to -expunge from the old colonial records the sentence of banishment against-Roger Williams,
have no sympathy with the motion. 1t would
‘be but a petty affair at best. America has

tion, gain no great popularity, yet be .very
up

poison in the natian’s blood can be brought
to the suiface, there ts little cavise torv seri nus

ex-

glorious career.

building

—

of a correct public sentiment:
Tt is stagnaLion that produces death. So long as the

the

habitually, nor believes in it.
The eminent pastors who neither write nor read

mates.
An able minister is desirable for
any place, but"#1' have not the greatest
ability. #'hose reckoned star preachers are
not always the best, * Their power may be

———

held

that the air is full of the bustle of *‘investi-

Alarm,
write his sermons, and who says in this
There is doubtless some danger to the
volume that he believes in the practice, is permanency of our institutions arising from
a no better pastor nor preacher than Dr. our too broad ‘ground of suffrage, admit-

will do what I can, if it is ever so little.

Season. .

er-country, and startéd the Republic

widely different views

They suggest

pastors on * this much mooted

)

cleave to God and (ruth, if I stand alone.

The

courses sinltaneously,

{ ia
| valued than . the Enh
gingle of =@old : and silver
| from the rich and proud,
The honest,

publicas

gating committees,” and the papers [ull of
exposures in public andiprivate life, is the
very best evidence possible of the existence

A e+

All

:

Mr.
Beecher's three, previous courses in
the same lectureship have been, but they
are quife as valuable,
There is a fitness in publishing the two

a

&¥

:

Sa

ae

other churcli-does move ? God, réason, con| science require according to what we have,

Editor.
Asst

if some

Manchester church the past winter have’
been greatly blessed, was licensed to preach
the gospel at the last Hillsdale Q. M. Re--

BS

:

T. DAY,

MOSHER,

without be-

What

had in it what Bible study ought to go in
to i sermon, he will be familiar with Seripture in every nook and corner.”

De

rrr

pp

G. F.

1875.

others,

save their possessors from political hanishment at the hands of thepeople. The fact

aR

GEORGE

APRIL BI,

responsibility,

see presented, are discussed in the volume,
aud usually in'a very sensible and practical way.
They are’ less imaginative $han

bh

DNE SDAY,

meet your own

| ing curious about

fr

APRIL
21, 1875.

-—t

WE

oi

Star.

Comparisons are apt to be ‘not only
oJdious but pernicious. - Do your own duly,
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the consideration of bills by leaving the

mis-

muin

one

has

Bat ths tidal .wave

(hall

There are vessels scatiéred along all

sion.

destroying

and

t|
shores, old hulks, little fishing secs, naturally, just before final adjournmen
men 9%" | this state of things culminated in a regular
pleasure boats, regular mailers,hermaphr
;
osloops, steamers,

trarily declared

in the King’s service.
Tue

LATEST

pastor of the

.

’

"
IDEPARTURE.

The . recent

F. Baptist church

Boston has united

with a close

Baptist church in the same city.

in South
communion®

Referring

says: . . . ‘‘He

to this, the Baptist Union

House

lege are encouraging, and ‘¢ one long

adjourned, a
and

tions.”

Mopocs WANTED.

etl

> —
+

in Hillsdale
ceptance the
church, and
ty additions

The words are certainly remarkable enough
ital- The uncivilized *‘ reyman from the forest”
to ‘demand something more than
We were not unaware of the seems according to the Pilgrim's Telescope,
ics, even.

the mission work, af

Hillsdale.

A

Of cogrse a change of doctrine

church!

on

any other point would be just as admissible,

lence

Presbyterian churches may

become

filled
with
Unitarians, and the
Baptist
churches fullof Methodists and Quakers indiscriminately.
The principle need only be

0

{y

+4 applied,to abolish all denominational distinctions at once.

to

:
In the Field.
HiLispaLe,

Micu.,

Returning from the
Q. M., held

at Osseo,

session

of the Hillsdale
we

lave

availed ourselves of the privilege afforded to
look over the interests which have been ‘planted

ri

A FraverNAL Spirit. At a recent meet- and fastened in this our Western denominationing of the various committees having in al center. A Sabbath spent here reveals the
charge the arrangements for the reunion of cheering fact that the church is prosperous and
the Grand Army of the Republic, to be

held

in Chicago the second week of May, a somewhat new departure was inaugurated.
The question was raised as to the propriety of extending the invitation of welcome to
Naturally a good deal of
ex-rebel soldiers.
discussion followed, the current of feeling
evidently being strong against the proposition, ; At length, Gen. White, a gallant
soldier, proposed as an

amendment,

to

in-

vite all soldiers of the late war who are
ready to declare fidelity to the flag and belief in the country, ‘‘one and indivisible.”
After

_

further.

consideration,

this

was

adopted by a nearly unanimous vote as the
basis of invitation.

Whether this action was wise or not can
only be determined in the light of future
events.
Very naturally, the men
who
braved the dangers of the battle field, risking life and perhaps losing limb for the de-

progressive under the labors of the pastor, Rev.
A. A. Smith, who enjoys the entire confidence
of his people, and is a commendable instance of
«¢ the right man in the right place.”
Of the College and its interests, a more or less
extended observation, cover ing the past two ror
three days, enables us to speak from the standpoint of at least a newly awakened interest. The condition and prospects of the college can
be but imperfectly-anderstood as the survey is.
It is impossible to
made from the distance.
convey, through the medium of the. press, a true
picture of the half-ruined, half-reconstructed
group presenting itself on College hill as viewed
by thebeholder. The central building,
with its
symmetrical tower and ponderous bell, flanked
‘by Knowlton Hall, the Southwestern building of
the projected group, stands as a prophecy of
what is to be and mutely pleads for the speedy
fulfillment of the prophecy.
Thus far the rebuilding has been confined to the two buildings
named, the first of which is so far completed as

fense of the old flag against rebels, find it to afford occupation, while the latter is making
hard to forget, and harder still to fraternize. fine progress. There is much yet to be done,

The memory of Andersonville #nd Libby
prison is too vivid to be obliterated soon;
and the widowed hearts and desolated lives
made such by .rebel bullets can but echo
still an indignant refrain,
Itis to be re-

however, before

menibered, however, that the rank

the coming season, the south-eastern building

and

file

Knowlton

Hall shall stand as a

complete and fitting memorial of the well-rounded and complete life of the noble man whose
name it bears. The prudential committee have,
we understand, nearly or quite decided to erect,

of the rebel army were more sinned against,
in a certain sense, than sinning,
and
that thousands of them have given good
evidence of penitence and sincere loyalty.
It is only Christianly, as well as expedient
to forgive here there is true penitence,and
to seek to forget the unhappy divisions of
ing of the ¢* East Wing,” or Ladies’ department
the past in the unity of the future where

believe will do good; though we apprehend
the parties included will not be eager to
accept the invitktion, while none the less
appreciating its kindness.
a

A LEGISLATIVE

Mos.

Probably

never,

certainly not for many years, has the great
state of Illinois suffered such humiliation
as during the past winter at the bands of
**

By one of those

her Legislature.
freaks

which

political

were quite common

last

the people elected quite a number
dependents "to

the

from “Republican
beld the

districts.

the

House

of¢* In-

house,

mostly

These

balance of power, and

ganization of the
hands of

lower

fall,

in the

men
or-

played

into the

One

Haines, a

Democrats.

thorough demagogue and poljical trickster,
was elected speaker and then commenced
a series of maneuvers in which he repeatedly used his position to abet schemes to
prevent all legislation which might be distasteful to the ring. The session bas. been
prolonged to months when weeks ought to
have sufficed, repeated attempts made to

d

of the old building left untouched by the fire,
to complete the projected plan. The latter work
need not absorb present attention nor means,
and will follow naturally and easily in good
time the completionof the new buildings.
The one great want of thé" College at this
period of its history is expressed in one unpoetic.
and very troublesome word,—money.
The confidence of the citizens of Hillsdale in
the present management of the college‘is mnbounded, the attachments of its patrons and the
Alumni undiminished, but this does not neces
The
sarily represent ‘money for present, use.

perplexity is a troublesome one which meéts the
managers, as the pregsing necessity of speedy
building meets them on the one hand, ‘while the
no less important if notso pressing need of a
largely increased endowment meets them ‘on the

other.

The only way out of this perplexity is

in the exercise of a generous spirit on the part
of those to whom God has given the means.
The means are abundant, the

case now well

known

necessities

the

will the

and genuine;

means be consecrated to the

of

noblexwork ?

years at No. Berwick, Me., and is now at liberty to correspond with othér churches. The
churh has trebled
its membership during Bro.
Nason's pastorate.
Rev, WitLiam Russert has accepted a call to
the Pottér church, having closed his~hbors with
the Dryden

Rev. L. Jouxsox has resigned the pastorate of
the Villanovia church, N. Y., and is open for
correspondence with any church desiring a.
pastor. He
can be addressed at Hamlet,

Chatauqua Co., N. Y.

85 Hanover
From

Hearth

Rugs, in

Bro. W. is known to be.

85 Hanover

We

Look

of their; many friends jn limerick,
who visited them on the evening of
and left as a token of their kindness,
money and other presents, amounting

_ NEW

of $80.00,

this

yet Living.
North

Sandwich, N. H,, F. B. church, has passed
appreciative resolutions in view of the recent
an

esteemed

member of the church and faithful and

Alvah

beloved

teacher in the Sabbath

Quimby,

new, neat little house of worship ; nearly 35 by
56 feet, all completed—furnace, bell and or:
chestra,
Bro. Parmenter, the pastor, and his good
brethren, had’labored

and

sacrificed

to

build,

and to have all in readiness. They looked forward to | the day of dedication with minfear.

A

considerable

debt

remained,
| with the fears that it might still remain a sofirce of embarrassment.
But a good
spirit prevailed, the hearts of the people were
and

the

whole

debt

with

a

surplus,

of nearly $100, was met in a little time.
Sermon by Rev. O. E. Baker, of Wilton.
Bro. Parmenter is a worthy man, and doing a
good work here,
3
The brethren desire to have the location
of
the church named, so that F. Baptist ministers,
and other brethren passing that way may call
and see them. It is a most desirable country besides, and brethren moving West would

and

A

'

i

Veg

.

™~

-

L

/

Friend,

BY

3.00

Portsmouth, N H,

West

one

styles, fine

ever

SILAS CURTIS,

CARPET

Co.

THE

GALES

OF ARABY

Are not spicier than the aroma which the fragrant
SOZODONT imparts to the breathe Nor is the heart
of the

ivory

nut

whiter

than

the

teeth

that

are

cleansed daily with that matchless fluid.
Sewing

Machine.—This

machine

public contest with its ‘numerous

rivals, whether it

& Co.

CORNHILL,

BOSTON.

Of

Juilders of nearly 800 organs,
including the Six
largest and most complete in the country.
Estab.
lished 1827.
© lyeow2
A MONTH — Agents wanted everywhere.
Business honorable and first
class. Particulars sent free. - Address’
J. WORTH & CO., 8t. Louis, Mo.
>
36637

“a

Gospel Singer.
eo

Education

» |

Society.

tev B F Haves, Lewiston, Me, 1st inst. on
Georgiaville ch, per L. Dexter,

note,

T L Angell,

hd

by

10,00
i

E ¥ Manchester,
W B M Stillman,

L H Eddy,

se

10,00

Providence,
i

R I,(R W
ud

hi

ch),

Mrs Mary F Potter,
:
Wm A Potter,
:
Miss Mary Sawyer, Olneyville, R I,

"

*

a
*
be
—*—~
id

.

A

29.

n

10,00
10.00
10.90

10.00

2.70 |
10.90
5.00
25:00
1.00
2.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
5,00
2.40
5.00

¢

"
hig
Ist.
RevJ B Morrill,
"
N H, lst

find!

Address, with stamp.
1y20
E.C. ABBEY,

fre! An in-

Buffalo, N.Y

$2.50
:

A YEAR.
AGENTS, WANTED.
Owing to the wonderful success
at 50 Book Combination, we have been

of our

induced

to’ enlarge

Combination

it,

and

now

tried.

Sales made

from

this

easily made by

grand

ing ever
©,
ft A ins books
ur Magnificent
|
others. Full gE. POTTER &
CO.,
bi

on

Publishers, Philadelphia, —
PORTERS’

a

OK.

when

fail.
Also Agents Wanted
Family Bibles. RTH
ticulars free. , Address JOHN

1349

selling

TEAS

PRICES,

clubs, in town and

est Tea
ments.

offer

Prospectus

150
DISTINCT
wanted everywhere. It is the

or

at

IM.

getting up

country for the old-

Company in America. Greatest induceSend for ¢ircular, CANTON TEA (0, 14

Chambers §t., N. ¥,

ang

SHOT-GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS 9 REVOLVERS,

329,70

STLAS CURTIS, Treas.

office is at No. 349 Washington Street,

t

The TOLL-GATE ! ze fic" sent"50 onjects to

2750
1.00
1.25
125

a
4

ISSUED.

Sample copy, by mail, 35 cts

12t8

10.65

50:62
50,01
5.00

;

Lee & Walker, ***riiieiignic™

5.00

10.00
5.00

Zintha Lovejoy. L M, kd Soc.;
Miss acthie L Hopkins, Pascoag
RI,
*
Lydia H Potter,
*
1st Inst. on note,

Dea D P Dyer,

JUST

$30 per 100 copies.

2.00
3.00

G C Waterman. Dover, N H, 1st Inst. on note,
C H Tilley, Providence, R I, (R W ch),

Cash,
Miss Anna F Bowen,
* R Paine,
Mrs Mary A Franklin;
* A F Mott,
* sarah Irons,
** Rodney Dyer,
Geo Matthewson,
Joseph Jackson,
A A Harrington,
Col. ch, Newfield, Me, per
W H & A S Rines, Dover,

:

10.00

sie

“#9

PHILIP PHILLIPS.
The Singing Book for all Sabbath Schools.

8 93
3.10

id

bi

BY

10.70
1740

Mass. F B Asso. per D R Wallace,
Rev C C Foster, New Durham, N H.
Collected by Rev E N Fernald in March:
J Fullonton, Lewiston, Me, 1st Inst, on note,

be at local fairs or in great international expositions.
The Boston

& Co., Cincinnati, 0.

At the lowest price constant with the qualtiy given and guaranteed.
Send Stamp for catalogues.

377.74
Treas.

Col. Pawtucket ch
Miss P Arnold, Pawtucket, R I, 1st Inst. ou note,
“
Ben) F Goff,
David A Arno'd,e **“
*' |
Henry Mathews,.
Joseph Pierce,
Louisa Brice,
a
Amy C Brice,
il
Co. Ch, Pa:coagz, RI, to con. Rev A Lovejoy & Mrs

ENGLAND

38 & 40

106.66

CARPETS.—W e have just received 100 rolls Lowell
Extra Superfine at retail for $1.09 per yard.

Street, opposite American House,
Boston, Mass.

Address all orders to

PP, Lothrop

10.00
11.75
An-

offered in this market.
NEW ENGLAND CARPET Co,
85 Hanover Street, opposite American House,
Boston, Mass.

835 Hanover
2ti6
2

P. BLISS,

CHURCH

A
15.50

@

Cyrus Jordan, Pittsfie}d.*

Also 109 rolls Philadelphia Superfines at 75 cents.
Also 100 rolls Philadelphia Two-Plies at 50 cents.

orto

half for
L W

!

.
Concord, N. H.

O.

BE. & G. G Hook & Hastings,Boston

Freedmen,
.
Sandwich, N H, per J S.Potter,
W iliiams ch, Providence, R I, per

thony,

P.

JOHN CHURCH

25

SO

N Y,

& CO.,
CINCINNATI,

are its sure recommendation.
the publishers.

Partridge,

Stephentown,

CHURCH

The Truth
That Gospel Songs,

Newell Tyler, Worcester, Mass,

North
Roger

JOHN

Is having
a more extended sale than any hook of a
similar character ever before issued.
1he demand
for specimen copies (which are sent by mail on receipt of 30 cts.) is in nearly every case followed b
large orders, showing that the contents of the boo

CoO.,

goods

copy sent by mail oareceipt of 30 cts.; $3.@@ per
dozen, by

Mission.

ch, Vt, per ¥ H

MASS.

|
BY P. P. BLISS,
Is ackhowledged to be the best book ever issued
for Revival and Sunday School Work, Specimen -

hud

Thos B Lane, Freeport, Me,
Richland ch, Io. per H L Barnes,
The widow's mite, D P M, Bristol, N H,
E Orange

des Arabes

’

Forwarded.

Charlotte Thompson, Wiscasset, Me,
West Buxton ch, Me, per G H Hill,

Concord, N. H.
every kind.

Centaur

a

>

:

Liniments

allay pain, subdue swellings, heal
burns, and will cure rheumatism
spavin, and any flesh, bone or
muscle
ailment.
The
White

Wrapper

is for family

Yellow Wrapper

use, the

is for animals.

large bottles $1.

'

ted
Cry for Castoria.—Pleasant to
take—perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more
eHicle s in régulating the stomach and bowels.
y

Notices and” Appointments.
KaNsAS Y. M. will be held with the Spring Hill
church, Friday, June 4. Let the 10 cent tax for expenses be remembered and the
statistica of the
churches furnished for publication in the Register.
The church is 5 miles east of. Spnng H:1l, Johnson

Co., Kanras, and accessible by R.
~oF Bld
M. W. CAMPBELL,

\
Clerks

Foreign

Mission,

-~

Madison Union, For. Miss, So., Me, for ‘support of
L Hathaway in India,
per H Merrill,
A friend, W Stephentown, N Y,
2 Corinth, Vt, per A J Dutton,
Miss M E M, Stanstead, P Q, per D M Moulton,
Mr & Mrs D M Moulton, Hatley, P
Q,
Col. by Miss A D Moulton, Coaticook, P Q,
Paloma, 111, per J 8 Dinsmore,
Fairview, Ill,
"
Lowell, Mass, per L. G Howe,
A friend. Vt,
Franconia, N H, per J Erskine,
Mrs F C Aldrich, Franconia, towards L M of her
husband, per J Erskine,
88, Wash. 8t, Dover, N H.for support oft W Burr in
India, per C L Jenness,
N Sandwich, N H, per J 8 Potter,
.
W Oshtimo, Mich, per O H P Sheldon,
Arlington,
i
et
Van
Buren Q M,*
-.
Jos, Newcomb, Weeks’ Mills, Me,
T B Lane, Freeport, Me,
Georgiaville, R I, per L Dexter,
H Stanchfield, Minn,
S 8, Boston, Mass, per W A Carlisle,
Mass. Asso., per D.R Wallace, Treas,
Cambridge, Mich, per G R Holt,
Rome, Lis
h
Young Ladies’ Miss. fo., New Hampton Inst. for
support of Tirzah Hampton, per T A k Dow,
Roger

Williams

ch,

EI,

per

LL W

Anthony,

20.
10.
3
1
9.
3
2
a
12
3
5
:

ST. JOSEPH'S VALLEY Y. M. will be held with the
‘Burlington chureh, Calhoun and North Branch Q.
M., commencing Friday, May 23, at 2 o’clock, P. M
Carriages wi.1be in waiting for the conveyance of
friends on arrival oftrains at Burlington station,
Thursday afternoon ahd Friday.
314
;
D. P. HATCH, Clerk,
MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE hed Towa Northern Y.
M. will meet in connection witlf the next session Of
the Y. M.
Programme: Integmediate State of the
Dead,—~W. T. Bunton, Essay4
Best Means of pro-

moting Revivals,—H.M.Bailey,—E- say; Grounds of
Ministerial Success,—N. W.
Bixby, Essay; What
we most need in order for church extension,—R.

Bixby, Essay; R-lation of Christian Voters

to the

Subject of Temperance,—H, Gifford, Essav; Bible
ve, Philosophy if Preaching,—J. J. fan, Essay; Is
Baptism in w ater necessary ‘o church membership ?
—J. F. Hamblen, E:say;
What vital Principles un-

derlie Christian Union ?~B. F. Hammond;

Quench

not the Spirit, 1 Thess. 5 :19,—E. Jenkin, Sketen; Repentance,—L. Inman, Sketch; Is Baptism in Water

necessary to Sulvation ?—J. L. Lesher,
Christ hath also, &e.,1 Peter 3:18 —C.

position;

Relation of 8.8.

to the

Essay;

For

B. Messer.

Ex-

World, —R. Nor-

ton, Essay; What ia Man?-N,
Odell, Exposition.
Heb. 2:6, What is the Penalty of Sia ?—A. Palmer,
Essay; Regeneration,
—C. Pierce, Sketch; On Prayver,
Diny without ceasing, 1 Thess. 5:7,—~W. Small,
Sketch ; Relation of Pastor and People,—S. F. Smith,
Essay; Relatign of the 8. 8, to the Church,—8.8un)merlin, Kgsay: Take ye away the stone, John 11:39,
—R.T. Valentine, Sketch; Moet successfil Method
of preaching the Gospel, —J. J. Wilkins. ; Mini:ters

Send stamp for

Address (irent Yyemern
un
Revolver Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.

and

30t15

.00

20,10
11.75
2.00
1.50
16.50
15.00
10,00
17.40
5.00
26.00
11.18
8.00
8.00
7.00
02.66
232.09

C. 0. L1BBY, Treas.

venture to believe they will, and lest any be do well to locate there,
*
robbed of the blessing which comes of giving,
Swede Point is in Bogn Co., six miles from
they- will do well to give now, remembering that Sheldahl, on the Des Moines and Minn, R. R,, of Root River Q. M. choose their own themes. 2u14
N. Ww. Bi1xBY, Sec.
giving promptly is twice giving.
running north from Des Moines to the North
"he prospects of the college as to its educaCorrection,
Western R. R. Address Rev. Parmenter, or
repeal the liability clause in our present
tional work are very hopeful, provided suitable
Wis. Y. M. will commence June 25, instead of the
Hon.
Joh:
Hopkins,
Swede
Point,
Boon
Co.,
liquor law, necessary appropriations refusaccommodations be promptly furnished. Pres18th, as published in the Star.
ressed
od and schemes full of ‘ corrupti
2014
Gi. H. HUBBARD,
ident Durgin has given abundant evidence .alfrom
first to last.
Thanks to the ac- ready of the wisdom which was shown in placBoon Co. Q. M. will ; hold its next session with
tive and respectable minoritys how
the Cherry Valley church, commencing May 28, al
ing him at the head of the Institution, The stuQuarterly Meetings,
P.S DOOLITTLE, Clerk.
1
o’clock,
P.M .
the liquor law is saved frgm' amendment, dents believe in him and have a most thorough
2614
session
Feb.
its
most of the steals prevented -and con- respect for his authority, while the people genTuscarora Q. M.—Held
PENOBSCOT Y. M. will be held av Pittsfield vilsiderable valuable
legislagion” secured. erally feel that the dignity of the President is with the 2nd Cameron church, ~Owing to theto lage,
A. L. GERRISH, Clerk.
Aug. 17=19.
failed
weather, ‘the ‘churches
du
In the skirmishing, always more or less in'no way compromisedby the genial fellowship extremein cold
was
full; yet the Spirit of the Master report
incident to legislation when parties
T0WA NORTHERN Y. M. wil be held with Horton
ave and kindly feeling of the man, Of the Ladies present. The preaching by Rev’s “Perry, Kel. church,
a,
in tiie bounds gf ‘the Cedar Valley Q. M.,
pretty evenly divided, the Speaker time Department we hear only good things said, and logg and Herrick, was spiritual. Confzrence Friday, June
11, and coitinue over the Sabbath.
denomiseveral
the
by
enjoyed
R. NORTON, Clerk.
were
meetings
415
>= and again red against all Jaw aud prece- the rate fortune which secured Miss Phillips as
Christian thought pervaded the entire
dent in the most outrageous and barefaced the head of this Department is thoroughly ap- nations,
ta
session,
LITTLE S10UX VALLEY Q. M. will be held with
hands, Of the
manner, and several disgraceful
church of Spencer, June 25—27, Clay Co., loNext session with the 1st Cameron church, at the 1st
SCENES, preciated, evidently, ‘on all
wa, at the same tims and p'ace with the Minnesatn
bordering on rows, were the result. Two | various professors, all of tried efficiency,/Prof. South Hill, commending on Friday, May 21,
A cordial invitation is givento all
southe n Y. M.
D. W. Grovd, Clerk.
H. D. PARSONS, Cerk,
:
who can, to attend,
op three times: (he Democrats preve ted | Ricker is the latest addition and fully sustain 8
Ed

Gove—J C

men,

‘schaol.

3
Dedication.
On Nov. 30, last, the F. Baptist church of
Swede Point, Boon Co,, Iowa, dedicated their

I,

A Friend, Newburgh, Me, per W Andrews;
5.00
A Friend to Missions, Vt,
:
100.60
Rev Chester Chaffee & N B Jackson, Arcade, N Y,
one dollar each,
“3
2.00
F W Lyford, Quincy, IL
:
”
2.00
Mass I B Asso.. per D R Wallace,
Mrs P G True, Ogden,
NY,
g
Marnette L. Spaulding, Morristown,
Vt, for freed-

1000

those

SONGS!

L Damou—C i Da-

Fisk—-L

15.00

Harmou,

and

COSPEL

Blanchard—

Rev

LL.

Their

Cocoa

DORCHESTER,

Bean—H

Bates—Miss 8 P

I’ Fernald—E

Chocolate,

‘Walter Baler & Co.,

10.00
8.00
17.40

House,

modern

cheapest

F Dur goas-G

D

Home

The impei fections do not materially affect the appearance or durability of the goods.
the

’

A Friend, V,
Franconia ch, N H,per J Erskine,
Lowell ch, Mass, per L G Howe,
(Georgiavile ch, RL, per L Dexter,

colors, comprising large and small figures.
They are believed to be

Racahout

P Cranston, Broadway, Ohio.
R H Kinney, Inst D & D, Omaha, Neb,
Rev J. M Nelfon, Hardwick. Vt.
Sarah L Libby, Gray, Me.
D M Buffam, Cowlesville, N Y.

Boston, Mass.
have this day received 285 rolls two

shall sell for 50 cents per yard.
These Carpets are handsoige

KENTATPOE

‘I'he Sabbath school connected with the

Allen~B,

Sweet

is an excellent food for invalids, and unrivaled in
delicacy. All the above are for sale by Grocers and,
Spice
Dealers throughout the country.

BY MAIL,

high prices.

CAKPET

and at all

is the great: desideratum of Dyyspeptics
afflicted with weak nerves.
Yopey

Gibbs—C P Goodrich—A Heald=O A Harris—J Hicks—
Nahey Hine~C A Hilton—N 8 Harrngton-_ ru) Ingram
—M B Johnson—D B Jones—J Knapp—M RVKi
H Lambert—J B L
ton—T B Lane~H P Lam, rey-H
Lincoln—J 8 Lugg—J
8S Manning—J Mitchell—S 14
athews ~E Mitcheil-M I Mowry—D
F Miller—R B Mitchell
—8 W Mitchell—A 8 McLean—B H MoMurphy-f Nason
—=R B Newland—J M I'urkis—© D Patch—A
r- G
Plummer—H Palmer~F A Palmer—T
Quimby—W
Russell—=B F Rollins—W Robinson—Miss I Randall—=Mrs AJ
Ricker—J N Roberts—E 8 Richardson$+W P Small-S8
Strickland—E B. Stevens—G Shaw—-M
P Stockwell—
Strongville, O—P Smith—H Stevens—J L R Thurston—L
A Thorne—J Tucker—M Ulmer-Mary
Vincent—M A
Vantine—H W Vaughu—J Whittemore—Mrs E D Wade
—Wallace & Robins ~WiWalker -GW Wood-J Wetherbee~1L Wood -E L Wentworth—AJ Wells—A Whitcomb
-=B F Zell=J M Lowden~A Libby—D Long-L Hulse,

ply Carpetings, subject to manufacturers slight imperfections in weaving—T75 cent goods—which we

Price 50 cents;

opened,

ENGLAND

their various prep-

HIGHE!

Brealkfast

Goodwin~-8 B Given—Mrs F W Gadard—C LL Glles—) R

Co.

85 Hanover Street, opposite American

Rev.L. Jounson
and
wife return sincere
tljanks to the church and friends in Hamlet, N.

and

pay the

the

late and the German

Addresses,

ton—M F Daguett--§ E Davison—L

ut the New Stock of the

to $35.00.

Y., for their liberal donation
being aside from the salary.

Office

vis—H Erskine~8

Street, opposite American House,
Boston, Mass.

CARPETS.—Don’t

-

the Principal Exhibitions of the World, over all
by
They now make the FINEST VANILLA Choco-

2616

H- J Brown, Rewaner, Hl.
A
es, Irasburgh

J Allbright—D

Co.,

CARPET

manufacture

at the Paris and Vienna Expositions,

Mrs A Boyington—dJ Bourne—J C Brown—L Blundin—F
H Balley—J W Barr—J Chase—E C Cofin~F
Clark-8M
Creed—8 Cole—H G Corliss—=ME Chaddock—SCopp ~
MrsLS Loppod R Caverisa G Cooke=dJ D Coulllard
—N Clark=S8
D Coats—A
Dowd—F G Dana—J E Dun-

is claimed to be the best family sewing machine m
he world, and has carried off the palm in many a

Donations.

hope

ENGLAND

it a world-wide feputation, and

N. C. BRACKFTT,

Brown—M D Blake—8

Oil

received

BAKER & CO. began the
of their celebrated

arations have received

A...
— ——— —_ i,
Letters Received, .

;

Rev. W. S. Packarp and wife return thanks

.gled

just

WORLD.

Chocolate, Cocoa,
and
Bromac:
Its standard of excellence and purity has won for *

the Lansing

Va.

D. M. Stuart, Pike, N: ¥.

Cough

Axminster, Velvet, Tapestry

NEW

The Weed

death of Deacon

have

L.
J.
F.
4

Lod

Post

Brussels, at half value.

month.

The reluctance with which the church gave him
up, and the resolutions in which they. express
their esteem for him and appreciation of his
“services, might flatter a Iess sensible man than

Dead,

— We

held with

T

These are all fine goods ef pure stock, finest color-

take effect after the last Sabbath in the

will be

their address to
Harper's Ferry, W.

Street, opposite American House,
<
Boston, Mag:

AUCTION.

WALTER

Notice.

-

SPECIAL NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.—Floor

ing and new designs.
NEW

REV. F. L. WILEY has resigned the pastorate
of the Corliss Street church in Bath, Me., to

Y.M,

AND THE BEST |

IN THE

100 YEARS AGO

71-2,

Clegg,

‘All persons, who hake been connecfed with the
Shenandoah Valley Mission, are requested to send

Cloths at great bargains—in wide sheets of 12 to 18
feet; 58 rolls, just received, at half price on account
of slight imperfections in printing.
These goods are
strictly high grade, first-class, and of the best prosuction.
They gompnse Scroll, Tile and Marquetry
designs, in the highest style of the ast, and are the
cheapest oil cloths ever offered-in this market.

CARPET

D.

tev, A, I. Milliken, N Danyille,
Vt,
* WW. Russell, Potter; N, ¥.

dd

ENGLAND

at

to .critieism,

J.

OLDEST

competitors,

sands of our best music teachers after an examinationof Clarke’s New Method for the Pianoforte—a work w,
ié rapidly superseding methods heretofore in
¥ogue—sent by mail for $3.75. To
be had at book and music stores. Lee & Walker,
publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.

CARPETS. —We

to a few
Maine;
April 9,
asum of

MICHIGAN

relief from it in cases of severe

New

sermon

C. B, Hart,—The Perseverance of the

* Books

:

Opening

Walker,—subject
Earnest Minisiry.

“Xt is Perfect,” is the brief criticism of thou-

chuych, the last of March,

" We are glad to learn that the health of Rev.
J. M. Bepers has'so far improved that he is at
liberty to supply any church wishing such
services, He may be
addressed at. Lynn,
Mass,
-

10.

Wm,

church, commencing Friday, June 4, at 10 o'clock,
A. M.
:
J. H. MAYNARD, Clerk,
3t16 3
yA yr
a
2
abe
nn
PR

and persistent printing office coughs. We commend
" Dr. Frost and his medicine to the favorable notice
of our readers.— Union Democrat, March 9th.

of

the group, corresponding to Knowlton Hall;
while Prof. Rideout, has in charge a plan just
projected
for the building of the north-eastern of
the group which is for the use of the Commercial
Department.
Should both these plans be realized the coming year, there would remain only the remodel-

such fraternity doés not confer restoration to
power,
The expression of such a spirit we

80 much

TAPESTRY

April 13, 1875.

near this place,

experienced

Rev.

=Mammon,

and Hamor Cure. That he has absolute faith in the
efliciency of his medicine none can doubt; and well
he may have, for it has been a long time in use, and
he has been personally cognizant of its good effects
in numberless cases. While he has been engaged in
other business,he has been constantly called upon
to supply his medicine, by those who have realized
its healing influences—as many of our people have,
to our personal knowledge. We have used 1t with
good effect, ourselves, and we have men in our employment who would not be without it, they have

persevering

. THE

com:

Clerk,

*Sivints, C. A. Hilton,—~The Resurrection.
R.
Howard,—Tue Encroachments of Romanism,
Luitweiler,~Man’s Fall
and
Regloration.
N,
Strickland, —Christiun Influence,
hg
R. L. HOWARD, Clerk,

a medicine without merit. This is the first important

and systematic effort has been made the past
year, by Bro. Smith, the pastor of the chureh, to

back on church independence, and practice
increase the interest and contributions, which
Several Modoc Fadians recently attended
cithér close or open communion, without dis- church services at Lexington,
Kentucky. has been successful. The Sunday evening biturbing ‘‘associational relations,” but the Some half-grown boys seated directly in monthly concerts are of general and increasing
advance step above taken seems to be rath- front of the Indians turned around in their
er startling in its nature. Whatever else seats to stare at them, and kept at their
The Rome and C ambridge, Mich., churches
rudeness so persistently as to’ annoy and
a church may be, it is certainly, a voluntary insult them. Finally an Indian took the have enjoyed precious revivals the past winter
association of believers, agreeing in inter- head of one of the boys in his hand and under the labors of the pastor, Rev. G. R. Horr.
and gently turned it toward the preacher, giv- The membership has been largely increased and
pretations
of essential doctrines,
Common 10g a gesture to the other boys to look the cause generally much strengthened.
pledged to harmony in practice.
in the same direction.
Rev. O, D. Parc is laboring hopefully, we
honesty requires that when a‘man or woman
We would suggest the appointment of learn, at Cleveland, and it is thought the change
. voluntarily becomes a member of any orspecial committees by certain churches to made in the location of the house of worship will
ganization, he or she shall be loyal to all its
hunt up and engage Modocs to sprinkle prove every way judicious.
principles and practices, while holding memtlirough the congregations for a few weeks!
The Wheatland, Mich., church has enjoyed
bership; if change of conviction comes
the labors of Rev. B. l.. Prescorr for over
from any cause, the way out is very easy.
HaxpsoMeLy
Done.
We learn with two years, and makes steady progress.
In view of these universally recognized facts
pleasure
that
the
publishers
of Webster's is an advanced member of the Theological class
it would be interesting to know by what
principles of interpretation the Union so Dictionary have done themselves the cred- at Hillsdale and engages for another year at
'
confidently -declares that & member of a it and Hillsdale College the favor of pre- Wheatland.
senting
that
Institution
with
several
copies
r
——
church expressly committed to the freedom
of the will and unrestricted communion has each of the Unabridged and National PicMinisters and Churches.
torial editions of that work for the class
the right to hold and teach Calvinism and
Rev. J. Nasox has closed a pastorate of 12
close cemmunion while remaining in the rooms. We suspect that President Durgin

P. M,, by

our readers is directed to the advertisement of Dr.
C.C. Frost, in another column. Dr. Frost has long
been a resident of this city, and is
well known as a
thoroughly reliable and conscienfions man. He
would think it a crime to offer the suffering public
his

Kewanee,

and Laymen’s Institute of the
will be held with the Penfietd

Y., June

Rufus Childs,—An

Cure.—The attention of

fact to be considered in connection with

heldin

’

charch,N.

commencing on the second Saturday in July.
x
‘A. H. MorreLy, Clerk pro tem.

College, has labored with great acpast winter with the Manchester
as a result some twenty-five or thirare expected.

be

B. A. GURNEY,

The Ministers’
Rochester
Q. M.

five per- |

for Richmond church, $8,75—total, $28.00.
Next session with the church at Shepardtown,

class

M. will

ry

Oh, that the ten persons whom brethren

+ Cough and Humor

Y.

Jib

for the work in the South, might be found!
With great pleasure we met, at “this meeting, a
goodly number of the students from our school
at the Ferry, who had’ been out teaching, or
teaching and preaching af the same time. Collections for Home Mission in Q. M., $19.25;

We are glad to note the increasing interest in

fact that the paper referred to had persist- to have a different view of this practice.
~ ently advocated the right of churches to fall It says:
. ,|

ILLINOIS

‘mencing. June 4,

Chase and Curtis call for, to make up the $1,000

Denominational.

The habit of turning

leaning herealter
will have a strong
Webster as an *¢ infallible » standard.

refider,

ee

Bro, J. B. Pater, of the Theological

see. ]

sons, The subject of Home "Missions received
special attention, and all seenverl to feel deeply
the importance of special effort to extend our
work.
Reports from Richmond and other parts:
of old Va. give tokens of real progress and
indications of new fields whitening for the reapers,
But, while grateful for such tokens of the Divine
favor, our hearts were really burdened with the
appeals for help which it is not in. our power to

the future, though, in his position, seeing our
denominational field in the line of its wants’
rather than of its accomplished successes.
|
ns
AHH,

the head during divine service to inspect
every new comer has really become quite
an accomplishment in many congregations.

The italicsin the above are ours.

pull, and

its Api

of the Martinsburg church baptized

of our Home Mission, Bro. Chase, ‘here, with his
heart and bands full of work and hopeful of

had a perfect right to change his views on
the communion question, and still remain see.
with his church; his church had a perfect
right to change its practice on that subject
without any change of associational rela-

am-

strong pull and pull all together,” with ¢ourage
and faith, is only neededto makeit a power in
the world and a credit to the denomination.
We found the tireless Corresponding Secretary

then, 1

amid blows and profanity, a rush for the
chair was made by both parties. The police
were sent fors order at last restored and
the storm calmed. Perhaps such scenes
’ now and then necessary, the same_.as.
grasshopper scourges and afflictions gen‘erally, in ‘order to arouse the peopleto the
danger of allowing loafers and political
scalawags the privileges of voting themselves, into responsible offices, We shall

all

let us hope

the

temporary Speaker was elected,

more

ple endowment and facilities to take rank among
the very best schools of theology in the entire
West.
As a whole, the, prospects of the col

be spread upon the record, as is in such cas-

0
can send them outto sea. Very ma
*them are now afloat, started on their litfle
long voyages;

cumscribed work, and only waits for

es usual. To prevent this the Speaker arbi-

of
. tidal wave lifts them where thé breezes’
heaven and the push of brawny strebaii
runs or their

mention in detail has been made in’ the Star, is
doing a most excellent, though necessarily a cir-

row, consequent on ‘the presentation of a
protest ngainst the action of the Speaker by
over sixty members,and
the demand that it

Frrry Q. M.—Held

sion with the Martinsburg church, There was a
large attendance upon the meetings df public
worship. Early on Sabbath morning the pastor

The Theological Department, of which recent

.

.

s:

H

.

=

21

'S

war, brigs,
dry, where,
dites, all stranded high and
can do
them
upon
work
nary
ordi
gh
thou
some
for
wim
in
them
putting
> much toward
with.
succeed
not
does
it
future voyage, yet
the ordinary wave in launching then, This

Harper's

the high reputation he had earned in the many
| years of his work in our enstern institutions.

Very

quorum.

the

-

—
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AGENTS
.
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EFEOW

MAKEIT
4

TO

WANTED.

.

“Success in Business,” or
+ This country has money for
gyer bodys dor Workingmen,
usinessMen, Farmers, Youn
Men, and all; and this ave
shows how to get it. Just the
book for the
fimes, and will
e sell fast.
Send for circular

and terms to agents,
P. W. ZIEGLER &
CO.
Arch Street, Philadelphia,

518

Pa.

13t7

GREAT SPRING TONIC
HEGEMAN?’S

Cordial

Elixir,

of

:

Calisaya

Bark,

A pleasant Cordial which strengthens and improves
the Digestion; an excellent preventive of
Fevers.
Fever and Ague, &c., and a great Renovator and

Tonic

for Invalids

and

debilitated persons.

The

good qualities of this preparation have been fully,
tested sand
proved by almost every family in New

England.
egeman
& Ceo. New
Manufacturers. Sold by all Druggists.

York,

Sole
3m15

EPILEPSY

By consent of thé several churches, the next sesgion of the RIVER RAISIN Q. M. will be held with
the Manchester church, Sabbath, May 2. Opening
sermon Friday evening, by Rev. E. O. Dickinson
Revs. Dunn, Smith, Chase, Woodworth and Holt
trom abroad arc expected to be present.

.

H.

WoOopWaARD, Clerk,

OF FITS cured by the use of Ross
Epileptic Remedies, TRIAL PACK:
AGE FREE. For circulars, evidence
of success, etc., address ROSS BROS, Richmond, Ind.
1:

MARYLAND FARM
Acres

Near railroad.

Location

and
Homes,

Healthy.

10,000

Titles

fhe 18th ression of the MINNESOTA Y. M. will be | ood.
Address, WM.
8S. RIDGELY,
Attorney,
held with the Anoka & Champlin church, Minn,
enton, Maryland.
13t11
June 18=20, commencing at 2, P. M.—~The Ministers’
Ls
—
Conterence will convene on the day previous, at the
TEA AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.—The
ne hour.
The programme will be published by
choicest in the world—Importers’ prices—
the'secretary.
J. D. BATSON, Clerk.
largest Company in America—staple article—
3116
increasing—best
induce'| pleases ev rybody—trade
t
{
ments—don’t waste time—Send for Circular to
ROBERT WELLS, 43 Vesey Street, N. Y.
P.O. Box
All correspondence and moneys belonging to the
1287
[
:
3mb
Wisconsin H. M. treasury shonld hereafter be sent
|
to Rev. L. D. FELT, Markesan, Wis., instead of to
lL
4
per mouth guaranteed
me,because of removal to another state.
1
0 to 200
to Agents everywhere,
H.J. BROWN, Treas. Wis. H, M. Board.
to sell
our Emdestructible
White
Wire
Clothes Lines.
Sample free. Address the HadAny church. desiving the June
session of the
Lane, N.Y, or 18
Maiden
128
Wills,
Wire
son
YOrK Co. Q. M.. will please notify me immediateClark Street, Chicago. Ill.
ly. Addressg¥
est Buxton, Me., § P. SMITH, C.erk.

MARRIED
In Hamlet, N, Y., March 10,at the residence of the
bride’s parents, by Rev. L. Johnson, Mr. Royal W.
Williams, of Concord, and Miss Rethie A. Parcell,
:
of Hamlet.

REV. ALFRED

BY

NEVIN,

A new and valuable Book
interest containing all the

S00
ets, Priests, King and Heroes,
mumerous hanidPages with
al Octave
D.
WANTE
S
AGENT
some engravings.

Millers’ Bible and Publishing House,
1102 & 1104 Sansem St, Philadelphia.
13t14

for the best cheapest and
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»

J. W. BARKER.

that

'garret! How! many

:

overhauled,

and

pieces.

of

calico were,

found

which

we

delaine

and

sewed

into

!

At Spring’s sweet advent; when a soffer bue

and a light
Spreads o'er the smiling heavens,
night ;
"Of a fair morning gilds the peaks of
“When, o'er the hills and all the vales between,
Lies a soft carpet, tinged with freshest green; .
When wood and field and dreary desert band,

with an air of bravado.

«1 know just what you do, that your last

five references meant a Ae ral rock, and
didn’t refer to God at all.” I saw you’ copy
something after schoal A
and I believe
have with us a merry game of blind-man’suse it you found
buff. Then the ol roof rang w ith sounds | you had them ready to
any body elsé hag more than you.’
of childish merriment,
,

O little child of bygone days, how little
did you think you wouldin later years turn
back to this, aweary of the great world
| which in your mind seemed next to heavTn a new vesture, fringed with blossom, stand ;—
en! Turn back and long to have again one
Who sees no beauty from this picture rise,
Looks {ro dark windows, with beclouded eyes. happy hour in that old garret room, ‘let the
busy hum.of" life fade. from your ears, and
What though this picture many times portrayed
hear once more in dreams the patter of thé
By nature’s pencil, tinged with light. and shade;
Wht

though the same

soft

covering,

year,

year

by

.

Rests lightly on the hilltops, and the bier
Of winter, (ringed with soft and fragrant flowers,
Sleeps in the calm of green and shady bowers,—
Daes less of beauty mingle in the scene,
Ane less of ‘softness grace the virgin green?

rs no music at the dawn of day
In the gdy robin’s fitful roundel: \Y,
Or in the twittering bluebird’s measured tune,
That tells of sunny May or rosy June;
Or when the streamlet, singing to the vale
In joyous measures, tells its glowing tale,
Hears not in this,4he spirit ot the free,
All eloquent with life and melody;
’
‘Sees not great nature’s bosom gently rise,
Touched
Whose

by soft music

from some

heart, responsive,

milder

no sweet

skies;

¢ cho gives,

Whose life of sorrow none. the sweeter lives;
Whose ear, untuned to preludes such as these,
Gushing in sweetness from the laughing trees,
Feels not a thrill of gladness, when the spring

lar.

[I don't want

anything

from

‘you,

—

@

e

J

| walked away, and left the crest-fallen
| to comfort himself as best he could,
After this the boys had little

?

often is the Lord mentioned

as

a

Rock in the Old Bile?" This Was the question which Mr. IIill gave

school, to be answered,

his

Sabbath

according

to

to cus-

tom, the next Sabbath.

“¢« Now," continued the good superintendent, ** there is a new condition

| this, question.

attached

Itis ome which will

or

do

with

and

silence

was

themselves on a subject which is now constantly
presenting itself for
be profitably read,

perature.

The next morning early the little.
ade Paulggood-bye.
fiery

‘was his son, who was in Germany for the
first time in: his life; and, at the conelusion,

reeds on the bank of the stream, or - rather
close to the bank, for the reeds gréw in the
water.
Searching carefully along, parting

to

require

| careful researchto answer,
and gon ‘next
| Sabbath I
shall present the scholar who
brings the largest number of references
with « handsome Bible as a prize.”
Pleased looks ran through the school as

to

their

their teachings,” and confirm~those Christin
*“ who regard the advance of Science wilh some
degree of dread, as possibly hostile to religion,”
By both these cldgsésiand by all who would post

regarded as most complimentary by the
sculptors, and their rather sudden retreat to
the house innoc ently atiribated.to the tem-

missionary who lived far awayin a country
called India; and that the odd-faced boy

Will

each other for a: good while, One afternoon Robert Curtér’ was rambling along the
bank of a little reed-edged Lrook which ran
below his home, shooting with a bow and
arrow,
At last his arrow dropped among the

mute;

ALL

Indian
:

“I wish,” he said, regretfully, *¢ I wish 1

could sti 1y here always

with

the

:

the Scriptures by. current njisapprehension'as §

beautiful

ABOUT JESUS.

consideration, the

book can

{ Aleppo

Same Publishers, 16moXpp.*
D. Lothrop & Co,

«This book is what itclaims

#)

to be.

le by

Itis aloy-

ing, devout and faithful delineationof the bles«
sed

Snow,

ively from him, and listened very gravely as || tame substitute,
papa explained that the gentleman was a |
“111 could only see a strictor,”

So saying Robert

|

« Tow

hall,

The critics were

t

reverent student of Holy Scriptures.
A gentle.
man of broad sympathies, he would both help
those scientific students who * are repelled from

Saviour, as he is described

in the the fifth

. Paul; who, had been distracted all the chapter of Canticles, from the tenth to the sixteenth verses,
The author is one of the/most
seemed so strange, so different from his or- | hight with visions bf snakes and elephapt
dinary comrades, tha: he shrank instinet=| was in the mood tof regard SNOW 4S a Ver gentle and beloved of the Reformed Church clergymen in America, who, by a pious, cheérful

anything to do with you,” cried Robert.
«1 despise a mean fellow, and you'd best

let me alone hereafter.”

Carter's Victory.

the

«Well, if I did, it was no great harm,” before 2agl could more than frown out his
| said Will, seeing it was useless’to deny his| ¢discontent. the door epened, and his papa
guilt Jonger. ** You won't tell it on a fel- ushéred in a génilemun accompanied by an
/
low, will you? I'll give you a dollar if you odd-faced little bey.
Paul's
eves
usually
glistened
at
the
pros.
won't.’
© «11 not tell, but I don't want your dol- f pect of a companion, but the new-comer

rain upon the roof

Robert

temper, the day after brought an unpleasant
surprise. With the wonderful wagon brother Fritz had given him he had passed the
morning peddling his mock wares up and
down the back read, and a little before dinner came inte the house to'rest, Eisconced
in the broad window-seat, with eager’ eyes
fixed on the snow-promising skies,, sudden-,
ly strunge voices sounded in

\

the weary laborers ceased their molding
and stood gnzing at their handiwork, Never
two prouder artisans, 1 assure you. The
entire household were invited to its inspection ; the different parts minutely explained.

the reeds in all directions to find the arrow,

he suddenly stooped, and drew something
up out of the water, exclaiming quickly :

he rejoinéd, mournfully, *‘a real live ’strictor!”
and he passed the day after his friend’s departure fashioning wonderful beings of all
sizes and shapes from

snow

and

imagina-

led away his guest for entertainment, as reluctantly as never before in his experience.

tion.
And through

Bat, oh, that was a wonderful day to
Paul!
The first shyness over, his new
friend developed into so decided a novelty,
asking such funny questions, and told such

passed Paul

repaarkable

wise and good without taking pains for it.

where he

stories about

lived,

that

the far-off country

long

before

supper-

time Paul was fairly beside himselt'with des
light. Elephants were hke dogs'to the little Indian ; he talked of

lions,

and. tigers,

the

has

long

never

years

that

lorgotien

his

have
visit

from the little Indian.—The Methodist.
A man

may

be great by chance, but never

and: helpful life has so brought Christ into his
own experience, that he writes of his beauty, of
his gentleness, of his unbounded sympathy,of
his infip
love, of his grace, of the wonderful
ministrations of- the Spirit, of his long-suffering,
aud of his-hoth humanly-divine and divinely-hu-*
mah qualities, with almost as much clearness
and with quite as much
love as though he had
looked upon the Son in his glory and been in-

spired to his task.
The brief expression on the
title-page —*‘ May the Master make this book as
sweet fo others as. it has been to me,”—and signed by Robert Carter,speaks volumes in acknowl.
edgment of the grateful influence which it exhierts

upon the minds

of the devout

reader.

It is

real love offering, and one of the most really ex.
cellent in its way that we have lately seen.
There isnot a word of controversy in it, The
author was too full of his subject for that,
He
writes in afresh, unhackneyed and quiet style,

Fiterary Review,

and great snakes with a carelessness that
and has been so successful in pointing out the
MORNING: or, Thoughts on Genesis,
kept Paul’s eyes wide open with astonish- EARTH'S
By Horatius Bonar, D. D.
New York:
Robengaging features delineated in the Scriptures
ment, and when thie night came he lay
ert Carter & Brothers. (6mo. pp. 376.
For
this lucky for me 1”
These grateful offerings‘of music brings.
text referred to, that hardly any appreciative
sale by D. Lothrop & Co.
Whose heart glows not at such sweet measures
The history of the boat was this: On awake a full hour, mortified in believing
reader can lay down the volume without a clearDr. Bonar needs no introduction. His works
given,
Will's birthday his uncle had given him a that naught in Germany could startle “his have already made ls name familiar. In his er anil more satisfying idea of his pérfcet Lord
Would close his ears amid the songs of heaven.
and Saviour,
°
toy steamboat, one of the recently invented wonderful, guest.
terse, clear style he has not only given us some
Amid the silence of dark sepulchres,
But
on
the
morrow
came
Paul's
turn.
toys which run by real steam for an'hour or
of the sweetest Christian songs since Watts and
IDEAS IN NATURE OVERLOOKED RY Dr. TyxA spirit walks; the dust to new life stirs;
DALL.
Being an Examination of Dr, Tynpride ‘and delight. Aroused suddenly from his sound slumbers "Newton, but he has also written some of the
Whagslept withina cold and voiceless tomb,
After they sang *‘ the Rifted Rock » and | so, which was Will's
dalle Belfust Address,
By Jumes McCosh, D,
most he
il
© works that have apby
the
din
of
the
rising-bell,
he
Jound
the
Lives in the glory of the fairest bloom.
One
day
he,
with
a
lot
boys,
was
sailing
,
LL.
D., President oi Princeton College.
the school was dismissed, as they .walked
peared
in
the
1
4
€
t
half
century.
In
counsels
to
Be this the lesson,—oft as gentle spring
al Publishers. 12mo. pp. 50.
it down the little brook. The steam had pillow empty dt his sidg, and a glance at converts,in encouragement to the faltering, in
home, Robert declared his intentions.
Hangs o’er the hills her gay and blooming ban- |
Perbaps Dr. McCosh’s is the calmest and the
the
window
revealed
the
little
Indian
gazgiven
out,
and
they
were
watching
the
*“ ll have that Bible as 'certain as hard
instruction to inquirgrs, and in presenting out of most free frorft personalities of any-of the replies
ner,
ing
without
in
speechless
wonder.
And
as
boat
float
down
with
the
current
of
the
a
pious
heart
truths
to
comfort
and
inspire,
he
work can get it.”
:
And oft as over winter’s swift retreat
io Dr. Tyndall's tamous address. That it is able
to Paul's eyes beheld the white work of the has made for himself a name that all Christians and convincing needn’t be said to those who know
“ Well, now, you will work if you get stream, when their attention was drawn
Shall rise the music of her glad hbsanna;
And oft as from the-earth’s cold bosom spring
his fitness for the task. Neither meed it be preit away from me,” said ‘Will Morrison. something else; and when they returned to night, he sprang from the bed with a cry of love.
In the present volume, he has aimed at expoFresh forms of beauty, nobler life assuming,’
tended that it lays all the ghosts, or settles all
*“ T don’t care anything about the Bible, but the brook'to find the boat, it was nowhere ecstasy, and stood, too, at the casement,
Recognizing the
sition rather than controversy.
the perplexing questions, arising in the Address.
And a sweet presence, in our morning walks,
clapping his hands joyfully*™
to he seen.
I'm bound to beat.”
prominence into which the book of Genesis has
It was easy to convict Dr. Tyndallof the charge
‘The dreary languor of the air perfuming;
It was a beautiful scene.
All the night
With loud lamentations they followed the
« I care for the Bible, too,” said Robert,
been brought during the last twenty years, he
Know this,~the dreary winter time may chill
long the snow had been silently heaping the | has here soughi, in the interests of Christian of using very unscholarly and unphilosophercourse
of
the
stream
for
a
long
way
down,
*
though
not
so
much
for
that,
because
I
like methods in setting forth the-opinions of the
The forms of b2auty, in the cold grave sleephave two now.
But I like to please Mr. but no boat was found, and at last they roads and meadows; the great tree boughs truth, to investigate the meamng of each verse old masters, That he should ge to Plutarch for
ing,
(rimmings: the and word, that, having done so, the exact reve- Bacon's maxims, and that he should place Demn~
Hill, and T know pa would be so glad when canfe to the conclusion that, it had been cap- | bent 'neath the spotless
And a dread silence seal the lips of love,
Which death, triumphant, holds within his keep- he
comes home (he's gone to Chicago sized and sunk. They waded up and down, | meanest twig in all creation shone forth in lation of God inthese may be brought out, and ocritus before the time of Empedocles, exposes
| the spiritual truth evolved.
|
Itis well that this
ing;
now, you know), to'find I'd got the prize.” With water up to their necks, but could find | regal splendor ; and still the work of decora- | book ef Genesis be truthfully interpreted, if pos- the second-hand quality of his learning. There
Know this,—our fondly loved. are never lost,
are also weak, loose and unsatisfactory statetion
went
on,transforming
earth
te
a
visionno
traces
of
the
losi
boat;
so
Will,
with
« Well, you won't get it. I'm bound to
sibley It makes the basis of all Seripture truth,
For o'er the grave a joyous springtime cometh,
ments in the replies which he has lately made to
land.
No
boy
in
all
Germany
doted
more
sorrowlul
reluctance,
gave
it
up
as
lost
for
|
beat somehow, so look out for me.”
the rudiments from which both theologians and
his critics. Id these respects it was quite easy
And we shall blossom from the nighs of death,
on snow-flakes than Paul, and, lost in the scientists are trying to ‘develop the story of the to show defects in and weaken the torce of the
« All right, beat if you can,” laughed good.
As the spring flower, upon the desery; bloometh. |
anticipation of balling and sledding, he earth and of God’s purpose with mam. Thus, Address. Bat there are other points of weak
Robert, as they parted. “On going into the [” This was full two months ago, and when
quite forgot the astonished countenance be- however much it may be written about and dis- ness, less apparent and less easily proved, than
Robert
found
the
boat
among
the
reeds,
he
‘house, he took his Bible and sat down to
cussed, peghaps the.4interests involved in it wil
look for references, beginning at the first knew at once thatit had drifted down and side him ; quite ignored the hero of snakes prevent it from seeming to be too frequently those. Tt is to a consideration of these, like Tyndall’s interprétation of the Aristotlean philosoand elephants, when, suddenly, a little dealt with.
chapter of Genesis, and glancing at every lodged there, being thus overlooked.
phy, for instance, his use of the atomic theory in
hand
grasped
the
sleeve
of
his
night-robe,
*“
There
now,
I've
got
a
chance
to
be
verse. Before he got through Genesis he
The volume %ontains an abundance of exclam- creation, his failure to appreciate the benefits
atory argumen®,
For instance:
began to think he should not find any even with Will Morrison,” he said. ‘If and a voice flytiered out:
conferred on science by Christianity, his overSelf-creation, how absurd! Chance creation * | looking the principle of Intelligence in scientific
references at all, but when he got to
¢t Paul, is that cotton po
ver he finds this, it won't be by my help,
The Garret.
Evolution by iunate law, how
how irrational!
and theologicy] inquiry, ignoring a finul cause,
'm certain.”
Deuteronomy, he soon had several w Titien
Paul turned, wonderingly, to nieet eyes unphilosophical! A palace self-built! A temple
BY MOLLY MYRTLE.
wider-distended even than his own had been evolving itself trom dead atoms! A city reared denying a personal God, and so forth, that Dr,
So he put it carefully back, securely hid— > B—
on his paper.
Life without a living One to origiby chance!
McCosh addresses himself, and with a convineHe hunted till supper time, and after den among the reeds, and left it there.
the day previous, and burst jnto a laugh so nate it! How incredible!
Not a proper attic-room, all iathed and
ing force of argument that is really refreshing,
But
he
could
not
feel
satisfied
with
himsupper
until
night
service
at
ch
He
rollicking you might have Jeard itfall over
There is considerablé more of the same style This is the same paper, with a few additions,
plastered, swept and garnished, ready at
self all the evening.
“Now I know I am
the house. Then, a sudden reflection. seiz- of reading. It may stir thought and suggest ar- that appeared in the first number of the second
a moment's warning to be used; but a gar- hunted every evening through the week,
‘Review,
ret reaching over all the spacious house, and after he had thus gone through the not following the Golden Rule,” said he to ing him, he drew himsell u with a proud, gument, but it isn’t argument itself. The author volume of the International
indeed does not pretend to advance argument.
and to whose floor the eaves, like strong,. whole Bible, he found he bad twenty-seven himself, as he lay awake in his bed late ut exultant air, and replied :
WARRINGTON’S MANUAL
of
Parliamcutary
Perhaps this is sufficient excuse for the absence
Wi
night; *“ because Will did 2 mean act is no
nor
“Cotton? No, that ain't cotton,
protecting wings, come down. “This is the references.
law, just published by Lee & Bhepard, Boston,
of it, But it may be reasonably questioned if he
« Now I'm sure I have all,” he said to reason for me to-dq one too. I can’t rest snakes, nor tigers nor elephants. That's has disposed in the best way of the honest doubts admirably meets a want of deliberative bodies.
room best Joved of all ‘the house unto a
peatly on a while I know wherd that Loat is, and he snow !”
and heretical theories of hundreds of sincere per- It is prepared according to the parliamentary
child ; the room which holds the romance of "himself, as he copied them
law and practice in the Unitéd States, and is
‘* And nobody can do bet- don’t. So I'll tell him in the morning.”
sons by simply characterizing them as absurd
The little Indian's face lighted queerly.
his little lite, and to which, in a longing, piece of paper.
I wonder how many Will This resolution relieved his conscience, and
*¢ Oh, yes, I koow,” he said quickly; and incredible. It may be readily imagined how written upon the assumption that the minimum,
tender love, his memory will go back in ter, any how.
“I've heard papa say that word, but I never difficult it would be for a man of Dr. Bonar's and not the maximum, of power and influence
he turned over and went to sleep.
after years. The child who has not played has ?
sincere piety and unquestioning faith to admit
ought to be put into the hands of comwittecs
But he did not ask Will, nor tell any one
Early in the morning he went to school. saw any before, and 1 didn’t know how it the honesty of atheists and materialists.
in such a one commands our pity, for he
and presiding officers, This principle is kept
how
many
he
had
found
until
next
Sabbath,
Bat, Paul, what is snow, and what
At the ver§
gate, whom should he meet bat looked.
has lost one half of childhood’s joy.
To those who would get the opinions of so em = | clearly in view in the preparation of the work,
makes it so soft and white ?”
inent a Christian on this remarkable portion o f | and as a result we have ‘in it far less rules and
The perfect house to me is not the one and they were all assembled in the Sabbath Will Morrisén.
school.
Then
they
began
to
compare
their
How fortunate for Paul that he had a wise revelation, Dr. Bonar’s book will be found espe- regulations than the perplexing number with
*“
Got
something
to
tell
you,
Will,”
‘was
with every nook and corner known and numbrother Fritz, who, nly two days before, cially valuable. He does not hesitate to state his which the U.S. House. of Representatives has
bered in the mistress’ mind, but one which papers to see how many references each his greeting.
one
had.
But
Will
Morrison
would
not
liad explained to him every why and where- beliefs, To doubt that God himself created the * tied itself up.” Whether it takes the place of
“Leét’s hear it, then,” said Will, indiffer“holds a garret, ’neath whose rough beams
is the
heavens aud the earth!
* Surely this
Cushing’s or not will depend mainly ou the proshow
his“paper.
fore of the snow-flakes—and still proud and
ently.
are collected {runks, boxes and bundles,
hight, or rather the depth, of unreasoning crechvities of the bodies using a manual,
Itought
¢ Twenty-seven, have you?” he said to
«I found your lost boat yesterday,” said exultant he entered into a minute descrip- dulity ; sillier than the fables of heathendom » | at least to find favor in New England, for i's auwhose contents have been mythical for
tion of the clouds that ** broke and froze on poorer than the dreams of pagan savage.”—The thor, who is really Wm. S. Robinson, got mueh
Robert.
years, - With numerous cobwebbed nooks Robert.
3
Av
“Yo
i]?
their
way to the earth,” dipping in, by way tree of life, he says, ** was a real’tree, as real us of the experience which he has embodied in it
“
Yes.
Let
me
see
yours?”
said
Robert.
eagerly.
You
dil:
Wills face lit
where witches dwell, and windows where
of illustration, great handfuls from the sill any of the rest.’ The knowledge of good anc 1 | while serving as clerk of the Massachusetts gen.
“ No, T ain’t a mind to. But I've beat
Where was it ?”
the“ apple-blossoms smile in spring ang
evil, *“ why may it not mean a tree, the fruit o! f | eral court.
It is a square 16mo. volume of 98
* Down in the reeds, in eur meadow.
I without, till the breakfast-beil broke in on
rosy apples hang in autumn days. A gar- you, for I've got more than that.”
which was fitted to nourish man’s intellectual
pages, is neatly bound, is a model of brevity and
their
frosty
investigations,
and
hustled
I'm
“J
don’t.
see
how
you
can
have.
Jost an arrow and was looking for it, when
ret to whieh at ‘Hallowe’ en there clambers
aud moral nature?’—What
will the woman's
clearness in its statements, and its sale ought to
I found the boat. Come, we'll go down them, double-quick ratio, into their mortal rights advocates say to this: “It was from Adam run into the hundred thousands right away.
up some gentle girl to read her fate ‘in a sure I didn’t miss any,” said Robert.
¢¢ Oh,yes you did! I've got ’em any how,” and get her.”
coil.
that God took the substauce which he meant to
quaint looking-glass.
:
John E. Potter & Co., Philadelphia,issue parts
returned
Will.
5
It seemed to Paul that he was entering fashion into woman, indicating that, as man was
There comes one now into my mind;
Will looked gravely at Robert.
Well,
XXXVII—XLII of their CoMPLETE BIBLE ENformed
first,
and
as
woman
sprang
from
man,
50
Robert
said
no
more,
but
after
exercises
A boy that had
I declare, you're a better fellow than I'am,” uron a new existence.
where I have played. The place where
This nearly completes the W's,
man is to be her head.”—It was ‘‘ a literal ser- CYCLOPEDIA.
puts were stored and berries dried, the began, he noticed that Will held a very said he,* for had I found your boat, after never seen a snow-flake ; never rounded a pent” that appeared to Eve. And “it was the 80 that the end of the work must be near at
refuge of my childish griefs, and where, in small piece of paper in his hand, while he all that’s happen ed, I wouldn't have let you snow-ball to the curve of perfection; never serpent that acted threughout, so far as Adam or hand. It bas kept up the excellént features with
which it started, and is really a contribution to
A boy Eve understood at the time.”
drowsy, summer afternoons, 1 sewed ‘on copied something from it on the larger piece
know it, sure.
Shake hands, Bob, and let's tasted the joys of a jubilee coast!
s
sacred history. Eminent scholarship has been
who teared to step forth into the milk-white
tchwork seams or held communion with in his Bible.
But it will be better for each read r to get
be friends. I'm sorry for what I did.”
engaged upon it, and it will doubtless tind its
After
lessons
were
over,
when
Mv.
Hill
The
author
has
imthese
opinions
for
himself,
drifts
lest
they
skould
incline
to
melt
and
Zood Mother:Goose. There is a beam from
“That's all that’s needed, then,” said
way into many homes.
which I used to swing and take my dolls called for thosé who had the answer to the Robert, as he held out bjs hand, warmly. engulf him. Sach was the little Indian. proved every opportunity to ¢raw out useful lessons,
to
urge
to
holy
living,
to
exercise
saving
question
to
rise,
quite
a
number
arose:
And hardy, snow-loving Paul, who would
on many distant journeys, and where per*“ It’s all right, and we are good friends,”
FlemingH. Ravell, Chicago, publishes. the
faith, and to hold the Bible and the Holy Spirit
‘haps there swings to-day another child to Mr. Hill then requested each one, in turn,
*¢ No, it isn't all right; but 111 make it roil over and over in the soit compound, as the only revealers of divine truth. Its tone of next quarter’s ‘‘ BLACKBOARD OUTLINES on the
and rise like a white bear shaking his shag- piety is of course of the most elevated character, International Series of 8. 8. Lessons for 1875.”
whom
the world is new.
There was a to read from their paper the number of so, for I'll give you that Bible to-day.”
gy. fur in the presence of those. astonished and its instruction is usually sound and whole- They are prepared by Rev, and Mrs. W. F.
“ No you won't, for I won’t take it,” said
‘spinning wheel for wool and a small one references obtained.
Crafts, and for those schools that use blackboard
‘They
did
so,
some
having
more,
some
Robert, stoutly, ¢ your right was as good eyes—it seems as though surely he must be some.
for flax at which my grandmother oft sat
illustrations are excellent helps. There is an
e
less. When it came Robert's turn he read as mice, any how, you remember. If dreaming. But little by little his strange
in winter time.
NATURE AND THE BisLE.,
By J. W. Dawson y | outline cut for each Sunday, ready to be transout
clear
and
loud,
the
largest
number
yet
guest allowed Paul to initiate him into the
LL.D, F.R.8,,F. G. 8. Same I’ublishers. ferred in a moment's time to the blackboard.
yyou're sorry, that's all that’s necessary.”
There also used to stand beside the
16mo. pp. 207. For sale by D. Lothrop & Co.
“Iam sorry, and I'll never do such a mysteries of the beautifal snow, acd of all
loom, an old, hair-covered trunk which given, ¢ twenty-seven.”
The New York Catholic Publication Society
The
late Professor Samuel F.B. Morse, LL.D. ;
¢“ Thirty-two,” said Will Morrison, tri- ‘mean trick again, no never. “Now let's go the delights of that wonderful day’ it would
held a cousin’s dolls with which she played
founded a lectureship in the Union Theologica | | issue the following pamphlets, called out by the
umphantly.
take
me
long
to
tell.
But
dinner
found
for the dear little old boat.”. They ‘walked
before she was a city belle. She used to
Seminary, N. Y., the subject to be dealt with be- Gladstone expostulation : “ The Syllabus for the
‘Robert was struck with amazement.
“1 away, eacli happier than he came,” but the little Indian—the hero of snakes and ing “The Relations of the Biblé to the Sciences.” » | People, a Review of the Propositions condemned
come there often when 1 was a little child,
and then she would unlock the trunk and know I didn’t miss five places!” he said to Robert the happiest, because he had con- elephants—seated calmly in a trench of his It was this subject on which Prof. Dawson de- by His Holiness Pope Pius 1X., with a textof
the condemued list,” by a St, Augustine Monk;
own digging, fashioning balls with a deft
livered, in December, 1874 the course of six lect
take the waxen dollies from their bed' and himsglf.
quered himself.
*¢ Submission fo a Divine Teucher neither dis
But he stood quiet, and saw Will walk
ures
which
are
“comprised
in
the
present
volhand,
and—a
very
odd-lgoking
face.
X, let us play with them a while.
Wondrous
Ah, my young frignds, a moment’s pleasloyalty nor the Surrelider of Mental and Moral
t
ume,
It
will
be
seen
at
once
that
the
subject
up
and
receive
the
handsome
Bible
trom
dolls they were to us, with flaxén hair and
But the triumph of the day—the crown of gives a lecturer wide and ample scope, whose Freedom,”<by Rt. Rev. Herbert Vaughan, Bishure may be procured by yielding to yg
Mr.
Hill,
with
a
firm
conviction
that
it
was
satin gowns, and one a baby in a long L)
Paul's ambition—was deferred to the after- exhaustive tf@utment would make a much larg- op of Salford ; and “ Mr. Gdadstone’s Kxpostulaation, but lasting happiness is only to
white robe. There were also ‘other things not honestly earned.
tion Unraveled,” by Bishop Ullathorne. The
secured by doing right. Remember that, noon.
er book than the one before us. The lecturer
“J told you I'd get it!” cried wil, as will you?
which we did never have and of which we
characterized
by
“We will make a snow-man,” he whis- has therefore devoted himself to a consideration ‘pumphlets are generally
they passed out of the church,
did wonder much.
~pered to the little Indian, who was so anx- of some of those poiuts of contact of Natural aml strength of conviction and ability in presentu“ Dil you actually have thirty-two refer1 seem to see her now as she last sat upon
ious to continue his novel enjoyments that Physical Science with the Bible, He has gener- tion. . But after all due allowance is made for
:
The Little Indian.
Protestant predilection in the matter, it will
ally chosen those points which are now, on acthe gairet floor, holding the playthings in ences on your paper?” asked Robert,grave—
he quite despised his dinner, and between count of present controversies,of the greatest fm- burdly be granted ®at they have met, urd cerher hands and telling us about her city
Nowhere in Germany broke the Christ- meats and desserts the two enthusiasts slip- portance. These points, as the author chooses tainly they have not disposed of, the damaging
* Look for yourself,” said ‘Will, holding mas tide more cheerily than in'little Paul’s ped away.
It comes to mé as yesterday, the open
life.
to term them, comprise the: general relations of | exposition of this great modern folly of Catholiroom, the eager, childish faces, and the the paper a moment before Robert's eyes. happy home.
His quiver was big with de«Tt shall be an idol,” continued Paul, as science and the B ible, biblical views of the uni- cism,
fair-h aired girl upon whom fell the golden In the hasty glance he gave, Robert caught light ; the sunbeams that danced amid the
verse as u whole, the science of the earth in relahe scooped oat his pure building material,
tion to the Bible, the origin- and history of anis sunlight through the little window. Since, the figures of the last thyeg references, and greens and holly-wreaths were no warmer
We reluctantly consent to give here only the
“and yowll show me how to make it.
Mr. ILiil made this announcement, and a
Sop many of the larger pupils mentally
decided to possess that Bible,
Nobody was firmer in this resolution than
two of the foremost boys, Robert Carter |
|
and Will Morrison.

*¢ Here’s Bill Morrison's boat!

Wouldn't

he give something to find it, though ? Ain't

=

-

Asif purposely to test Paul's Christmas

know how you got it, and 1 despise your
deceitfulness.”
* What do yon know, pray?” said Will,

dolls’ clothes. There,on rainy days, the
boys would come and carve their boats, or

The eye is dull that kindles not anew

©

to

| other stirs thuse same small feet have
trod! Up there our mother’s ‘rag:bag was

Spring's Glory.
:

stairs up

round

and brighter than the glow® in his satisfied

the little

heart.
Only one little
Paul’s papa was a
and unexpectedly
visitors—some of

o f the moment he found himself alone, he
opened his Bible and looked for them.
““ Ah, now I see! What a mean act!” he
girl back in the country, who listened to
sure
‘« Here's
the
word
‘rock’
the stories of her life with eyes wide open said.
and then asked her if it~was
w
not
nearer enough, but meaning areal rock, not referheaven there. Alas!’ heaven
come’ ring in the least to God! I didn’t think that of
did
very tear theré unto her, so near it took Will! Well, I would rather lose than win
thers wera H0 50 mean a wiy as that!”
her in unto itself. Alterwasd=

I

have

wondered

if, amid

pleasures, she never

her

thought

of

other trunks beside the old one, in which
her dresses and all else she wore were

placed. The dolls were never taken out
again, because her mother could not bea r|
to have them touched,

and so

the

of the old trunk grew to us to be a

ry.

content |

myste-

How many children's feet have. climbed
)
[Fa

td

He told no one of his discovery, but at
school, next day, he was very cool to Will
Morrison.

After schooi

Will asked himi what

made

‘No,

1 am

not,”

said

Robert,

“but

editions of boys, were to Paul objects of
mixed wonder and delight—but mote of

I

a jolly one.”
The litle Indian reflected.
“I know the funniest one,” he
ly, ¢* if we could only make him.
a man’s body,

and an

elephant’s

a snake tied round his neck.”
Such a feat of* sculpture! Our
these, alas, so long-faced, and sepulchril olf
mien that our hero was glad to hide in the
background, and count the hours to their
departure.

him so distant.
But I know,” he added,
mocking, * you're mad because I got the
Bible and you didn’t,”

spot of anxicty and dread.
minister; and frequently
to the parsonage came
whom being only large

It was the advent

of these

that

Panl dreaded.
*¢ If there would only nobody come,” he
hoped continually, * that is,+ Bobedy to oil

wy fun !”

mul life in both nature und the Bible, man’s ecarly history according to both the se ientific und the
reveled authority, and a close. and ‘scholarly re“| view of * Schools of Thought.”
Prof. Dawson
said, final- is well fitted for the task to which he was called.
A patient investigator and exact student of natHe's got ure, of wide scientific culture, thoroughly
versed
head, with in the modern arguments between theologians
und scientists, a devout believer in the Bible and

You've seen ‘em, you know, and we'll

stood for a

have

designer

moment aghast at the undertak-

ing, bul suddenly seizing an armful of building - material, signified his readiness to
begin.
And begin he did, and such a work and
such a statue the world has never seen, The
shades of evening were [ast gathering when

i.

a

y

i

a pious follower of the Christian faith, he could
not be less than interesting, hor fuil' to be instructive. His style is plain, direct and almost

simple, and his diction is so pure and his arguments 80 uninvolved that one need to be only an

ordinary student to both comprehend

by them,

His

and profit

standpoint, however, is

not that

of a theologianqr a metaphysidian, but of a student of Nature,
have served to

whose secrets and
make him a more

revelations
careful and

contents of the two quurterlies mentioned below.
Each contains articles that merit careful reading,

that'by Dr.
thorship.

: THE BAPTisT QUARTERLY,

a0»
~~

April, 1875, Con-

tents : Present State of the Baptismal Controver8y ; Philosophy of Evolution; Charter of Brown

University; Sibboleth ; The Vatican Council and
Civil Allegiance ; Native Language of Paléstine ;
The Puritan Exodus; Dean Alford; Notices of
"
.
Books,

THE ‘CHRISTIAN

QUARTERLY.

April, 1875.

Contents
: John Frederic Oberlin; Illogical Eth.
ics; Religious Education of Children; Professor
Tyndall’s Belfast Address; Man’s Relation to the
Divine Government; Faith; Literary Notices.
:

id

Hovey, particularly, in the Baptist

Quarterly, on the baptismal controversy, taking
character both ‘trom its treatments and its au-

C2

a®

THE

MORNING STAR, APRIL 21, 1875.

spinning out these lines in every direction, from men as dogs, and cats, and elephants
at the rate of five miles an hour tor every and evén other orders of creatures learn.
working hour in the year. If we should Birds, in short, get bird's-eye views of the
trace these threads back from the circumfer- earth; and bird’s-eye views, however inence, we should find them converging from: structive to those who have previously mas: Habits of German Authors.
every direction to certain central knots, like tered the details carefully, do not exact
—
Chicago, St. Louis, ,Cincinnati, Buffalo, furnish a good basis for progressive _KnowlThe German knows, as no one “else; how
Washington, dnd
many
others of equal edge.— Spectator.
importance, and th8nce running ir’ great
to subsidize others into his service, thereby
saving a vast amount of time, and purely
strands, doubling and multiplying in numChanges in Dutch Family
mechanical #labor.
Almost invariably he bor as they approach tae cénter, but so ar<
S
Names.’
has an amanuensis, and frequently more
ranged as to bind every city and town to all
\
to
{
* than one, to whom he dictates or gives in its neighbors, near and far. If tle eye,
pretty full outline what he proposes to em- seeking to analyze this labyrinth, shduld
The manver in which names of fimilies
balm in print.
Bunsen, who, de§pite his Puisne the converging inch it would at sometimes become changedin this country
long rididence in England, and identifica
ast follow a great band of Juore than two is truly curious. There. was, previous to
tion with English life, never forgot his Ger- hundred.and fifty wires; from every point the middle of the last century, among the
man mefhod of “authorship—used to have of ‘the compass, running into one great Dutch settlers in the southern parfg of this
half-a-dozen secretaries at work for him.
center in the city of New York, in the main colony, and particularly upon Lofig Island,
All he did was to give them the general di- office of the Western Union Telegraph a regular §ystematic change of the. family
rections, and they thus multiplied his years. Company,
Other minor centers would ap- name with every generation, so that the
Moreover, he nd scholars at work for him pear, but this one would immediately be rec- son never bore the family name of his fawho lived in yarious parts of the country. ognized as the great core or heart of the ther; thus, if the father's name was Leffert
He told them what points he wanted to for- system,
Jansen, and he had a son’ named Jacobus,
tify, what theses they must elaborate
; ‘and
If, now, such an observer could be gifted this son’s name would not be Jansen, but

DuA. HIRAM TRUE died in Corinth, Vi., -Feb,
grew. to be a man. It was a Portuuged 69 years, Bro. True had been confined
guese mayor who enumerated among the 23,
to his bed eleven months, from the effects of a
marks by which the body of a drowned
yuralytig shock, by which os side became useman might be, identified when found ‘a
ess, und he was deprived of the power
of speech,
marked impediment in his, speech.” It was. except to say yes and no, Yet, pont his suffer-

Ziterary WWiscellany,

they did it gladly—for,

poor, half-starved

with a magic

fellows, they knew that
Bunsen could pa
them well for their toil. Many of the more
solid works in German literature are produced by the professors in the universities.
These men, almost to a unit, have the serv-

ices of a promising student (or two) of
literary taste, who spends his spare hours
in searching up authorities, conducting correspondence, getting-the master’s own hieroglyphies into shape for the printer, and
examining hbraries far and near, for information to pack into the volume at hande
While the real author is responsible for ev:
ery word that goes out under his: own
name, and can justly claim the parenta
of the’whole idea and plan and scope
of the
work, he is spared much of the
drudgery
incident to all book-making which is not
the immediate fruit of imagination, Where
history

is to

be

ransacked,

faets to

The real writer is the Powers who
es the

model, aud

yet

never

firnish-

himself

uses

the chisel on the block of marble, but takes
good care to have the merely muscular part
of the execution done by others, His eye
goes over all carefully, but he saves his
physical energies from exhaustion.
oo»

*

*

.

The German author
social refreshment.

soon fall amid

~

takes

functions involved

ing

slumbering

orders

during

the

The

bal-

have been

are circulated, and

round

the

armature, to be written out and sent

Headisgs comparing authorities,

sych

ey parts ol his labor, he can’ do without
weariness after
his after-dinner
smoke,
But for dictation, downright authorship,he

commonly takes the forenapn; and urgent
-must be your demand, if yow¥ret a welcome
on

his doer at this time, exhorting all trespass-

ers on his time not to enter, unless their
business is very important, and they are

willing to leave very sdon again. Ilis rule
is, to'spend ail his afternoons and evenings

with his family or literary (riends. He isa
grand diner-out ; knows how to occupy two
hours at the table, and four or six hours in
digesting what he finds on it. He plays all
of games

with

his

¢hildren,

and

over the “Vierteljahrsschrift ;” makes a foot

excursion with his wife and children to a
neighboring village, and wakes up pext
morning with fifty brand-new pages at his
tongue's end. Thus he goes through his
volume, half-playing and half-working, but
always absorbing ; and when he has finished it, he does not need a journey to another
elasticity, nor

he shiver like a slave

beneath

the

does

critic's

lash. His nerves are strong, his blood far
from torpid, his spirits high, his
brain
ready for anything.
He would begin a cyclopedia on the shortest notice, and fulfill

his publisher's best hopes.
The

German

author, moreover,

owes

a

large degree of a productiveness to his simple diet and regular hours for sleep and rjsng.

He rises early and never (ouches

reproducing

any

work until he has taken a cup of coffee and
a biscuit. He never puts his brain and
eyes into harness, and under spur and whip
without little food fU start with. At ten he

o'clock. Then itis all over for that diy.
He has performed an immense amount of
Six solidjhours, and not one

minute lost in painful digestion of ham and

egys,

beef

steak,

hot

rells, and

blankety

buckwheat cakes. As for hot bread, he
never saw any in all probability; for all
the bread. gomes fronl the baker's and is
served cold twice a day. If by any oversight he should eat a couple of steaming
soda-biscanirs, it would cost him a whole
day's work ; for he never could bring him-

sell to the belief that he has the capacity to

dizest

hot

bread.

He

would

moan

and

smoke, and declare, in spite of the” papers,
that the French are marching straight for

Berlin,
The dianer is plas, but plentiful;
. the supper is light, with black bread as the

staple.

one day's

With the fiber and
food

he

does

strength

the

work

from

of

the

*fiext; hence digestion gives him no trouble
or

thought.

stomach than

He

no

more

of Barbarossa’s

thinks

of his

falcons.

Of

course he smokes a great deal: but even
this, I have noticed, he pushes off largely
igto the play-hours of the afternoon —2Dr.
tHurs!,
:
-

a®

slightest,

a

most

* Our Telegraph System.
°

incessantly succeeding, passing, and crossing each other; and when we add the bands
of pioneers,surveyors, engineers, laborers,
and construction trains which form the fringe
of this uet-work; constantly extending
its

meshes in every

direction, and

adding

pew intricacies to its most crowded part—
the mind is almost bewildered with the
thought of such an immense labyrinth, such
con;plex, organization.

Biles rise above the surface of the
earth, and take in the whole country ata
bird's-eye view, with visual power to discern’
all the details,the net-work ot the telegraph

be still more curious to log upon.
, Would
e should see a web spun of two hundred

<a

thousand miles of wire spread over the face
of the country Jie a cobweb on the grass,
its.threads connecting every important cenati

wy

A

(

ter ot population, festeoning

every great

ost-road,
and markingas with a silver lin¢-

iby the LOYblack track of évery railroad. We
© «should “bbserve men, like ‘spiders, busily
’

said

children;
have,”

it not,
°

evening:
or,
v

‘‘Pavents,” you

Two

your

may

hisqleath.

have

daughters may

rofg # Sep

cohtour of the cheeks, nor the lines of the
on

one unconsciously

perform

and they are all the less so

many

unilateral facial movements, which in time
cause a divergence between the two sides of
the face. Besides, the head, projecting as it
does freely into air,is more dependent than
weimagine on winddnd weather. Suppose
a person Were to sit constantly at a window,

turning one side tolthe cooleratmosphere out-

of-door, and the othér toward a hot stove—

the result would be a twofold growth of the
facial’'muscles. One side of the face might
become rounded, the other flat or concave;

turn

are

cldared

off.

At

transient

four, the

ed,and their work runs on into the evening.
At last the business of night work begtus,
and the business and social messages that
are taken at half price in consideration of
their being allowed to be sent at leisure, to
be delivered next morning, are transmitted
between
the great cities, north, south. east,
and west,
v
Every phase of the mental activity of the

less represented in this

great system.
The fluctuations in the markets; the price of stocks; the premium on
old ; the starting, of railroad trains ;-the
orders gfor

of passengers;

merchandise and

not

In a

letter

God,

to Fa-

although

manufactures

are

of

them,

to destroy

Schoen

divines,

merchants,

of

and,

life.

in

short

Raleigh,

as

has its turn in passing the wires.— Harper's
Magazine.

made scoundrels successful, while

The

Intellect
Sr

planet

lost carpet-bag,

of Birds.

—

None of the lower
monkey, seems to have
power, particularly in
(the imitative power of

animals, except the
so much imitative
relation te sounds
monkeys has more

of capacity in 1t for imitating gestures)™\as
parrots, mocking-birds, ravens and other
tribes

of

birds.

Curiously

enough,

this

has this advantage easily
didates, for every

voter he

comes instantly his friend.
in which he asks for a

politician

who

distances all canspeaks

with

be-

of

areinadmissible.

snuff

are

the

pres

ed in Monticello,N. Y.,” wa$

baptized

It is a real

beautiful dress that
wear,—and

worth

ornament,

man or

-more

as

:

ming,

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
A. B. MESERVEY,

FRITZ W, BALDWIN,

Fall Term begins,
The location of this school
theological school

Colorado,

Utah,

Prepare

to

Council
Bluffs.
For
St. Paul

Nevada,

tached

»

Fall Term ot 16 weeks; bezins September
Winter Term, Jan. 5th, 1875.

Spring Term,

hear, by way of exercising their latent faculties. That birds can go beyond mere imitation, and are lo some extent accomplished
actors, the evidence as to all those birds

which by false pretenses

of agitation

lure

the trapper away from the vicinity of their
Mr. Leith Adams
nest, completely shows,

and
Cupid gave a rose to Hippocrates,
from this legend arose-the practice of sus-.

pending a rose over the table while

eating,

when it was intended that the conversation

must be kept secret. The explanation of
the origin of * by hook er by crook,” is that

for the purpose of catching birds or mice required sum, and hence the expression,
So
more effectually.
*¢ In spite of bis teeth.”
On the whole, however, it may ht safely
said that birds seem to have much more
Blunders in Speech.
capacity for perceiving beauty, much wore |
BRS
gift for social enjoyment, a finer knowledge
of distance and direction, and more power
woman who said that the
Scotch
a
was
It
of
ovder
of vocal imitation, than any other
half a
killed
-only
town
her
of
butcher
Oa
animals of which we know anything.
said
who
Dutchman
a
was
It
atime.
at
beast
the other hand, they have less sense of powno marks on his ears except
had
pig
a
that
there
and,
dog,
the
than
y
sympath
er and
tail. 1t was a British magistrate
ford, much less sense of responsibility to a shortbeing told by a vagabond that-he was
who,
but
lave,
their superiors, whom they often
married, responded: *¢ That's a’ good
seldom serve. Perhaps we might generalize not
for. your wife.” It was an English
thing
that
saying
by
tions
qualifica
mental
these
who stated ata meeting of the
reporter
tions—
percep
by
ed
educat
birds ave chiefly
Society thete were ‘‘casts of
gical
Ethnolo
of
still
but
wonderfully accurate, indeed,
individual at different periods
an
of
skull
the
almost
things at a distance, of things al an
show the changes produced
lite,"to
adult
of
telescopic rapge ; that their rapidity of flight in ten years,” though Dean Swift certainl
makes thera creatures of a wide experience | mentions two skulls preserved in Ireland,
but, not of full experience of any species but
—one of a person when he wad a boy amd
their own; and that, asa result, they can
when’ he
the other of the same person
as
learn
pot know men well” enongh to
.

»

[]
"

re

’

son-in-law

his

in

place,

this

Tie next term of ten weeks will commence Mone
day, August 31,1574.
WILLIAM
H COTTON,
A. B., Principal, with
competent Assiscants,
:y
The tution will be as usual.
.
2?

For further

died in Poland, N. Y.,

on both trains.

health,

delieate

who

to him in his 10ng and painful illness

and

For Milwaukee,

died in South

BOARD

an

For

ASSISTANTS.

Cars

Dubuque

covery whereby

Dr. H.

4. preparation

Irgftation of the
sharp

AUSTIN

=

Crd

Lf

Berwick,

Nerves,

REV.
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\

S.C. KIMBALL,

A. M.,

Principal.

Mr. Kunball is a graduate of Dartmouth
Summer

Term

begins May

11.1875.

College,

successful

Rooms

and

board in private families at reasonable rates.
g@=Free tuition to students who have the ministry
in view.
For further information address the Principal or,

w#kREN Foss,
Center Strafford, March 18, 1875.

Secretary.

PIKE

SEMINARY.
CALENDAR.
.
Soaring Term opens March 16, 1875.

:

General

Two

Examinations, June 14, 15, 18.

© Anniversary, June 17.
‘Fall Term opens August 31,1875.
This School was never in better condition for doing
thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary
instruction.
With three carefully arranged
courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and
English Course.
We are prepared to fit students for
any college in the land, or to give a thorough English

and Scientific préparation for the active duties ot
For full catalogue, address the Principal,
[RVING B. SMITH.
3t10
|.

attached,

WEST

of

The Spring Term will
close June 10th.
The Summer Term will

September 2d.

made.

his onjy

Indica.

He

This Institution offers to

peculiar

COLLEGE,

advantages.

For

students

important

particular

and

information,

send for a Circular to

‘REV. W.COLGROVE. A. M., President.

MAINE

Race

Miss ELLA C. HURD.

open

March

No deduction for less than half a term, except

on

account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
4 beginning and middle of the term.
g
The price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to

£2.00

per week.

Ladies’

clubs

as well

as gentle

‘men’s are formed.
;
Real | « Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
+
;
Ref- | rates.

child

now

Phila-

For further

particulars, addressthe Secretary,

1 Pittsfield, Maine.

|
|

AN
»

LYNDON
1

at

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
:

Faculty :

J.S. BrowN, A. B., Principal.
.
G. H., STOCKBRIDGE A. B., 4ssociate.
M188 Li1zzIE CALLEY, Preceptress.
With a full complement of competent
assistants,
Three
complete
courses
of
study:— Classical
Scientific, and Ladies’ course,
School firsi class
in every particular,
Library and Reading Room
tree to students.
i
SPRING TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, March
9, 1875,
FALL TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, August
24, 1875.
J

© TUITION
Primary Studies,
Common English,
Higher English,
.
.
Latin and Greek,
Te
.
Krench (extra), -,
.
.
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
.

2d, 1875, and

open June 15th, and close
7th, and

Music and Algebra.

Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
Penmanship will be taught .by an experienced
Teacher.

Stomach.

Street,

TUTE.

ME.

Furnishes College Preparatory, Normal, Academ
tical and Ladies’ Full . course of study.
Terms, 10
weeks:
:
a
Fall term commences Aug. 17, 1874.
Winter
s¢rm commences Nov, 2, 1874,
Spring teynr
commences Feb. 1, 1875.
Summer term commences April 19, 1875.
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A, B., Principal of
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal De»artment.
German, Physics and Diactics.
Miss LINDA
C. VICKERY,
Preceptress, French,
f3eometry and Botany,
MISS LAVINA H. HAYNES,
Normalclasses includ
ing Drawing.
|
>

Wasting of the Muscles

1032

CENTRALINST
PITTSFIELD,

Expectoration,

Nausea at thé

The Fall Term will open September
November 25th.

clos

For Catalogue, address the Secretary,
)
WM. REED,
.

VIRGINIA

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

Cured.

Difficult

Painsin the Lungs,

Address Craddock '& Co.

easy victim,

0. TT. MOULTON.

ACADEMY.

a superior scholar, an exparienced and
teacher, with competent Assistants.

Street,’Boston.

James cured

of Cannabis

Inaction of the Bowels, and

ily. lonely and sad, but with firm trust in
5

137t.

CENTER $IRAFFORD, N. H.

recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay
There is not a single symptom
of Conthat it does not dissipate—Night Sweats,

as éaithful 4

ifn
APR

TERVY,

and: La Crosse, via Clinton,

Loans Negotiated and Investments

two

doeth all thipgs well.

COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.
FALL

Four through trains daily.

Or Room 4, 85 Devonshire

ministered

anchot.”

Principal,
tf 43

The Fall T2em of the Theological Sshool connect:
ed with Bates College begins Thursday,Auguast 20tk
Fer further information address the President, O. B,
Caeney, D. D., or Professor John Fallonton, Lewiston, Maine.
.
J. A. HOWE, Sec,

ROOM 14, SPEED BLOCK,
123 Dearborn St., = Chicago.

and under a slight cold sank-to bis
otAligease,
grave in seven days, as dies a man of eighty
vears with a worn out frame and exhaused vitalHis last words to me, a few hours belore
hie were, ‘‘ Oh, yes! my hope 1s like an
Wa
the

_ CALENDAR.

BATES

GRAHAM, PERRY & CO.
LOAN & REAL ESTATE AGENTS,

Feb.

A wife and daughter only remdiu

OF INS PRUCTION.

ARTHUR G. MOULTON, Al B. Principal.
MissAbbie E, J2aness, Preceptress.

delphia, Pa., giving name ot this paper,
26042
Me., March 15, aged 53 years. Bro. 3S. was conExabout nineteen years old.
verted when
cepting a few early years of neglected duty, his
life, up to the-time of his death, has been devotAcademies ; &e.
.
ed to Christ. - Always at his post in all the devotional and business meetings of the. church and
The
he.
than
more
missed
be
will
society, none
of his only remaining son, a little over a
death
...- RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
i
year ago, 80 preyed upon his sensitive and uffee-

tionate nature, that he became

R. I.

course ol study.

trains daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.

children only can. His pastor beinz sick, his
funeral was attended by Rev. A. T. Worden.
G. P. RAMSEY.

© Joun F. ScaMmoN

INSTITUTE,
SCITUATE,

LIS Lastitntion furnishes
Colle
Preparatory
Ti:
anl Scieatifi:, anl Ladies’ Collegiat2

ale

ae

A Consumptive

He leaves a wife in

ad iress the Principal,

N. H., Aug.5, 137.

NORTH

He had been, for many
28th, azed 63 years.
Estate Purchased and Sold for Non-residents.
of the Free Baptist
erences given when desired.
tie ~
years, a valued member
its
of
one
He was indeed
church in this place.
Sixtieth
Thousand
in
Press,
he
morning,
Sabbath
When, on that
pillars.
One agent sold in one month, 501 copies of the
went up to join * the general nssembly and
church of the first born, that are written in
A MAN OF A THOUSAND.
heaven,” not only his’ family, but the church
and the comniiy felt that they were heavily
was
he
Where
bereaved.”
stricken and sorely
During his
known eulogies are unnecessary.
illness he felt that the-eircumstances of his fami- When death was hourly expected from ConsumpIv seemed to make it needful for him to abide in
tion, all remedies having failed.accident led to a disthe flesh, vet he knew that to die. would be gain,
daughters with their husbands,

Ridge,

LAPHAM

Pullman Cars on night trains.
For Winona and points-in Minnesota, One
through train daily.
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two. through

might be vear the church, and enjoynthe privileges of God’s house. ile regularly attended all
the means of grace till the last two weeks of his
lite.” His last sickness was short, and the God
whom he had so faithfully served was with him
to the end. The King in his glory,and the beautiful land beyond the river, were revealed to
him; andghis triumphgnt joy found expression
His funeral’ was
in shouts” and songs of praise.
attended by Rev. J. M. Crandall.

ERASTUS JERRY

particulars

Northwood

and California,

Minneapolis,

SEMINARY.

Spring Term begins March 22, 1373,
For further particulars address
the
North Scitaate, R. L

For Green Bay and Lake Superior, Two

he

that

1st, 1874,
.

April 6th, 1875.
.
S. HANNA, Principal.
+4

NORTHWOUD

Nebraska, Wyo-

trains daily, with Pullman Palace
and running through to Marquette.

of Spme Phrases.

| live with

A. M, JONES, Sec,

through trains daily, with Puliinan Palace Cars at- | Jife.

winning favor than the finest clothes and
| jewels ever worn. The gruffest man loves
and i% is oftener the
| to beappreciated;
| sweet smile of a woman, which we think
intended for us alone, thun a pair of Juno-

Origin

Ex-

Send for catalogue.

WILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
‘WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., IOWA.

daily, with Pullman Palace
Sleeping
Cars
through to

and

stud ouis for college, and every effort is made

do this in as thorough a manner*as possible,

penses are moderate.

in

Montana, Idaho,

For Council Bluffs, Omaha

advanfages which

are very important to students during their preparatory course. The special work of the school is to

On the arrival of the trains from the East or South,
the trains of the Chicago and North-Western Railway leave CHICAGO
as follows:

Two through trains
Drawing
Rrom
and

Aug. 18, 1874.
near the college and

many

Myr. M. E. Burnham,
Miss O. A. Angel.
Mrs. J. ‘Steere, (music.).

Northern

Iowa,

affords

La

Minnesota,

Dakota, Western

A.M. Principal, with three

Assistants,

.

California, and the Pacific Slope.

by Rev.

and beca\pe a resident’ of Sterling and united
with the N, Baptist churcl at Gilbert’s Mills, of
which he
Was a warthy sgmember until called
from the church militant to join the church triumphant.
His illness was but for -a few Jays.
Calmly and peacefully he came down to the
grave fully prepared to hear the Master sdy,
“ Well done, good and fiithful servant.” * How
blest the righteous when he dies.”
He leaves a
wife and six children to mourn for an affection.ate
hushand
and
father,
and
a
large
circle of
— the most
relatives and friends will cherish his memory in
woman can hope
of the glad reunion in our father’s kinga means -of dom,
A.E. W.

;
.
very acute and their voice well developed,
diveetly they are cut off from their'usual oc-’
The origin of the term, sub-rosa, or ¢‘ uncupations, they begin to imilate all they der the rose,” is said to be the following:

4

“Feb, 22, IST).

Two through trains daily, with Pullman Cars on
DEA. TrmoTHY SMITH died in Poland, N. Y.,
night train.:
March 5, aged 86 years-and 11 months.
At the
as distinguished from wild birds.
At least,
For Sioux City and Yankton, Twotrains
age of 21,he consecrated himself to God, and
found in him, through his subsequent life, all daily. Pullman Cars to Missouri Valley Junction.
Mr. Leith Adams says that parrots,
the clevs
thgt his sou! desired. He was chosento serve
For Lake Geneva, Four trains daily.
erest of all these imitators when in captivity,
church in the office of deacon, which office le For Rockford, Sterling, Kenosha, James“are not by any means given to copy the like eyes, or *¢ lips that seem on roses fed,” the
he
*
used
well
and
purchased
to
himself
a
good
and other points, you can have from two to
call-notes of other birds in" their native that bewitches our heart, and lays us low degree anit great boldness in the faith.” His ville,
ten trains daily.
woods ;” so that.imitation would seem to be af the feet of her whom we afterward mar- | conversion made him a “ new creature,” and
W.H.STENNETT,
Mathews’ ** Getting on in the his religious life has been an honor to God, and MARVIN HUGHITT,
the channel into which their intellectual en- Pe.
Gen’l Supermtendgnt.
Gen'l Passenger Agent.
He
He loved Christ.
world.
the
to
blessing
a
Woi'ld.
:
|
are
they
when
‘directed
be
to
apt
is
ergy
eo w20t9
1
loved * to speak of the glory of his kingdom, and
robbed-of their pbatural occupation.
That
He loved to sing his
to talk of his power.”
being
perceptions
is, we suppose, their
‘Little more than a’year azo he came to
praise.

seems to be more or less a quality of tame,

J.8. GARDNER, Prin,

Whitestown, Oneida Co., N, Y.

For
was

ing public to be the popular line for all points

Northern Illinois, Wisconsin,

Michigan,

of men by their bardness and coldness have
done themselves incalculable injury,—the
shell being so rough that the world
could
not believe there was a precious kernel
within. Civility is to a man whit beauty
is to a woman.
It creates an instantaneous
impression in his behalf, while the opposite
quality excites as quick a prejudice against
‘him.

WHITESTOWN REMINARY .
HE summer term will commence March 22.
The Institution is one of the largest and best in
the State. gTerois moderate. Send for Catalogue.

CALIFORNIA and the PACIFIC COAST.

About seven years since,he returned to this state

best

CALENDAR:

Kor tuether particulars, address,
Rev. G. 8, BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and
is the best, s fest, shortest, and quickest route for
OMAHA, LINCOLN, and other points in NEBRASKA;
and for CHEYENNE,
DENVER, SALT LAKE CITY,
VIRGINIA CITY, CARSON, SACRAMENTO, SAN FRANiy
and all other points west of the Missouri
liver.
If you want to go to Milwaukee, Mainitowec,
Sheboygan, D2 Pere, Ripon, Baraboo, Eau Claire,
Hudson, Stillwater, St. Paul, Minneapohs, Daluth,
Breckenridge,
Morehead,
Kort
Gury,
Winona,
Plattville, Dubuque, Waterloo, Fort Dodge, Sioux
City, Yankton, Coundll
Bluds, Omaha,
Lincoln,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Sacramento, San Fraucisco,
or a huadred otfer northeva, north-western, or
western points, this line is the one
you should take;
The track is of the best steel rail, and
all the appointments are first-:1ass in every
respect.
The trains
are made np of elegant new
Pallman Palace Drawing Room anl Sleeping Coaches, luxurious Day
Co cues, nad pleasant lounging and smoking ears.
The cars are all equipped with the celebrated Miller
Safety Platform, and patent Buffers and Couplings,
Westinghouse Safety Air Brakes, and every other
appliance that has been devised for the salety of
passenger trains.
All trains are run by telegraph.
n a word, this GREAT LINE has the best and
smoothest track, and the most elegant and comfortable equipment of any road in the West, and has no
competitor mm the country.
It is eminently the favorite route with Chicagoans traveling west, north,
or north-west, and is acknowledged by the travel-

Robert Hunt, and b2came a member of the F.
Baptist church at Newville. , About 30 years
ago he moved west and united with the Jobhunstown church in the state of Wisconsin, afterward
he'became a member of the Big Foot church.

The very tones

pinch

than a

any single

AMOS H. REED died in Sterling, Cayuga Co.,
N.Y., March 9. Bro.R. was born in Oblong,
N.Y., Jan. 22,1789. He was ever thoughtful,
and willing to acknowledge
his belief in the
validity of the Christian: religion, but did not
publicly engage in the service: of Christ until be
had reached his fortieth yeary” He was convert-

we have already remarked, flung down his
laced coat into the mud for Elizabeth to
walk
on, and got for
his reward
a

The

to

vious’to her death, was baptized, and united
with the F. Baptist ehurch at North Seriba. As
long as her health would admit, she kept her
place in the sanctuary, and was un earnest worker in the Master's service, - She was ever cheerful, trasting implicitly in the Saviour, aud delighting to do his will. For more than
two
years previous to her death, she wus a great
sufferer, but always resigned and submissive,
beheving** He doeth all things well.”
By her
sweet disposition and cheerful countenance, she
preached Christ to those who visited her or ministered to her wants,
Four days before her
death she wrote to a friend,“ I am so glad that I
have such a Saviour to trust in.” ,Her father
was taken sick, and after a week’s illness passed
away.
Her system was so reduced by direase,
that the bereavement was too great to be borne.
She turned from the coffin of the dead parent
and in a few moments became unconscious, and
fell asleep to awaken in that blissful home
where pain and sorrow never come.
A loved
motlier and affectionate brothers mourn their
1058. The church ang all that were acquainted
with her will cherish her memory.
:

pn

walk

insertion.

ter Ella became a Christian abot six years.

Almost every man can recall scores -of
cases within his knowiedge where pleasing
manners have made the fortune of lawyers,
doctors,

Verses

do

ELLA, daughter of Silas Cheesebro, died in
New Haven, N. Y., Feb. 4, aged 27 years.
Sis-

Witchery of Manner,

often more potent than the logic of a Webster or a Clay. Polished manners have often

of a new

obituary.

who

Not more

singlesquare can well be afforded

view.

ty

Star,

sure an

Brevity is specially important.

has intro-

down to an inquiry

a

equal to ten cents a Lune,£0

duced them in his book
with striking effect.
He is, however, by no means the
first writer who has endeavored to prove
that Luther was not sane.— Catholic Re-

The

forning

ii

FALL TERM opens Avg. 26, 1873,—~ends Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens
Dee. 9,~<ends March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—cnds June 12.

This great corporation now owna and operates
over two thousand miles of road.
With one branch
it reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee, and the |
country north thereof; with another line it pushes
through Janesyille, Watertown, Oshkosh, Fond du
Lac, Green Bay, Escanaba, to Negaunee and Marquette ; with another line it passes through Madison,
tlroy. and for St. Paul and Minneapolis; branching
westward
from
Elroy, it runs to and througn
Winona, Owatonna, St. Peter, Mankato, New Ulm,
and stops not until Lake
Kampeska, Dakota, is |
reached; another line starts from Chicago and runs ||
through Elgm and Rocktorsl to Freeport, and, via ||
the Illinois Central, reaches Warren, Galena and
Dubuque, and the country beyond.
Still another {
line runs almost due westward from Chicago, and {
passes through Dixon, sterling, Fulton, Ciinton
(Iowa), Cedar Rapids, Marshalltown, Grand Junction, Missouri Valley Junction, to Council Bluffs and
Omaha.
This last-named is the * GREAT TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer overland line
for
NEBRASKA, COLORADO,
UTAH, IDAHO, MONTANA, NEVADA,
3

‘

company them with cash

not patronize it, must

books, and to let them die of starvation.
He called them the sons of the devil.
In
short, a thousand instances can be . bronght
forward to prove that Luther was not in
Prof.

RAILWAY.

I’ersons
Tota wishing obit-

NOTICE

paries published in th

their

proud queen's favor.

for

PARTICULAR

The village of Evansville

can not be surpassed inthe high moral tene of its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons,
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
| giving permanency.
SE,
CR

Chicago and North - Western

so

speeches; fires, sickness, and death ; weather reports; the approach of the grasshopper
and the weeyil ; the transmission of money ;
the congratulations of friends—everything,

announcement

asymmetry, in more favored

Hares,

very gross and coarse a nature that nothing but insanity can
explain them.
The
way in which he spoke of the Jews
is a
proof that he was mad, if there
were no
other,
He advised people to pour burning

lead and pitch on

not uncom-

i

and beat him with it.”
Who but a crazy
person would have prayed thus?
His vitaperation, ‘evil temper, bad lagzuage and
and

and

Monthly.

His marriage

insanity.
Thus he asserts that ¢* his’ marriage must have made the angels weep and
the devjls laugh, ” and yet he wrote a trea-

filthy talk are well known,

A

ot

ductive, farming ¢ountry.,

troubled with heart disease, sDuaring her last
illness, which was severe, she said to her Lusband and children, ‘ All will be well. I am
going home to die no more,” and ‘exfrorted the
latter to prepare to meet her in hehven. A day
or two before ‘she departed, she said to her
husband ** Do you not see the angels in the
room? I can see them, and shall soon go to be
with them.”
She passed peaeefully away.
She
was
a good wife, a kind, loving -mother, and
loved by all. She leaves to mourn their loss, a
husband, three sons, an only daughter, one sis-ter and a large circle of friends,
i
A. E. BOYNTON,

lands, is the presence’ ofa dimple on one
cheek, while the other has no such indentation, or but a faint one. In such eases the
face has, as it were," a summer anda winter
side, just like the apple,which is rouad and
ruddy on its summer side, but on the shade
side flattened and wan.—Populur Science

utterly voit of common sense as to point to

men, ip every

of every kind ; bargains offered and bargains
closed; sermons, lectures, and political

from the

mon form of

improbable

Canada, where she lived until her death,
neatly
two years before :her death, she

on the maxillary,

contortions of the features.

date the hallucinations and
arities of his mind to which he

his right mind,%ud

from Washington,

sailing of ships; the arrival

it

spasm, down

producing the singular combinations

tise in favor of the marriage of priests. Hé
frequently. prayed at the table to the dévil,
saying, “ O holy Satan, pray for us.
Take a rope in thy hand and go to Rome to
thyZservant the pope, whose idol thou art;

heavy business of the day in many offices is
about over
The gréat lines gre-still crowd-

country is more or

though by

seeing a

y

A. M., Principal, with eigh
delicate relation of mother to children bereft by
‘
»
death, of maternal care. As wife und mother associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes.
Four terms
her price was above rubies. There being
no ten weeks each.
‘e
Baptist society in Craftsbury, she joined 'the
.
M. E. church, but continued to subscribe for and
CALENDAR:
read the Morning Star as long as she lived.
Fall Term begins Monday, August 24, 1874,
During the last few years, she was a constant
Fall Term closes Friday, October 30, 1874.
sufferer, yet no murmur
escaped’ her lips.
Vacation two weeks.
Through Christ she bad complete victory. Her
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 16, 1874.
last words were full of Christian hope and trust,
Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1875.
and she ascended with a joyful anticipation ot
Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins’ Monday Feb, 1, 1875.
angunfading crown,
J. MCDONALD,
Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1875.
Vacation two weeks.
SARAH M. RANDALL, wife of James CunninzSummer Term begins Monday, April 26, 1875.
ham, diedin Westbury, P. Q., Feb.
17, aged 56
Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 1, 1875.
years. At about the age ot twenty,
he experiFor further particulirs, apply to the Principal, or
enced a change
‘of heart, was baptized by Rev.
E. C, LEWIS, Sec, Trustees,
Jonathan Woodman,
and became a member of
New Hampton, N. H., July1 20, 1874,
the Free Buaptistichupch in
Lyndon, Vt. Atl the
age of twenty-seven, she
became the wife of
James Cunningbam, and removed to Westbu'ry,
NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.

both sides,

because every

tends to

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY,

PHILENA, wife of Daniel Philbrook, died in
Craftsbury, Vt., Jun, 20, 1875, aged 62 years.
Sister P. was born in Randolph, Vt.
At the age
of 22, she made a profession of religiomfnd, for
forty years was a living witness of Jesus’ power
to save.
Soou after her conversion, she united
with the F. Baptist church, which fellowship
she always loved and respected.
Her Christian
character was consistent, beautiful and hopeful,
She was twice married, each time assuming the

Sides ‘of the Face.

countenance, are the same

A pillar has been removed frém, the

1

The location of thi# institution at Evansville, Wis.
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, pro-

ahurehj a Christian hnsband and father from the
t family ; and his companion and two sons mourn
their loss, but feel it is his gain,
May the Lord
bless and comfort those bereaved hearts, and
prepare them all for a reunion on the shining
Lahore.
. A.J. DUTTON,

and, though such faces are not unfrequent,
we do nol votive the anomaly, simply because we are accigslomed to it,
In the

in the old time, persons entitled to, gel
bears witness to this, and tells besides the: firewood in the king's forest, were limited
rubythe
by
played
trick
the
story of
to such dead branches as they could tear
Or
which,
throated humming-bird of Canada,
down with a ** hook ora crook, without
its
When we look at a railroad map of the Jif captured, *‘feigns death by shutting
burt to his Majesty’s tree.”
* ln spite of
United States, with its intricate vet-work eyes and remaining quite motionless,” and his teeth” originated thus: King John of
to
effort
out
it
vigorous
fill
a
makes
imagination
in
and
siddenly
lines,
then
of black
Enghand once demanded of a Jew the sum
with its double tracks, its junctions and escape. This shows not merely a dramatic ol ten thousands»marcs, and on being reit.
ot
use
the
in
gift, bui a distinct purvose
busy stations, its depots and engine-houses,
fused, ordered that
the Israelite should
and then people and vivify the picture with Ruses of a similar kind are, however, not have one of his teeth drawn every day units swarming and hurrying life and its glic- unexampled in other animals than birds. til he gave his consent. The Jew subiniting trains, ever making up, traversing the Cats, for instance, constantly feign sleep ted to the loss of seven, and then paid the
‘

who, solemnly

with Catherine Bora, the ex-nun, was followed by words and acts ou his part so

gence.
:
Aller two o™ock, signs of relaxation appear.
The pigss been af
diminish;
messages that hdye been waitingto take
their

from

he pretended to possess it, I?

motion.
The whole net-work of wires, and
the submarine cables which connect it with
other equally active systems on the other
side of the globe, are all quivering from
end to end. with signals of human intelli-

takes a light lunch, such as a sandwich
of bread and cheese, and goes to work
again, and sticks to it until about one
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had given notice, quit work,
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The strike at the Ocean Mills,
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quiet, but it is determined
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y
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followed,

escape.
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President
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| and his cabinet and about ore hundred other distinguistied persons, including the governors of |
The New York Canal Board recommend a | several states, Generals Sherman, Sheridan and
reduction of tolls on the Erie canal, of thirty per Hancock. The entire militia of the State will be
cent. on ordered out, and it will be ‘one of the finest milicent. on lumber, thirty-three per
grain, and fifty per cent. on merchandise west- tary parades seen for years.

ward bound. It is thought this reduction will
amount to $600,000 a year; and the increase of
business

will

cover

the deficit.
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It is said

Holni Stories has at last been settled.

;

The bonded indebtedness of New.
reaches the enormous figure of
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City

$115,186,980.00.

Saxe Holm is a lidy, accomplished, unmarried,
Her
and on the sunny side of * forty years.”
is quaint and quaker-like—Ruth Ellis—and
| name
ber home in a small village in central New York.

Of this amount the increase for the three years |
preceding Green’s comptrollership was $56,346,Mr. John C. New,appointed to succeed Gener977.71, and during his three years’ administra- al Spinner as treasurer of the United States, is in
the forty-second year of his age. He is possesstion, the increase has been $33,252,049.49, maked of a princely private fortune, having an annuingan addition in six years of $89,598,327.20.
al income of about $30,000.
Under the adminisAt the second election for a senator and nine
tration of Senator Morton, when the latter was
members of the Rhode Island general assembly, governor of Indiana, he was quartermaster-genheld in Providence, Friday, the regular republi- eral of the State, and discharged the duties of
can ticket was elected by a small majority, that office with signal ability. While in that caprobably securing the election of Lippitt as gov- pacity he became a member of the Finance Board
ernor, and. the repeal of the prohibitory and of the State of Indiana. He subsequently became
State police laws.
5 cashier and manager of the First National Bank
of Indiana, at Indianapolis, which position he
In Boston, Sunday evening, interesting serviheld when called to assme the duties of the treas-

ces were held at the old North

church,

to

com-

urer of the United States.

memorate the hanging 6f the lanterns in the
_ tower, which started Paul Revere upon his ride.
The address was delivered by George B. Loring,
and speeches were made by General Hawley, of
Connecticut, Colonel Walker and the Rev. R. C:
‘Waterston.
Richard Frothingham spoke before
the Young Men’s Christian Union.
Rev. Mr.
Reynolds also preached a sermon, in Concord,
,on the occasion,.and Rev. William Adams, of
New York, delivered a historical address, in
Lexington.

peachable

The Centennial Edition of the

man,

page is devoted

counsels prudence,
the

steamer Helen McGregor, on a voyage from
Eight persons were drownGrafton to Sydney.
ed. The'tissing boats of the steamer Gothenberg, containing 80 persons, are given up as lost.
Destractive floods are reported in the coast districts,

The British House of Commons rejected Tues.
day, by a large majority, a motion in favor of
England's withdrawal of her agreements to the
declaration of Paris ink1856.

. Disraeli, being questioned
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course of
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is a large

and descrip-

tion of the Revolutionary Monuments of Concord, Lexington and Acton.
Single copies 25
cents, for sule by New England News Co., and
by local news dealers,
HL
The total number of immigrants who arrived
in the United States during the twelve months
ending December, 81, 1874, wus 260,814 ,0f whom
Under
159,936 were males, and 100,878 females.
fitteen years, 51,601; fifteen, and under forty,
172,113; forty years of age and upward, 87,010;

died on the voyage, 129,

FLOUR

Of the total arrivals,

there were from England, 43,398; Ireland, 47,
688; Germany, 56,927; Quebec and Ontario, 23,
Immi744; balance. from 144 other countries,
grants haying prefessional occupations, 2,465 ;
skilled occupations, $2,482; miscellaneous occu pations, 101,318; not stated and without occupa tion, mainly women and children, 124,649.
a new

quarter -is to

16 0)

Family....

MEAL.

be added to

England in case of peril to the independence of .the city of Berlin in which all the streets will be
Belgium, said the affair between that country named after Germany’s musical celebrities,
and Germany had been exaggerated, and that
The legislature of California has passed a law
he believed the question was ‘closed.
g makiag of any difference inthe
forbiadinthe
~The Empress of Japan has’ decided on the salaries of teachers on account of sex. The calaerection of a college for young girls who wish to ries puid, teachers of, the same grude must be
devote themselvesto teaching, ‘and has given a, equal. ©
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applied directly

seems to seek no aid. Vigorous and ever fresh,
it puts forth its fat, unblemished leaves fin the
early Spring.
In an incredibly short space of

| where, by its alterative and resolvent properties, it
| purifies the blood of the acid poison always present

| in catarrh, keeps the pores open, the skin moist and

| the appetite, and enables the system, by its powerful
| tone influence, to completely throw off the disease.
Each. package contains a treatise on catarrh and
Frice $1.
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UNEXAMPLED
:

|

time, the handsome tree is covered

with a dense

mass of beautiful foliage. The Summeér ‘findsit
laden with fruit, some
ripe to bursting, and
some still green.
For weeks the maturing of
truit goes on; each day ripens
fizs ready to
drop from the bending branches,—not one, two,
three, but
counted by the hundreds and the
thousands.
No summer sun, however hot, will

:

MACHIN E |H

wither it; no wintry blast, however cold, will
chill jt. Wet or dry, warm or cold, it is always
thrifty Roam the world over and you will' not
find a tree that so universally presents the appearance of perfect health and full development.

Seemingly

it has

no

enemies,

but

two good

friends,—~the soil and climate.
No matter how
salt may be the ocean breeze, mo matter how
near may come the swelling tide, no matter how
salt may be the water or the soil, it prospers,

The fig tree is at home in Florida.
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40
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TLe stagnant andaunsightly pool Ly theaoadside furnishes a beautiful illustration of nature’s
workshop,
Ordinarily * imperceptible’
agents,
and apparently insignificdnt
instruments, are
| producing chunges and results of the utmost
| importance toyman.
To the superficial observer
| these creatures (we are speaking of animals) ap-

pear to have been

created:for

no other purpose

are forever floating in atmosphere, wafied here
and there, until called into active lite by conditions favorable to th.ir development
aud muturity.
The stagnant waters on the road-side take up
dust and organic matters from the air. With.
this dust, spore and seeds are also taken up,
which, under the exciting influence of moisture

and

Manufacturing purposes.
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For Mixed Voices. Just Jublished, is an unusually
good collection of entirely new music, by the bet
modern German composers. Just right for Musical
Societies. Price $1.60,
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VILLAGE, N. H., July 30, 1874.

Frost—Dear Sir:
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WEED SEWING MACHINE CO.
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JAS. H. FOWLER, Manager, Boston.
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Probably no sewing machine ever was, or ever
will be put upon the market, that in so short a time
| will gain such immense popularity and success,as
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3 38
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rience satisfy me that your medicines do more than
you claim for them; and I would urge you to call the
attention of the public to two points in regard tv

and say to you

1
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DOVER,

This certifies that I have nsed'C. C. Frost's
Cough
and Humor Cure for some time, and can testify to
its useful effects from experience.
1 heartily agree
with the testimonies
of Revs. I. D. Stewart, N.
Brooks, H. S. Kimball, and J.'C. Osgood, as to its
value.
I donot intend to be. wrhout it bereaiter,
whatever its cost:
REV. ( O. LIBBY.
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eight page historical publication, printed on tinted paper, and copiously illustrated with Revolutionary pictures and valuable maps. It contains
fhe History of Concord fight, written by Dr.
Ripley, who has the advantage of having been
contemporary with the Revolutionary heroes.
This history has long been out of print, One

are recreant to their duty in permitting the aggressions of Prussia on the church, but the Emperor, while expressing regret at the conflict,
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